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O.2 Abstract
This thesis conducts a compt'ehensive eraluation and a comparative study of crop
insurance programs

in Manitoba. The main purpose of the study is to investigate

the most effective crop insurance program structures for both the government crop
insurance corporation and the insured farmers. The major objective is

to provide

theoretical and empirical insights into some important issues with which a voluntary

all-risk crop insurance is often confronted, and to seek some plausible solutions in
two distinct ways:

(t) to construct improved program

designs including better ac-

tuarial structures, better premium ratemaking methodologies, and better

coverage

frameworks, and (2) to induce stronger pïogram demand.

The thesis contains three parts. An extensive economic literature review of general insurance and crop insurance is first conducted. The fundamentals of the actuarial
aspect of insurance are outlined. The basic framework of insurance economics is in-

troduced and discussed within the context of demand for and supply of insurance, A
general public all-risk crop insurance model is then developed. The resource distortion
effects of crop insurance program parameters are isoiated and the resource neutrality

conditions are derived. In the first part, adverse selection and moral hazard problems

inherited in variotrs all-risk crop insurance programs are also emphasized. Theory
suggests

that a purely or partially individualized farm-level crop insurance program

has no sound foundation due to actuarial inconsistencies. Some approximation has

to be sought in order to establish an actuarially sound and financially viable program
structure in practice. Currently implemented or proposed programs such as homogeneous risk area based individual productivity index

(IPI) and the area-yield crop

insurance approach are some examples of such approximations. Theoretically, purely
homogeneous risk area program structure with some special adjustment mechanisms

vlu

could be the best option. The individualization of current program is not recommended. Manitoba's progrâm should be reformed within the present framework with
an emphasis on coverage adjustment methodology,

Parts two and three present some empirical results. In part two

( Chapter 3 ),

three crop insurance programs are evaluated in terms of their effectiveness of yield
risk reductions for more than 450 Manitoba farms. The examination is first conducted

with a proposed index method, where the relative yield risk reduction magnitude

is

calculated and compared for each farm under each program. The generalized stochas-

tic dominance ( GSD ) methodology is also used to provide an alternative analytical
framework in analyzing producers' relative preferences among those alternatives by
comparing the net yield distributions generated by each program for each farm. The

results suggest that, given an actuarially sound basis, the fully individualized crop
insurance (

FI ) program is the most favorable

ar..ea coverage

choice for risk-averse producers. The

and individual indemnity program (IA) is generally the second best

option' The full area crop insurance program ( FA ) is least preferred by risk-averse
farmers. The index approach and the GSD results also clearly indicate producers will
be less sensitive to the alternative programs

if

coverage level is increased. Although

the fully individualized program is generally preferred over the area coverage and
individual indemnity ( IA ) progrâm, the dominance can only be made marginally.
In some cases, the IA program may be more attractive than the FI program.

In part three ( Chapter 4 ), theoretical and analytical

issues

in pure premium

ratemaking for an all-risk crop insurance program are evaluated. Explicit actuari-

ally fair rate formulas for normal yield distribution and beta yield distribution

are

presented. Some informal and formal ratemaking frameworks, using the Bayesian
methodology, are discussed. A deductible-shifted insurance structure using a trun1X

cated indemnity schedule is also proposed and evaluated, and its ratemaking formula
presented. The results suggest that, given an actuarially sound basis, the ratemaking

formuia based on the beta yield probability density function produces unbiased and
consistent estimates for expected yield losses. The normal rate formula generates biased rate estimates. Given positively skewed wheat yield distributions for most years,
as suggested by

the nolmality tests, the normal pure premium rate methodology tends

to underestimate expected losses. The Bayesian framework gives rise to some median
rates and

it is a very useful premium revision technique. It is also found that the

current rate formula used by the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation is only partly

justified and

it

could be improved by utilizing a formal Bayesian methodology. The

chapter also demonstrates that an indemnity-truncated or deductible-shifted pïogrâm
needs to be considered by the insurance corporation.

It

is attractive for both the in-

surer and the insured in the sense that an equivalent or higher yield protection could
be obtained by the insured and the program management cost savings could be very

significant to the insurance agency.

Chapter

1

Introduction
1.1-

Problem Statement

Canadian Federal-Provincial Crop insurance programs have been implemented across

the country for more than 30 years since the Crop Insurance Act was enacted in
1959. These programs have continued to play an important role in protecting farm
production from uncontrollable natural hazards and in stabilizing farmers' net income

flow. The

programs have been widely recognized by governments and producers

as one of the most effective ways

to stabilize farmers' net income from production

fluctuations due to adverse production conditions.

It

is this function that makes the

programs one of the most important policy instruments in the Canadian agricultural

policy framework ( Gilson, 1987; Agriculture Canada, 1g8g ).

The Canadian crop insurance experience has generally been favorable, as compared to similar programs in other parts of the World. Canada's progïams, holever,
are by no means free of problems. Many issues and problems have been recognized
as the program experience is accumulated. Comprehensive prograrn reviews have
been done

in a few provinces, including the Alberta Crop and Hail Insurance Col-

poration( Gilson, i987), the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation ( Manitoba Crop
Insurance Review Committee,7992

) and an overall Federal-Provincial pïoglam le-

view conducted by the Agriculture Canada (1989

).

Both theoretical and practical

issues confronting the programs were discussed and evaluated. Some fundamental

program changes were proposed and further systematic studies on some issues were
demanded. For example, after evaluating the general program performance at the

national level, the Federal-Provincial review called for implementing "an individual
co\¡erage approach where feasible". This may have some fundamental implications

fol the future progrâm reforms, particularly for those provinces like Manitoba where
individual coverage approach has never been tried on a lalge scale.
Few other agricultural programs are as complex as crop insurance. Economic
rationale, financial aspects, and statistical foundation and actuarial principles consti-

tute the basic dimensions of the program. In terms of operational aspects, the basic
elements include the determination of long term average yields and coverage levels,

the premium setting methodology, and indemnity determination. Each of these elements can be very complicated and controversial, particularly the individual coverage
approach versus the area coverage approach.l
Today, more and more insured producers strongly demand the implementation of

an individualized insurance program. They want a move from the current homogeneous risk area approach toward an individual coverage approach because the risk
homogeneity hypothesis is widely doubted by this group of people (Manitoba Crop
Insurance Review Committee,Igg2)2. Such a change is practically possible if the far-

m yield data base is well established. This may be the case for some insured farmers
1A

common practice is that the area average yields are used to establish the amount of protection
for an individual insured farmer when individual yield data are not available ( this is the case when
a program starts or a farmer is a nerv insured ). The area may be based on regions of similar or
uniform risk (homogeneous risk area ) or in some cases administrative areas such as counties or
townships, In many provinces, area average yields are used only as bench marks for newly insured
producers, and individual yield data are used to replace the area yield data as experience is gained.
2An individual productivity indexing ( IPI system
was introduced in 1992 ( about the same
)
time as the Crop Insurance Revierv rvas done ). Norv that producers understand how IPI rvorks
there is no substantial demand for individual coverage ( Hamilton, 1gg4 ).

since more than 30 years' experience has been accumulated. The issue, however, may

be of a more fundamental nature than

it

appears, particularly when we consider the

fundamental pri'nci,ples underlying any insurance program and relevant individu alízed

program experiences. For example, the poor actuarial performance of the individual
coverage approach

( due to

adverse selection and moral hazard problems, Halcrow,

1978; Skees and Reed, 1986; Miranda, 1991 ) and its failure to attract producer par-

ticipation has led to dramatic dissatisfaction with the IJ, S. Federal Crop Insurance
Program, including calls for the elimination of the program and replacing

it with a

standing disaster assistance program by the Bush administration ( Chite, 1g92 An
).
alternative area yield based crop insurance is now receiving more and more attention
and discussion ( Halcrow, 7949, 1978; Miranda, 1gg1 ), and a new program, Group
Risk Plan ( GRP ), has been experimented since 1992 ( skees, 1gg4 ).
Back to Canada, the individual coverage approach vs. the area coverage approach

is also quite controversial. This can be easily verified by the fact that different prac-

tices are

in place

across the country. The key issue

to be studied is whether an

individualized program structure will provide the same or more insurance protection
to the insured farmers in terms of the pïogram objective as the current program does.

Equally important, what will be the implications and impacts on the insurers?
Crop insurance programs have been offered in Manitoba since 1960. The programs are implemented by the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation

( MCIC ).

Actually, the concern with some alternative coverage approaches has been popular
among farmers as well as within the Crown Corporation ( MacFadden, 1gS1 Since
).

the homogeneous risk area approach has been adopted for more than thirty years
within the province, some new versions of the program may be logically experimented and extended based upon actuarially sound principles.

It

is, however, not easy to

judge whether the individual approach is superior to the area approach or vice ver-

sa without some comprehensive comparative study, even though the individualized
approach may have been rendered impractical elsewhere. For example, the failure of

the individual coverage approach in the United States cannot be used to justify the
fuICIC's area based approach. This is actually a two-sided theoretical and empirical
question.
Some critical questions can be raised logically from the previous discussion: Has

the program objective been reached? Is

it

inevitable to reform the existing program

structures? ls there any theoretical foundation for each of alternative approaches?
Empirically, does current homogeneous risk area based IPI approach fail or succeed?

What may be the best option? These questions will be evaluated and discussed by

this study both theoretically and empirically in the context of the Manitoba crop
insurance programs.

L,2

Objectives of the Study

The major objectives of the study are:

(1) To discuss and evaluate the theoretical framework of crop insurance, including
the economics of crop insurance, actuarial aspects, operational elements as well

as

the integration of these components.

(2) To provide theoretical and empirical insights into some important

issues with

which a voluntary crop insurance is confronted.

(3) To make a comprehensive comparative study of the individual coverage approach
versus the area coverage approach in order to determine whether or not the individ-

ualized crop insurance has a theoretical foundation, and whether or not

it

could be

practically feasible and superior over the homogeneous risk area approach.

(a) To develop a new Bayesian premium-rate methodology.
(5) To propose and discuss some better progranÌ designs in order to increase partici-

pation and to reduce program costs.

1-.3

Assumptions of the Study

The following assumptions are adopted throughout the study in order to simplify the
theoretical framework and empirical models:

(1) The objective of the crop insurance program is to provide insurance protection

to insured farmers on an actuarially sound basis against crop yield

losses caused

by natural hazards that cannot be reasonably controlled by the insured. This yield
based insurance characteristic is the plogram foundation and provides a guide for
any program change in the future.

It

also distinguishes crop insurance programs from

other government programs such as price support or direct income insurance.

(2) An all-risk crop insurance plan may not be replaced by any other program. The
criticisms with crop insurance should be clarified under the program objective. Other
government support programs only serve as complementary instruments for the overall

policy objective.

(3) Farmers are expected uiility ( or profit ) maximizers with risk aversion attitudes.
The Crown Corporation agency is assumed to be risk neutral with zero profit maximization. Actuarial and financial objectives will dictate the Corporation's action.

1,.4 Hypotheses of the Study
To accomplish the research objectives, the following hypotheses will be tested and
evaluated consistently throughout this study.

Null hypothesis 1: There is no theoretically sound

and consistent foundation for

individualized crop insurance. The statistical, actuarial and economic aspects cannot

be integrated consistently within this crop insurance program.

Null hypothesis 2: The homogeneous

risk area hypothesis cannot be rejected. The

current homogeneous risk area based IPI approach is an effective approximation to
the theoretically sound insurance, The area coverage program can provide the same
or larger yield protection than the individual coverage program.

Null hypothesis 3: Actuarially,

an individual coverage approach is not superior to

area coverage approach. The individualized insurance stlucture does not necessarilv
induce stronger demand for the crop insurance.

Null hypothesis 4: Adverse selection is inherent in any crop insurance program as
long as (1) a voluntary program is offered, or (2) the asymmetric information problem

is present.

Null hypothesis 5:

The current program could be improved either by some new

program structures or by some better premium setting methodologies.

Chapter

2

Theoretical Dimensions of Crop
fnsurance Program
2.L

Fundamental Principles of General rnsurance

z.L.L Risk, I-Incertainty and Insurance
When ri,sk is ,inuolued, there is

If, i'n meeti,ng

for

i,nsurance.

hazard, auerl,ge loss i,s substi,tuted

'is'insurance. C.

J. C. Gilson

for actuøl

loss, the result

A. Kulp

From an academic context,

is. It

0, case

it may be unwise to attempt to define what insurance

is however very logical to discuss the definition and measurement of risk,

since the insurance industry and its principles of operation are rooted in the nature

of risk and uncertainty. The statements quoted above indicate that the insurance
industry would not exist at all if risk did not exist. To understand the fundamentals
of insurance, one must understand how people define risk, and in particular, how the
insurance industry defines and measures risk.

Economists, statisticians, decision theorists, and insurance theorists have long
discussed the concepts of risk and uncertainty in an attempt to arrive at a definition

of risk that might be useful for analysis in each field of investigation ( Vaughan and

Elliot, 1978

).

Unfortunately and naturally, they have not been able to agree on

definition that can be used in each field; nor does
so

it

appear likely that they

will

a

do

in the near future.

In

insurance the word "risk" has a long tradition, and has been used

in many

different senses. It is generally believed that risk was first defined as a mathematicai
concept by Tetens ( 1786 ) in a work on life annuities. Tetens defined risk in terms of

what we would presently describe as "one half of the mean deviation" (Borch, 1gg0).

If

we were to survey the best-known insurance textbooks, we would find many risk

definitions. The following is a list of some examples:
Ri,sk i,s the chance of loss

Rirk is the possi,bili,ty of loss
Rirk

i,s

uncertai,nty

Risk i,s the probabi,li,ty of any outcome di,fferent from the one erpected,
Ri,sk i,s

the di,spersi.on of actual from erpected results

The lack of agreement on the definition of risk in insurance could be attributed

to many reasons. One of major
never tried

reasons for this is

that insurance theorists

have

to distinguish uncertainty from risk. They have attempted to borrow

the definitions of risk used in other fields such as statistics or mathematics ( Rejda,
1982

). It

is clear that many definitions of risk are mixed up with tools with which

well-defined classes of decision makers measure and order risky choice ( Robison and

Barry, 1987 ).
Economists
concepts

will generally recall Knight's ( I92l ) sharp distinction between the

of "risk" and "uncertainty". In Knight's terminology, risk is present in

a

situation where an action can lead to several different, mutually exciusive outcomes,
each with known probability.

If

these probabilities are unknown, only uncertainty

is involved. "The fact is that while a single situation involving a known risk may
be regarded as 'uncertainty', this uncertainty is easily converted into effective cer-

tainty; for in a considerable number of such
accordance

cases

the results become predictable in

with the law of chance and the error in such prediction approaches

as the number of cases is increased

" (Knighl, I92I ). Knight's

zero

distinction between

risk and uncertainty is based on the empirical information available for generating
probabilities and he is merely stating the Law of Large Numbers ( LLN The prob).
lem is that decision makers must make probability judgements even with little or no

empirical information, The application of the Bayesian approach to statistics and
decision theory seems to have made Knight's distinction not essential, As a result,

few economists would like to maintain the distinction imposed by Knight, but

use

uncertainty and risk interchangeably ( Borch, 19g0; Robison and Barry, lgg7 ).
Freifelder ( 1976 ) proposed that " uncertainty is the lack of certainty; doubt
as

to the actual outcome of an event or trial of an experiment". In this definition,

uncertainty is characterized by the inability to predict the outcome without error.
Freifelder defined risk as " the individual evaluation of the uncertainty surrounding
the choice of a course of action or the outcome of an event". According to Freifelder,

the distinction between risk and uncertainty by reference to the existence or nonexistence of probabilities is not important. What is critical is the distinction between

the three types of probabilities: a pri,ori,, relati,ue frequency, and, subjecti,ue. Consequently, risk has both subjective and objective aspects and is potentially present in

all uncertain situations, whether characterized as a priori probabilities (gambling),
relative frequency probabilities (insurance ), or subjective probabilities (decision
making ).

The concept of risk becomes more relevant through the development of modern
economic theory. The concept of

utility developed in the last decade of the nineteenth

century was widely believed to be the cornerstone of economic theory. However, mâ,ny
economists found

measure,

it difficult to accept

It was therefore considered

the utility concept since

it

was impossible to

as a key break-through when Pareto showed

that one could do without utility, and derived all the results of classical economics
from the theory of indifference curve.
However, classical theory was not very successful when

it dealt with the uncertain

elements in economics. When the first real break-through, modern expected
tlreory, was made by von Neumann and Morgenstern
was indispensable.

It

(

L947 ),

it

appeared that

is within this context that Robison and Barry

(

utility
utility

1g8Z ) defined

risk as those uncertain events whose outcomes affect the decision maker's utility or
well-being. This definition seems broader than the popular concept of risk as it
involves both possible losses and gains.
Robison and Barry's definition of risk may not be a good one from the insurance

point of view, since insurance deals with "pure risk" which is used to designate those
situations which involve only the possibility of loss or no loss. If a risk involves a pos-

sibility of loss as well

as gain, the

risk could be defined as speculative risk ( Mowbray

and Blanchard, 1961 ). Speculative risk is important in some non-insurance indus-

tries. Gambling and the futures market provide some good examples of speculative

risk. The distinction between pure and speculative risks is crucial in the insurance
industry because normally only pure risks are actuarially insurable,

In a gambling situation, risk is deliberately created in the hope of gain, while
insurance is a technique for dealing with an already existing pure

risk.

Gambling

is socially unproductive since the winner's gain comes at the expense of the losser.

In contrast, insurance tends to be socially productive since both the insurer and the
insured are to be better off. Insurance is also different fi'om hedging. Insurance nor-

mally invoives the transfer of insurable risks, yet hedging is a technique for handling
10

risks that are typically uninsurable such as risks arising from fluctuating prices.

As risk can be defined several rvays) the definition of the degree of risk or risk
measurement is also not unique. The insurance literature indicates that many people

accept the variance or the standard deviation of the sample mean as the proper
measure of

risk. This is natural

since risk and uncertainty have been traditionally

identified with variability. Since the standard deviation or variance of a probability

distribution is a measure of variation, it appears rea,sonable to declare the variance to
be a measure of absolute risk, with the coefficient of variation ( C.V. being a relative
)

measure. The validity of a variance measure has already been questioned by some

authors. For example, McCall

( L971) observed that " the variance

is an intuitive

measure of riskiness, and for this reason has been frequently used to measure the risk
associated with a given random variable. However, in some circumstances the variance

lacks internal consistency and, therefore, is not reliable measure of risk." Rothschild

and Stiglitz

(

1970

) also demonstrated

the variance may not be appropriate for

measuring risk, for the concept of increasing risk is not equivalent to that implied by

equating the risk of a random variable with the variance of the variable.
Risk is subjective in terms of the decision maker's evaluation of uncertain events
and consequences.

It

follows then that the measurement of risk depends upon the

individual and the context within which the decision is made.

it

It

is for this reason

has been suggested that the most accurate and reliable method of measuring risk

is through utility theory ( Freifeider, 7976

).

When utility theory is followed, risk

is not measured by any one specific quantity such as variance. Instead the riskiness

of an event is determined by applying the decision maker's utility function to the
probability distribution of possible outcomes. Since the utility function summarizes
the preferences for various outcomes,

it

contains all the information about how the

decision maker would evaluate this uncertainty. In this case, risk is measuled by the
11

risk premium as defined by Pratt ( 1964
maximum amount of money

).

Risk premium can be interpreted as the

( price ) an insured, with a given utitity function, is

willing to pay above the expected outcome ( actuarialiy fair premium ) to avoid risk.

2.L.2 Insurable Risks and Insurability
The conditions under which a risk is insurable are generally discussed in any popular
insurance text. Wiihin the insurance context,

it

is normally accepted that an insur-

ance company insures only pure risks. Certain requirements or conditions must be

fulfilled before a pure risk can be insured. Among these conditions is the requirement

that it must be possible to make reliable estimates of the relevant probabilities from
statistical observations. The bottom line is simply that a risk is insurable if and only

if the insurer can apply the Law of Large Numbers ( LLN ), i..., a risk is insurable
only if the fundamental principle of insurance is workable. From the viewpoint of the
insurer, the following conditions are basic requirements of an insurable risk:

(1) There must be a large number

of.

homogeneous risk exposure units to make

the losses reasonably predictable.
(2) The loss produced by the risk must be definite and measurable.
(3) The loss must be random in nature ( accidental and unintentional ).
(a) The loss must not be catastrophic ( independent loss ).
These requirements are obviously self-explanatory from the insurer's point of view.

Although it seems theoretically possible to insure all possibilities of loss, some are not
insurable at a reasonable price. For practical reasons, insurers are not willing to accept

all the risks that the insured may wish to transfer to them. The four prerequisites
listed above represent the "ideal" elements of an insurable risk.
The essence of the first condition is to enable the insurer to predict ( calculate

)

the probability of loss based upon the LLN. Exposure units or insureds with similar
L2

loss-pr-oducing characteristics are technically grouped by classes. If a sufficiently large

number of exposure units are present within a class, the insurer cân accuratell' predict

both the average frequency and average severity of loss because the LLN is workable
in this situation. The LLN states that the

obserued frequency

of a rand,om euent rnore

nearly approaches the underlyi,ng true probabi,ti.ty of the populati,on øs the nurnber

of tri,als ( obseruati,ons ) approaches infinity. Therefore, the greater the number of
exposure units, the more closely

will actual results approach the probable

results

expected from an infinite number of exposures. The LLN can be best illustrated by

the following simple example. Consider a case where a coin is flipped and the possible
outcome is assumed to be either a head or a tail. The ¿ pri.ori, probability of getting
a head is obviously 0.5.

If the coin

is flipped only ten times, a head may âppear eight

times. Although the observed probability of getting a head in this experiment is 0.8,
the true probability is still 0.5. If the coin were flipped one million times, however, the

actual number of heads would be approximately 0.5. Thus, as the number of random
tosses increases, the actual results approach the expected results. Since the observed

frequency of a random variable approaches the true

( unknown ) probability of the

population as the number of trials increases, v/e can obtain a notion of the underlying

probability by observing events that have occurred. After observing the proportion
of the time that various outcomes have occurred over a iong period of time under
essentially the same conditions, an index of the relative frequency of the occurrence

of each possible outcome ( a probability distribution ) can be constructed for use in

pledicting population parameters.
The requirement of an accidental and unintentional loss is necessary for an insurable risk to reduce moral h.azard problem. The loss should be accidental ( random
because the

LLN is based on the random occurrence of events. A deliberately

loss is obviously not a random event. The
13

)

caused

third condition of an insurable risk

is

straightforward. This requirement enables the insurer to determine if the loss is covered under the insurance policy, and if

it is covered, how much the insurance company

would pay.

The fourth condition of an ideal insurable risk requires that a large proportion

of exposure units should not incur losses simultaneously. The insurance principle
is based on a notion of sharing and spreading losses over space and time, and the
underlying assumption is that only a small percentage of the exposure units will
suffer loss at any time.

If most or all of the insured in a certain

class simultaneously

incur a loss, the sharing or pooling technique is unworkable. This will make insurance
no longer an effective means by which losses of the few are spread over the entire risk
group.

The requirements or conditions of an insurable risk discussed in the previous paragraphs are perhaps not that important for many economists. À4ost economists tend

to take a pragmatic attitude toward this issue: if two parties agree on an insurance
contract, the risk covered is by definition insurable (e.g,, Borch, 1990 ). A risk can be
insured when no statistics are available, and even when no theoretical analysis seems
possible ( Brown, 1973

). Brown reported

a case where the Lloyd's of London wrote

an insurance contract to insure against the capture of the Loch Ness Monster in

1g/i.

The LLN and the requirements of an insurable risk are certainly not applicable to
this case. The economics literature

seems

to suggest that every risk is theoretically

insurable, and a risk may be practically uninsurable only when moral hazard and
adverse selection come

to play. The question of what prevents the emergence of a

competitive insurance market is often referred to as the "insurability" problem ( e.g,,

Arrow, 1963; Pauly,7974; Rothschild and Stiglitz,rg76; Chambers, lggg ). The basic
ans\Mer

to this question provided by economists is that a risk couid be economicaily

uninsurable if asymmetric information ( between the insurer and the insured about
)
T4

the risk is involved. Whether or not a risk is statistically or actuarially insurable
seems

not critical.

Although it is not difficult to find instances in which an insurance company writes
an insurance contract which insures against loss caused by a unique event, technically

speaking, such transactions are not true insurance

in an actuarial sense. Although

they involve the transfer of risk, there is no reduction of risk from the insurer's point
of view. Some insurance companies like Lloyd's of London are able to engage in such

practices because they substitute mass underwriting
among many insureds

) for

( where a single risk is spread

mass exposures and because the premiums charged for

such coverages are heavily loaded, that is, higher than probability requires. These

kinds of extreme examples are not conducted by well-defined insurance principles,
and therefole they cannot be used to justify the notion that all risks are insurable,

2.L.3 fnsurance Mechanism and Principles
Insurance is a device which enables an insured

to transfer part of his risk to the

insurer through the principles of economies of risk ( Robison and Barry, IggT or a
)
risk pooling mechanism. Insurers can reduce the cost of risk bearing as their number of
exposure uniis ( i.e. insureds ) increases through the LLN, assuming the losses facing

their insureds are not perfectly and positively correlated. The insurance company
accepts the risk in return for an insurance premium ( risk premium which exceeds
)

the certainty equivalent of the loss. The insured increases his certainty equivalent by
paying an insurance premium that is less than the loss of certainty equivalent income
created by the risk. In this way both the insurer and the insured are better off from

the exchange.
Insurance is a complicated device, and it is consequentiy difficult to define. Howerer, in its simplest aspect,

it is sufficient to consider an insurance contract
15

as described

by two elements:

(t) p(t) : the premium
(Z) t(r)

:

paid by the insured.

the compensation which the insured receives if specific losses occur

when the contract is in force.

r

is the risk insured

(or

loss ), a random variable which must be actuariallyinsurable

and must be described by a probability distribution,

F(r).

Since

r is a random

variable, the compensation function, 1(r), is also a random variable.

in this manner, the insurance contract is defined by a pair (p(r), /(ø)) in which
the contract will give the insured the right to claim an amount of money ( insurance
payment ) $

f(r¡

from the insurer, if certain events should occur. To be entitled to

this right, the insured pays the insurer a premium p(r).
The essential objective of the theory of insurance is to describe and determine the
relationship between these two elements, i.e., how the premium p(ø) depends on the
properties of the probability distribution of the compensation. The general solution

to this question is through the principle of equivalence which states that the expected
value of claim payments under a contract should be equal to the expected value of
premium received, i.e., pure premiums should be equal to the expected losses over
time:

p(r):
where f @)

Io*

,@)t(r)d,r,

(2 1)

= F'(r), the probability density function of loss.

The fundamental principles of insurance mechanism can be illustrated by cap-

turing the essential characteristics of true insurance. Since there is no definition
acceptable to everyone,

it is useful and sufficient to find a working definition.

The

definition provided by the Commission on Insurance Terminology of the Amelica¡
Risk and Insurance Association ( see Vaughan and Elliot, 1973 ) may be a good one:
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Insurance i,s the pooli.ng of fortui,tous losses by transfer of such ri,slls to
'insurers who agree to i,ndemni,fy i,nsureds

for such losses, to proui,de other

pecuni'ary benefi,ts on the'ir occurrence, or to render seru,ices connected wi,th

the

ri.sk.

By investigating this insurance definition, one can summ anze the key words or
the characteristics of a true insurance as follows:

(1) Pooling of Losses ( risk sharing among insureds ).
(2) Indemnification ( risk transfer from insureds to insurer ).
Pooling or sharing of losses is the core of insurance. Pooling of losses is the
spreading of risks incurred by the few over the entire risk class or risk group, so that

in the process, average loss is substituted for actual loss. In addition, pooling involves
the classifying of a large number of homogeneous exposure units so that the LLI'I can
operate to provide a substantially accurate prediction of future losses and insurers
can reduce their risks. Therefore, poolingof losses or risks has dual implications: (1)

the sharing of risks by the entire group ( i..., shifting risk from one individual to a
whole class ), and (2) the prediction of future losseswith some accuracy based on the

LLN. As a result, both the insurer and the insured will have a risk reduction.
The first implication can be illustrated by a simple example. Assume that 1000
farmers in a rural community agree that

if

any farmer's barn is destroyed by a fire,

the other members of the community will indemnify the actual costs of the unlucky
farmer who incurred the loss. Assume also that each barn has an equal value,
$6000, and on average, the probability

say,

that a barn burns each year is 0,001, i.e., one

out of one thousand. Without insurance, the maximum financial loss to each farmer

is $6000 if the barn should burn. However, by pooling the losses through mutual
insurance, the loss can be spread over the entire community, and if one farmer's barn

I7

burns down and thus has an actual loss of $6000, the maximum amount that each
farmer could have to assume is only

$6:

$6000

x 0.001. Consequently, the pooiing

function leads to the substitution of an average loss of $6 ( premium ) for the actual
loss of $0OOO. The function of risk reductions for the insured is therefore realized.

The second implication indicates that the risk or the variability of outcomes for
an insut'er is less than for an insured because of risk pooling function. In other- word.s,

the risk pooling technique can result in risk reductions for both the insured and the

insurer. Consider n potential insured farmers who have identical yet independent
distribution ( IID ) for crop

losses caused

by hait. Lel

farmer i with an average value p,* and variance

ol.

r¡

be the stochastic loss for

tU,e insurance company will cover

a farmer' crop loss for a premium equal to the expected loss across all the insured.
Assuming the insurance payments are IID for each insured farmer, the average benefit

paid by the insure¡ is
o

rrt *

:t:z

I

....

I

bj:E{x}=tf,,.

(2,2)

The variance of the average insurance payment is

var(x)

: n{(tu*e-t',)2}
: (*)'E{Ki, i rz + '.' ¡ - nþ,12}
: G)'E{(*, - þ,)2 + .,. +",)(r, - u.)2}
: olln < ol'

(2 3)

Therefore, the larger the risk pool is, the less the insurer's risk will be. If the nurnber

of insured farmers in the risk group approaches infinity, the insurance company can
accurately predict the probability of crop loss, sínce o2,f n --+ 0 when n approaches

infinity.

2.2

Economics of Insurance

2.2.L

General Literature Review

The discussion on economic aspects of insurance has a long history. Adam Smith
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(1776 ), Leon Walras (I874 ), and Alfred Marshall all discussed insurance in their
most important works. Among these, Smith provided some deep insight into the
essentials of insurance, particularly with respect to premium determination. Marshall

came close to developing å,n economic theory of insurance in his Principles

( 1890 )

where he treated insurance premiums as the price one has to pay to get rid of the

uncertainty. Marshall seemed also to realize that Bernouli's Principle ( the Expected

Utility Hypothesis ) may be the key to the problem of insurå,nce premiums. However,
the true economics of insurance did not emerge until von Neumann and Morgenstern

(

1947

) formally proved the Bernouli

Hypothesis as a theorem so that risk and

uncertainty can be theoretically brought into economic analysis. The break-through
was made by Arrow ( 1953 ), Debreu ( 1953 ), and Allais ( 1953

). In their papers, rhe

values of contingent claims were determined by market forces that drove the demand

for risk-bearing services.
The formal insurance economics was shaped in the early 1960's, with the most
important work was done by Arrow (1963, 1g6b) and Borch (1960, 1961, 1962). A.
a leader in the development of the economics of uncertainty, information, and com-

munication, Arrow did tremendous work in the field of insurance economics. He was
the fi¡st author in economics to systematically investigate the major reasons why risk

shifting in any market is limited. He identified moral hazard, adverse selection, and
transaction costs as the fundamental reasons.

Borch also made significant contributions to insurance economics, particularly

with respect to the theory of optimal insurance contract. He developed

necessary

and sufficient conditions for Pareto optimal exchange in risk pooling arrangements.

Borch also showed how risk aversion affects the optimal coverage of participants in
the risk pool. Borch's work led to many applications in the insurance literature (
Lemaire ( 1990 ) for a survey of these applications
19

). Borch's contributions

see

established

some important links between actuarial science and insurance economics which irave

been neglected by actuaries and economists ( Louberge, 1gg0 ).

In insurance economics, insurance coverage is generally considered to be a contingency commodity which is bought and sold in the market. The premium is considered
as a price which is determined by demand

for and supply of insurance in the market.

Insurance economics is based upon modern

utility theory. The heart of the theory

is

Bernouli's Principle which formed the base for the Expected Utility Theorem. Over
200 years ago Daniel Bernouli postulated his principle in recognition of the fact that

an extra dollar is worth more to a poor man than to a rich man by proposing the

"moral value

", or the utility,

when he used famous

" St.

petersburg paradox "

and other examples to show that individuals did not order choice according to theirmathematical expected values, but the "moral expectation" given by

lo*
where

z(r)

u(r)dF(r)

=

lo*

u(r)f(r)d,r,

represents the "moral value" or a concave

(2.4)

utility function.

The significance of Bernouli's Principle became popular for some time among
mathematicians and philosophers, but

it

it

had little impact on economic theory and

went unrecognized until von Neumann and Morgenstern

(

7947

)

showed that

Bernouli's Principle is a logical deduction from a small number of axioms that are
reasonable. With objective probabilities, three basic axioms are necessary to obtain

the Expected Utility Theorem: weak order, continuity, and, i,nd,epend,ence. Given
these three axioms, insurance policy

A will be preferred to policy B if and only

if E{u(A)} > E{u(B)}. With subjective

probabilities, additional axioms must be

added in order to obtain a unique subjective probability measure over the set of states

and a utility function that is unique up to a positive linear transformation. Formally,

the Expected utility Theorem may be stated as follows ( Borch, 1gg0 ):
20

A uti)i'ty functi,on u(r) erists for a decision maker whose preferences øre
cons'istent wi'th the arioms of wealc orderi,ng, cont'inu,ity, and i,ndepend,ence;
thi,s functi,on assoc'iates

a

si,ngle real number wi,th anE ri,sky prospect and,

has the followi,ng properties:

(i,) ,f

Fr(r) < Fr(r), then [î*u(r)dF1(r) < ïï*u(r)drr(r),

and, ui,ce

aeTSa.

(ii,) The utili,ty of a rislcy prospect is its erpected, uti,li,ty.
(i'ä') The scale on whi,ch uti,li,ty i,s definerl is arbi,trary. In particular, the
properti,es

of a utiJi,ty functi,on that are releuant to

deci,si,on choi.ce

o,re

not chønged under a posi,ti,ue li,near transformati,on. That i,s, the functi,on

u(r)

and

u(r) : au(r) * B, where a ) 0, represent the same preference

orderi,ng.

Utility function gives a very convenient description of a preference ord.ering over
a set of probability distributions, and this provides the key which opens the door to

the economics of uncertainty. To illustrate how the Expected Utility Theorem can be
used

to

analyze insurance problems, consider the following example

( Arrow,

1g63;

Mossin, 1968; Borch, 1990 ):
Consider a farmer with preferences which can be summarized by a concave

function u(r), í.e.,

r'(r) > 0,u"(r) < 0. Assume that the farmer has an initial

utility
wealth

of $W and with some probability of exposure to a risk which can cause a loss r,
random variable with the density function

utility

/(r).

a

BV definition, the farmer's expected

associated with this uncertain situation is

E{u(w

If the farmer

- u)} :

lo*

u(w

- r)f (r)d,r.

agrees buying an insurance policy

(2.5)

by paying an insurance premium

p(r), his risk would be shifted to the insurer and he will get a guaranteed utility
2T

p(r)). If the farmer is economically rational, he will be trying to maximize
"(W his expected utility and purchase the insurance contract if
u(w

- p(r)) 2 E{u(w - r)} :

u(w

lo*

- x)f (r)d,r.

(2.6)

There is clearly an upper limit to the premium ( the maximum premium the farmer
is willingto pay ),say, p^o,,

&L

which the contract is acceptable. For p(r)

: p^o,the

equality sign holds in equation (2,6). For a concave utility function ( which implies

that the farmer is risk averse ), and using Jensen's inequality, it follows that

E{u(r)} < u(E{r}),
that

(2.7)

is

lo*

u(* - r)f (n)d,r < u(w - n{r}).

The equality sign will hold for some p^o*
risk-averse farmer is willing

) E{r}.

(2.s)

The implication is that the

to pay more than the expected loss ( the actuarially

fair premium ) to have the risk covered by the insurance. This establishes the risk
premium3, as defined bV p(r)
risk-bearing services, and

it

- E{r}.Risk

premium is the insurer's reward for his

is determined by market forces, i.e., by the demand for

and supply of insurance. Pure or actuarially fair premium equals the expected loss,

E{r}. It is determined by actuarial

principles.

Suppose now that the insurer is also an expected

utility maximizer with

utility u,(.). Let his initial wealth be W,. The insurer will
faced by the insured farmer

a concave

agree to cover the risk

if a premium p(r) is paid by the insured. The

r

necessary

condition for the insurer to do this is that his expected utility of covering the risk
against the premium be at least greater than his initiat

utility level, i.e., he is assured

3Strictly speaking, the amount of p(n) E{r} is the
loading of the pure premium E{ø}. If other
loading factors ( e.g., administrative expenses ) are ignored, this difference is risk premium.
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that

u,(W,) < E{u,(W, +

[* u"lw,
p(r)- r)-\ìj :- Jo
^, ,r^, + p(r) - r)f (r)dr.

(2 9)

Analyticaily, if there are some values of p(r) which satisfy both condition (2.6) and
(2.9), the insured and the insurer can make an exchange which will increase their
expected utility. The equilibrium values of p which match these necessary conditions
are the gross premiums. The gross premium consists of at least three parts

fai,r premi,un't' or pure prerni,um

d:ue

to pure risk,

rdsk prem,i,um which is

: actuarially

the reward to

the insurer for his risk-bearing, and some loadi,ng components. This relationship has
been implied by the preceding discussions and

it

was noticed by Smith (1226) more

than 200 years ago. The determination of actuarially fair premium will be discussed

in detail in Chapter

4.

2.2.2 Demand for fnsurance
The decision to purchase insurance is like the decision to purchase any other com-

modity. Therefore, demand for insurance for an insured is determined by the

same

factors as those that influence demand for general consumer goods, except that a risk

attitude is involved in insurance demand function. Insured's income, commodity price
( premium ), and consumet''s preferences ( particuiarly risk attitudes witl determine
)

the quantity demanded and the shape of demand curve.
Mossin ( 1968 ) and Smith ( 1968 ) presented a simple model of insurance demand

in which insurance premiums are exogenously determined by some premium calcula-

tion principle. Let the optimal insurance coverage rate a be the insured's decision
variable. Suppose that the insured has a total wealth
his nonstochastic initial wealth and
can purchase insurance coverage

r

(y)

equal to W

- r where I,7' is

is an insulable loss. Assume that the individual

a (0 < û <

1) for a premium ap. Assume also that

the premium is calculated as p
- ÀE{r}, where À > 1 is the premium loading factor

E{r} is the expected loss which is identical

which should includes the risk premium.

to the actuarially fair premium. Mossin demonstrated that the optimal insurance
coverâge is such

that 0 < o* < If.or p^o,) p"

E{u(Y

) E{r) where p*: \*E{r} solves

* a*(r - p-))} : E{u(Y)},

(2.10)

and where z(.) is a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function with z/(.)

)

0 and

u"(.) < 0, where u' andu" atefirst and second order conditions. Thus, if the premium
loading factor exceeds one but is less than À*, partial coverage (0

< *- <

1)

is

demanded.

To illustrate this conclusion, consider the insured's objective function:

Mar E{u( )}

:

¿/( )

:

lo*

,(W - r

-

ap-t

ar)f (r)ctr,

(2.11)

i.e., the insured's problem is to find the optimal value of a which maximizes his
expected utility subject to the premium calculation formula. The first order condition
is

U'(*)

:

lo*

{, -

p)u' (W

-Í-

If the insured insures all his loss (i.e., a -

U'(t¡
By assumption, z/(.)

b" p - E{rl.

)

However,

ap

* ar)f(r)d,(r) :

1 ),

it

g.

(2.r2)

leads to

- u'(W - p)(E{"} - p) = 0.

(2.13)

0, thus the only solution which satisfies the condition will

p: \E{r},

so

À:

1 must hold. This indicates that the

individual will buy the full insurance coverage only if the actuarially fair premium
is charged ( no risk premium, no any other loading components should be added
).
However, in competitive insurance markets, premiums must be loaded and buyers are

willing to pay more than the actuarially fair premiums to have the risk covered by
the insurer as indicated by equation (2.7),í.e.,
24

p> E{r}

is reasonable. If p >

E{"},

then U'(1) will be negative which contradicts the expected utility hypothesis. This
implies that

it will never be optimal to buy full insurance fol a risk averse insured if

the gross premium is loaded ( higher than the pure premium ).

The maximum premium that a risk-averse individual is willing to pay over and
above the actuarially fair premium

(

1964

E{r}

is the risk premiúffi po as defined by Pratt

). According to Pratt, this risk premium
u(W

- E{"} - p"):

can be calculated by solving

E{u(W

- u)}.

(2.r4)

As shown by Pratt, a more risk averse individual will have a higher risk premitffi

pn

than a less risk averse person.
Mossin's result is very general. However, as Borch

(

1990 ) noted, the conclusion

does depend on his special assumption about the premium formula.
show that full insurance coverage will be optimal in Mossin's model

is calculated as p

: aÐ{r} * k instead of as p: ÀE{r},

It

is easy to

if the premium

where ,k is a fixed loading

proportion:

tt'(*):
Obviousiy
p

lo*{"

U'(L):0

: E{r} *

- E{r})u'(w - r - aT{r} -k+ar)f (r)dn -

0.

(2.1í))

holds, indicatingthat full insurance coverage will be optimal

k is taken

if

as the premium formula.

Another form of partial insurance contract is a policy with a deductible ( Arrow,
1963; Mossin, 1968; Gould, 1969

function

f(r)

).

For example, in Arrow's model, an indemnity

is specified with which the insured will receive the amount of 1(ø)

loss ø obtains. Let the premium be

p(I(r)) -

(1

p(I(r)),

and

+ À)E{I(u)} wi,th

it

À

if

is determined by

> 0,0 <

I(r) 1r,

(2.16)

the insured will solve his optimization problem as defined by

Mar E{u( )}

:

u( ) :
u(w
lo*
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- r - p(I) + I(r))f(r)ctr.

(2.r7)

Arrow showed that the solution to this problem will be an insurance contract of the
form:

I(r) = r-D ifr>D
:0 if r1D,

(2.1s)

i.e., under this insurance policy, the insured will assume losses under the deductible

D,

and the insurer

will indemnify him any

excess loss above

the insured's point of view, the optimal deductible level,

D",

the deductible. From

can be found by solving

the following problem ( Borch, 1975 ):

Mar u(D)
st. p(D)

:
:

u(w - p(D) - r)f (r)d,r + Ii
"(w
(t + À) Ii@ - D)f (r)dr.

Iro

- p(D) -

D)f (r)d,r
(2.1e)

The first order condition,

(r +

rD
À)

Jo"

U'(D):0,

is equivalent to

"'(* - p(D) - r)f(x)d,r : -u'(w - p(D)- r)[1 - (1 - ^) I:

f(r)drl.
(2.20)

This condition is satisfied for D

:

0

if

À

- 0. That is, the zero deductible will be

the optimal solution for the insured if the actuarially fair premium is charged. The
insured will demand either a full coverage above the optimal deductible
insurance at all (equation 2.8

). It

also can be shown that dDld,À

D* or no

> 0 if 2,,(.) <

0,

suggesting that the insured tends to insure less as insurance becomes more expensive.
Schlesinger

(

1981 ) and Karni

(

1985 ) proved that a more risk averse insured would

prefer a contract with a smaller deductible and higher premium. Mossin ( 1968 also
)

demonstrated that the larger the initial wealth

W

the insured has, the higher the

deductible level will be, given a decreasing absolute risk aversion,
Since insurance markets could be viewed as markets for contingent goods,
reasonable to investigate them

it is

in a more general framework. Borch ( 1960, 1962 )

frrst proposed general equilibrium models of optimal insurance contracts from both
demand and supply sides within a reinsurance market context. He also took a more
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general approach of deriving the optimal insurance policy form endogenously to characteríze a Pareto optimal risk-sharing arrangement in a situation where severai risk
averters were to bear a stochastic loss. Arrow

( tOZt ) applied the same framework

to Pareto optimal insurance contracts in two distinct cases: (1) if the insurer is risk
averse, the insured prefers a policy

that involves coinsurance such that the

coverage

will be some fraction of the loss, and (2) if the insurer is risk neutral, the full insurance
coverâge of losses above a deductible

will be optimal for the insured.

Raviv ( 1979 ) extended these results using the same basic framework as Borch

(

tO6O

), and Arrow ( 1971). In Raviv's model, the Pareto optimal insurance policv is

identified under general assumptions regarding the risk preferences of both the insured
and the insurer, and the necessary and sufficient conditions leading to deductibles and

coinsurance tvere derived. Raviv suggested that the insured's risk neutrality is neither

a necessary nor sufficient condition for a policy to have a deductible; insured's risk
aversion is not a necessary condition for coinsurance, and an optimal insurance may

invoive a deductible and a coinsurance.
To illustrate Raviv's model, assume that the buyer faces a risk of loss of

z is a random variable with probability density function

/(r).

r,

where

Denote insurance pay-

ment ( indemnity ) as /(r), and suppose that the premium is exogenously determined

and is denoted by

p.

Administrative and other expenses are explicitly specified

as

c(/), and c(0) - a ) 0. Let W6 and W, denote the initial level of wealth for the
insured and the insurer respectively. On the insurance demand side, the insured is
assumed

to maximize his expected utility of wealth. To find the Pareto optimal in-

surance contract, the risk averse insurer is assumed

to find the premium p(.)

and

the compensation function f(.) that maximize the insured's expected utility of final
wealth subject to two constraints: (1) the insurer's expected utility is constant, and
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(2) the insurance payment is nonnegative and

Mar E{u6(p,I(r))}
St. E{u,(p,1("))}

li
li

it

is never larger than loss itself:

- p(r) - r t I(r)) f (r)dn
u,(W, + p(r) - r(r) - c(r))f (r)dr > k
"u(Wu

0<1(r) 1r,k)u,(W,).

(2.2r)

Raviv proved that the Pareto optimal insurance policies which solve the above model
take one of two possible forms: there is either a deductible D provision coupled with

the coinsurance of losses above the deductible, or there is full coverage of losses up

to a limit

M

and coinsurance of losses above that

ï(r):
ï(r):

limit:

1if r<D

<ri,ÍrlD
rif r<M
0<1-(r)

(2.22)

0<1-(r) <ri,f r>M.

Raviv's model is more general than the Arlow and Borch models. With this
model, a necessary and suffi.cient condition for the Pareto optimal deductible to be
zero is shown to be that insurance cost
schedules, i.e.,

c'(/)

:

c(/) is constant over all states of indemnity

0. In Raviv's model, it is clear that Arrow,s ( t9Z1 ) deductibte

result was not a consequence of risk neutrality, rather,

it

was obtained because of the

assumption that insurance cost is proportional to coverage.

For a risk neutral insurer, the model can be modified by replacing the constant
expected

utility constraint by an actuarial regulatory constraint

p(r): n@$(r)\):

R(lo* I(r)f

as defined by

(r)d,r),

(z.zr)

where Ê(.) represents an actuarially fair premium calculation principle, Raviv's model

can be easily extended into multiple loss cases.

2.2.3 Moral Hazard and Adverse Selection
In classical insurance models ( ..g., Mossin, Raviv, etc. ), one of the important
assumptions is that the insurer and ihe insured have the same knowledge about risk
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probabilities or loss distributions. This is crucial for an equilibrium to be established
between demand and supply ( ..g., Raviv

).

However, insurance programs typically

suffer from problems of information asymmetry, i.e., the assumption of symmetric
knowledge shared by the insured and the insurer is not

true. Typically, an insured

will know far more about his insured risks than an insurer does. This situation creates
an environment conducive to the twin problems of moral hazard and adverse selection,

leading to a situation where some competitive markets can not exist while others are

inefficient in terms of Pareto optimality ( Arrow, 1971; Rothschild and Stigtitz,IgT6;
Shavell, 1979 ).

Moral Hazard
The concept of "moral hazard" has its origin in marine insurance which is against
"physical hazard". Dover

(

1957 ), for example, stated

that "... it is often said that

whereas physical hazard can be rated, where there is pronounced moral hazard the

risk should be declined by the underwriter. 'Moral hazard' is somewhat difficult to
define precisely.

It may be said to be some element in the nature of the insurance,

either with regard to the assured's interest, or the surrounding conditions, which
makes

- the happening of a casualty a means of benefit to the policy-holder". In

Dover's observation, the nature of moral hazard and the relationship between moral
hazard and premiums charged was clearly indicated.

Moral hazard was first studied in the economics literature by Arrow ( 1963 ) and
Pauly ( 1968 ). Moral hazard is defined as " the intangible loss-producing propensities
of the individual assured
clear in which he stated

" ( Dickerson,

1963

). Arrow ( L97I ) made this idea very

that " ... the insurance policy might itself change incentives

and therefore the probabilities upon which the insurance company has relied. Thus, a

fire insurance policy for more than the value of the premises might be an inducement
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to arson or at least to careless". Shavell

( 1979 ) referred to moral hazard as "the

tendency of insurance protection to alter an individual's incentive to prevent loss".

Moral hazard is a problem because the insured can affect potential loss distribution
after he has bought an insurance contract while the insurer cannot afford to observe
and monitor the insured's behavior. Beginning with Arrow

(

196g ) and pauly

(1964 ), economists have proposed some partial solutions to the problem and a partial
coverage

with deductibles is a major one. Shavell ( 1979 ) used a simple two-state

model where the insured faces either a known positive loss or no loss with probabilities

that depend on loss prevention effort or care to show that partial insurance

coverage

is optimal in the presence of moral hazard.
Consider the case in which the occurrence of a loss can be observed by the insured

and where neither the insured's actions nor the states of nature are observable to

the insurer. Assume that the insured's initial wealth is W, the expenditure he is
wiliing to spend on loss prevention is c, Suppose that he is exposed to a loss r with
a probability p and his objective is to maximize his expected utility by finding the

optimal expenditure on loss prevention and optimal coverage rate a:

Mar E{u(c,a)}: U(.) :

(1

- p)"(W - p-c)+pu(W - p-c-r*u),

where p is the premium associated with the coverage

û.

(2.24)

The first order condition

with respect to c is

U'(") :

0

==+ p'lu(W-p-c-rta)-u(W-p-c)]
= (t-p)u'(W - p- c)+pu,(W - p- c-r*a),

(2,25)

i'e', the insured will choose an optimal level of care, c*, with which the marginal
benefit of taking care (left-hand side) equals the marginal cost of taking care ( righthand side ), given optimal coverage level.

The insurer's problem is finding optimal coverage level a* to maximize insuled's
expected utility subject to the break-even condition, p = pd. The fi¡st order condition
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is then:

whereu(.)

u'(*) :
-+
+

=

o

(2.26)
-u'(.)(p' + "') - p'u(.) i put(.)(p' + ct)
p'u(..) - pu'(..)(p' + - 1) = 0,
"'
u(W -p-c), andz(,.) :u(W-p-c-r
+*). Shavellproyed

that the condition of U'(a): 0 holds for only 0 < a* <

r.

That is, the optimal

insurance under moral hazard always offers partial coverage if care is not observed by

the insurer and the cost of taking care is sufficiently low. Since a positive coverage is
always offered in the presence of molal hazard, moral hazard alone cannot eliminate
possibilities of insurance, i.e., moral hazard reduces but does not eliminate the benefits

of insurance. Shavell also demonstrated that moral hazard problems are reduced

if

the insured's loss-prevention actions are partially observable. This is consistent with
Holmstrom's ( 1979 ) finding.

Adverse Selection
The concept of adverse selection was first studied in connection with life insurance.
Adverse selection comes

to play when the existence of choice by insureds leads to

higher-than-average loss levels. Adverse selection occurs because the insurer is not

able to completely screen risk groups among insureds but the insureds know much

more about their risk probability density functions. Consequently, an insured can
accurately compare his degree of risk exposure to the average degree of risk exposure
assumed by the insurer when developing the premium

rate.

Those who perceive

that they have a high probability of collecting insurance payments in an arnount
exceeding premiums paid

will tend to purchase insurance while others will not

be

inclined to purchase insurance contracts. Adverse selection works in the direction of
accumulating high risks and forces the insurer to increase premiums in order to reach

the actuarial objective. This will in turn compound adverse selection problems and
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result in an adverse chain effect.
Adverse selection can occur in any kind of insurance, and thus

it

is deeply studied

in the economics literature. Some important work was done by Akerloff ( 1970 ),
Pauly

(

1974

), and Rothschild and Stigtitz ( Ig76 ).

if insurers have imperfect information about risk
some insurance markets may fail

These authors showed that

categories for prospective insureds,

to exist and others may be inefficient. The

sible solutions to adverse selection include partial insurance coverâge

(

pos-

Rothschild

and Stiglitz ), good experience rating or bonus system, risk categorization, repeated
insurance contracts (Dionne, 1983

), and multiple period contracts ( Cooper

and

Hayes, 1987 ).

Rothschild and Stiglitz

(

7976

) investigated the existence of a competitive equi-

librium in an insurance market. They showed that a pooling equilibrium 4 cannot
exist if a Nash equilibrium conceptsis adopted. They also illustrated that a separating
Nash equilibrium can exist in which high risk and low risk buyers purchase separate

contracts. The separating equilibrium is characterized by zero profits for each con-

tract, by partial insurance coverage for the low risk group, and by full coverage for
the high risk group, In analytical terms the Rothschild and Siiglitz model can

be

described as follows:
Suppose
cause a loss

that an insured with an initial wealth I4l is exposed to a risk which

r with a probability p. The individual is entitled

ar ( 0 < a < 1, coverage level ) if he pays a premium

can

to claim a compensation

pa provided that the loss z

occurs. The insured attempts to find the optimal coverage level o which maximizes
his expected utility:

Mar E{uO} = (t - p)"(W

-

o,p)

* pu(W - ùpr - r

*

ar).

(2.27)

ai.e., different risk group of insureds buy the same
contract.
5In a Nash equilibrium, both the insured and
the insurer will have no incentive to deviate from

the equilibrium.
oô

òL

The insurer is assumed to maximize the insured's expected utility ( i..., taking the
insured's optimal

utility level as given ) subject to the break-even constraint

as spec-

ified by P : rP, the point where Lhe zerc expected profit is obtained ( see also Shavell

( 1979 )). Substituting p: rp into the insured's objective function, the first order
condition, U'(*) : 0, leads to
u'

(W

-

crpr)

:

ut(W

-

apr

-r*

ar).

(2.2s)

Since u(.) is concave by assumption, the above equation holds only for

a

:

1. Thus

the insured will demand a full coverage insurance if the insurer's expected profit is
zero and the actuarially fair premium is charged, a well known result (

".g.,

Mossin,

ie68 ).
Assume that there exist two groups of risks in the insurance market, "high" risk
insureds and "low" risk insureds, with claim probabilities of respectively ph aîd. pr,

with p¿ > þ. If the insurer is able to distinguish the two groups of insureds without
any costs, then each group will be charged its proper premium such that ph phr
=
and

p¡:

Prr, full coverage insurance will be demanded by both groups. However,

if the insurance

company is not able to screen each risk group or

screening is prohibitive, the company has

if the cost of the

to charge the same premium ( say, the

p¡r 1 p 1 pnr ) for each group. It can be

average premium which iies in the interval

shown that the high risk group of insureds will demand full coverage insurance

(

*n:1

(0<

",

), and the low risk group of insureds will purchase partial

coverage

< 1 ) where a/ solves the following first order condition:

(I -

pt)pu'(W

-

atp) = pr(I

-

p)u'(W

-

atpr

-r*

(2 2e)

cr).

Rothschild and Stiglitz's result suggests that there is an expected loss of p¡r
each high risk contract for the insurer, and there is an expected
D.)

t)ù

profit of

-

p on

a(p-p¡r)

on

each low risk

a(p

-

ptr)

contract. The zero expected profit condition requires that the condition

* p - pnr:

0 must hold,

^

If the simple average premium
coverage level (

* ap¡r

Pnr

"

it then follows
pn

7+o

p:

(pt

+

I

ap¡

(2 30)

r+o

pn)12 is charged

for all risk groups, the full

a = 7 ) is indicated and this kind of contract is naturally demanded

by all high risk insureds.

It

is also obvious that one or more equilibrium of some kind

will exist if there â,re some meaningful solutions in a and p.
To show how adverse selection mâ,y make a risk uninsurable, Borch

(

1gg0

)

presented a simple analytical model.
Consider a group of n potential insureds, each is exposed to a risk which can cause
a loss equal

to z. Suppose that the probability that individual i shall suffer the loss r

is p¿(0 1 p¡

< 1), and also assume that h )

pz

all the insured's losses, the total expected insurance payments will be DT:tp¿r.If the
insurer is not able to distinguish the loss probabilities for each individual, the insurer
may have to charge a uniform average premium rate for all insureds, the premium is
then

p(n): (Iln)Dl:tp¿r.

utility,

he

Suppose

that individual k is risk averse with a concave

will purchase the contract only if his expected premium is less than or equal

to the average premium, i.e.,

pk: pkr S p(").

(2.31)

The maximum insurance price ( pT ) that individual k is willing to pay is obviously
determined by
u(Wn

From Jensen's inequality

-

pT)

it

follows that pf,

-

(1

-

pn)u(Wn)

i

p¡u(W¡

- r).

) ptr, indicating

that the risk

(2.32)
averse

individual is willing to pay more than actuarially fair premium to have his risk covered
by the insurer,
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Among these n insureds, obviously there are some individuals whose actuarially

fair premiums âre greater than the âverage premium p while there are others

whose

premiums are iower than average. This suggests that the condition (2.31) cannot

hold for all individuals in the risk pool. Suppose that the inequaliiy holds only for
zn

individuals with k

1 m ( n, the insurance will be purchased by these rn higher-

than-average insureds. As a result, the insurer

will receive a total premium mp(n),

which is not sufficient to cover expected claims from the rn insureds since
mp(n)
p(n)

p¡r < DLt p;r
I
") DT=t < (tl*)D!tp¿r:
(tl")D?=tp¡r
(^

(2.33)

p(m).

This indicates that higher premiums must be required if only the m high risk insureds
purchase the insurance, in order

to

achieve the actuarial objeciive

expected insurance payments should be dynamically equalized

).

( premiums

and

Yet the higher

premiums will lead more potential insureds to drop out of their insurance contracts,
and the chain reaction will continue.

2.3 Crop Insurance:

Problems ldentified

The fundamental principles of general non-life insurance and economics of insurance
have been reviewed and discussed in the preceding sections of this chapter. The major

objective of such a thorough review is to provide a theoretical framework to guide the
systematic discussion on theoretical and practical issues of crop insurance that will
be covered in the following chapters.

2.3.L Crop Losses: Insurable Risks?
One of the major observations regarding agricultural insurance is that competitive

all-risk agricultural insurance and competitive all-risk crop insurance markets

have

not emerged ( Chambers, 1989 ). A primary question is then - what prevents the
,JO

emergence of commercial, all-risk agricultural insurance? Chambers referred
as

to this

the "insurability" problem. As in the economics literature, the general answer to

this question provided by agricultural economists is that moral hazard. and
selection problems

adverse

( due to asymmetric information between farmers and insurers )

make the agricultural risks uninsurable (Ahsan and Ali and Kurian, 1982; Nelson and

Loehman, 1987; Chambers, i989). Since the information problems of moral hazard
and adverse selection prevent Pareto optimality from being attained, some "second.best" solutions to these problems are applied in practice. One obvious choice is public

intervention: various government supported all-risk crop insurance programs are thus
developed.

The above story never seems to be questioned by agricultural economists. Whether

or not a risk is actuarially insurable does not appear to be a critical element for
the existence of a competitive insurance market for many economists. Economic
conditions of the insurability seem much more important than actuarial and statistical
requirements in their mind. Borch (1990 ), for example, stated

that " most modern

authors tend to take the pragmatic attitude that if two parties a,gree on an insurance

contract, the risk covered is by definition insurable". This is indeed a reasonable
statement, but the question is conditions under which the two parties accept the
exchange? The necessary economic conditions as summarized by equation (2.6) and

(2'9) are certainly critical, but the actuarial and statistical conditions for an insurable

risk are also extremely important.
There is no doubt that asymmetric information problems can lead competitive
insurance markets for an actuarially insurable risk to fail to exist, This has been
demonstrated in the preceding sections. However, whether or not a risk is actuarially

insurable is as important as any other economic aspect from the insurer's point of

view. If the requirements of an insurable risk are not fulfilled, a private insurer
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is

definitely not willing to insure the risk even if there are no other economic problems
such as moral hazard and adverse selection. This is not hard to understand, since the

most important operational requirement for any insurance is its actuar.ial principles.

If

these actuarial principles can not be implemented, there is no way to operate an

actuarially sound program.
Comparing agricultural risks such as crop failure to the requirements of an insurable risk discussed earlier in this chapter,

it is apparent that not all the necessary

requirements can be satisfied. Regarding the first requirement, a large number of
homogeneous risk exposure units are unlikely in agricultural industry. Actually, indi-

vidual farms are heterogeneous in nature in their production conditions, management
skills, micro-environmental climate factors, and soil productivities. This may be the
case even

within a very small geographical area. This basic reality indicates that the

LLN will hardly work for an insurer if he were to cover only a limited farming area.
Another obvious violation of an insurable risk in agricultural industry is that crop
losses or rislcs are often catastrophic

in nature. A severe

ad.verse weather

condition in

an areâ, could have similar effect on all the farms located in the area and could easily

result in a catastrophic loss. The incidence of risk is therefore hardly independently
distributed over individual farms.
The fact that an actuarially insurable risk is one of the necessary conditions for
the existence of a commercial insurance industry was observed by a few economists

(..g.,

Spence and Zechhauser, 1971

). Spence and

Zechhauser emphasized that there

must be substantial independence in the incidence of random events for insurance
contracts to exist.

If not, the LLN, on which premium and indemnity

calculations

are based, breaks down. The incidence of crop loss is apparently not independently

distributed among individual farms. Favorable and adverse weather may have simi-

lar effects on all farms within and in adjoining areas. This indicates that only
'Jt

lar-ge

insurance companies covering greatly varying agroclimatic areas can hope to balance
such risks. This,

in turn, is very unlikely for any private insurance company. The

uninsurable nature of agricultural risks, therefore, Ieads any competitive all-risk a-

gricultural insurance market to fail to emerge. This may be the most fundamental
leason for the non-existence of any commercial all-risl< crop insurance markets.

2,3.2 Insurance and Agricultural

Economics Literature

Agricultural economics is one of the most productive research areas among applied
economics.

It may,

however, not be the case as far as agricultural insurance resealch is

concerned. The research on agricultural insurance and particularly on crop insurance
has become popular only in recent decades, although various government subsidized

all-risk crop insura,nce programs have been existing since the 1930's. The theories

of agricultural insurance developed by agricultural economists are generally guided
by the major economic models developed by leading economists, and

it

is thus not

surprising to find that most results derived from agricultural insurance models ¿re
already available from pure economics models. In addition, the discussions on agri-

cultural insurance problems have been focused on economic aspects such as moral
hazard and adverse selection. Only a few have emphasized actuarial aspects.
Ahsan, Ali and Kurian ( 1982 ) developed a theory of crop insurance, using a twostate model following Rothschid and Stiglitz. They first assumed that a representative

farmer faces two states of nature, In one, the bad state, the farmer loses his entire

output, as defined by a production function F(A), with a probability p. In the other,

the farmer retains the entire output F(A) with probability
assumed

(t - p)

The farmer is

to be an expected utility maximizer with a risk averse attitude. The risk

neutral insurer is assumed to maximize his expected profits. Ashan et

al.

then

demonstrated that a competitive crop insurance market may not exist at all once
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the problems of imperfect information are pïesent. They proposed two sub-optimal
solutions

to the issue: (1) market

insurance

with the public sector as a source of

information gathering and dissemination, and (2) direct public provision of all-risk
crop insurance. They also presented a simple public all-risk crop insurance model,
assuming that the farmer determines his optimal input utilization taking the insurance

contract as given, and the insurer chooses the optimal contract so as to maximize the
value of aggregate output taking farmer's input utilization level as given.

There are several results which emerged from the Ahsan et al.'s model. Public
subsidies are necessary to make agricultural insurance viable; insurance will increase

output relative to a case with no insurance; and factor utilization in risky farming is
smaller under public crop insurance than under a competitive insurance.
Following Raviv, Nelson and Loehman ( 1987 ) extended Ahsan et al.'s model by
using a more general production function with multiple outputs and multiple inputs.

They analyzed all-risk crop insurance with symmetric information between farmers
and insurers. They concluded that information collection and the application of
contract design principles are "second-best" solutions which may achieve the benefits

of crop insurance at less cost than the public-subsidized insurance program. Nelson
and Loehman also pointed out that increased output generally does not occur as a
result of crop insurance. This is because the use of a full coverage insurance increases

output when inputs are risk increasing (Ahsan et al. ), but this conclusion does not
generalize to multiple inputs and multiple outputs case where some of the inputs are

risk reducing,

The Nelson and Loehman's model was extended by Chambers

( lgSg ) where

asymmetric information between farmers and insurers is allowed. The economic in-

surability of agricultural risks and moral hazard were investigated. Chamber-s' model
differs from Nelson-Loehman model in the way that insurance contracts are defined
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rn a revenue insurance context and the model is specified in terms of "result state"

( ..g., yield, revenue ) and not the "states of nature" ( i.e. agricultural lisks ). Specific conditions for economic insurability and possible violations of these conditions
were isolated and discussed. Although no specific new findings can be drawn from
Chambers paper,

the "result states" model specification technique is obviously

improvement over the " state of nature

"

an

specification.

2.3.3 A Public All-Risk Crop Insurance Model
A public all-risk crop insurance model was first studied in the Ahsan et al.'s paper
where an exogenously predetermined minimum income

M

is guaranteed for the in-

r

so

to design

an

sured by the contract. The insured farmer is assumed to choose optimal input
as

to maximize his expected utility of profits. The insurer is

assumed

optimal contract, ( p, given M ), to maximize social welfare subject to its break-even
constraint. The Ahsan et al. model is, however, subject to some obvious limitations.
An apparent and critical one is that the exogenously specified minimum income M is
questionable since

it contradicts the insurance practice and it

is difficult to determine.

A general public all-risk crop insurance model wili be developed and outlined in this
section.

An insurance contract is defined to consist of two elements: a gross premium
p(g) and an indemnity function I(A), with random crop yield 9 which is described
by a stochastic yield distribution, or a stochastic Just-Pope production function

E

:

y(t,0), where g represents all stochastic factors which will affect crop production,
and

r

is a vector of conventional inputs. Assume that the insured farmer pays only a

part of gross premiums, the proportion is a with 0 ( a
level, which is optional to the insured, be

0(0<

13

(

1. Let the yield protection

< 1 ).

The farmer is assumed

to be an expected utility ( of profit lI ) maximizer with a risk
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averse attitude, i.e.,

his utility is concave with
insurance program only

z'(ll) )

0 and u"(tI)

( 0. He will participate in the crop

if his expected utility with insurance is greater than

that

without insurance. Once he picks the contract, he is going to solve the follou'ing
optimization problem with respect to his optimal input allocation,6 given output and

input prices, P and 2;, respectively.

Mar E{u(lI)}
where f

(alî,r)

:

lo*

,e, + PL(y)P - P*p - wr)Í(all,r)d,y,

(2.34)

is the yield probability density function which summarizes yield loss

probability distributions.

r(y)
L(a)

is the crop yield loss function) as defined by:

- Mar{O,C - a}, V a < C,

(2.35)

where C is the insurance coverage) a percentage of the long-term average yield.

The government insurance agency is assumed to plovide farmers with insurance
coverage subject to

its actuarial and financial constraints. For an actuarially sound

and financially viable program, premiums must be loaded in order to cover adminis-

tr¿tive costs and other loading factors.T Let the loading factor be À(À > 1), the gross
premium calculation principle is simply defined
p

- ^E{L(s)} :

t

lo"

{c

as:

- a)Í(El,., r)dy.

(2 36)

If

À

It

should be noted, however, that risk premiums defined by Pratt ( 1964 with public
)

-

1, premiums equal expected losses,and actuarially fair premiums are obtained.

crop insurance, is zero. The government is assumed to provide farmers with insurance

protection under some social welfare grounds and the services are therefore free. Sorne
6Moral hazard problem could be highlighted, assuming
that the insurance company is not able
to observe the farmer's particular resource allocation behavior which will affect output distributions
through the production function.
TSince the administrative
costs are fully subsidized.by the government, the administration expenses are actually not paid by insured farmers.
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operational constraints such as actuarial principles still apply. The insurer is thus
supposed to pick up any contract which would maximize the insured farmers'expected

utility, subject to equation (2.36). Under these assumptions,

a crop insurance

contract

which satisfies the following model can be sold in the market:

Max E{u(I)}

= ïi y@uffi,.2) + PL(ùß - pap - wr)f
--/r (ylï,r)da
\¿'-7*/*Ü (2'37)
subjectto p : i¡f (c?'ùfful0,r)ào;

The first order condition with respect to

ø¿ is

u);
,- * aÀ * ^ dL ::
It
o"G ,@))
o,

du

Without crop insurance program, a

:0:0,

(2.88)

the first order condition reduces to:

dy u)¡
drt P'

(2 3e)

Condition (2.38) indicates that the optimal resource allocation depends upon output
and input prices, production function properties, as summarized by marginal produc-

tivities dyf dr¿, the yield coverage level p, the premium contribution portion a, the
premium loading factor, and the farmer's expectation of crop yield E(g) ol

l.

To

see

how these factors affect the farmer's input decision making, rewrite equation (2.38)
AS

da

P

-,dr,w:-I-##
t*ffi:k'
It

(2'40)

is intuitively easy to see that, ceteris paribus, the following relationships generally

hold.8

Since k

a 1 =+ kI
(2)p 1 =+ kI
(3) À1 + kI
(4)a 1 :+ kT
(1)

(2.41)

- I indicates a situation where the farmer allocates his inputs such that his

marginal costs and marginal revenues for all inputs are equalized, without participating in crop insurance, the certain optimal input level is thus determined when k takes
8Obviously

#

a 0, given a. positive marginal productivity.
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1' Let this certain optimal input level be ri, it is clear that with crop insurance, the
value of

k could eithet' be greater than one or less than one, suggesting that

lesource allocation distortion under crop insurance is obvious.

It

some

is interesting to note

that farmer's yield expectation E(a) has some important role to play in determining
his optimal input utilization.

it

If k increases as one of the program parameters

change,

indicates that the farmer will apply more inputs. The farmer will take the opposite

action if ft decreases as one of the program parameters change. Therefore, the insured
farmer tends to use less inputs

if higher loading is applied. The farmer tends to

subsidy is reduced, or

inputs

if the co\¡eïage level is increased, or if the premium

if he has a high

use more

expectation of his potential yield. The crop insurance pro-

gram will not have any input distorting effect íf lç :1, indicating that the following
condition must hold.

_ E(y)þ dL _ ro _

al dr¿ P

du

(2.42)

dn¿'

The farmet's responses to insurance program parameters regarding input utilization
can be formally derived using the standard comparative statics technique. Rewrite

the first order condition (2.38)

as

a',0+lr*oL',:þ:N.
Total differential of the equation with respect to

D+
where D

L'.# +þwøff

r

(2.43)

yields

*.#t - "^#t - dK,

(2.44)

- PLI+(1+ ff)ui It can beshown th,at D > 0if g'J < -L'l,and/or L,;> 0

then ytj < 0. With these results, the following comparative statics are easily derived:

#:#

#:#

<o;#-t<o

<o; #-pp+>0.

The model developed here is of considerable interest.

It

(2.45)
allows a detailed investi-

gation of an insured farmer's various possible responses to different program changes.
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The model itself and the derived results suggest that a systematic change should
be made in order to minimize resource distorting effects which could be caused by
changing â,ny one of program parameters.

2.3.4 Adverse Selection: Partially Individualized AII-Risk
Crop Insurance Approach
Adverse selection may occur if the insurer cannot distinguish the inherent riskiness of

different farmers. Adverse selection problems are common for any voluntary insurance
programs.

It

is rational that an individual farmer who is arvare of a risk of crop failure

is more likely to seek crop insurance, although
represent a risk higher than the average.

it is not evident that the farmer

must

It is also not clear that this farmer is

so price conscious that he will drop the contract

if the premium is increased,

and

thus start the adverse selection chain effect as described in section2.2.B. However,
adverse selection has been one of the most serious problems in all-risk crop insurance

programs, particularly in an individualized crop insurance program ( Halcrow, 1949;
Skees and Reed, 1986;

Miranda, 1991 ),

For example, Skees ( 1994

) reported that

adverse selection was serious

in the

experience of the U.S. Federal Muttiple Peril Crop Insurance ( MPCI programs. In
)

the case ofsoybeans produced in the Southern United States, adverse selection is estimated to have accounted for almost 20% of the programs'excess losses ( indemnities

in

excess

of premiums ) during the 1980's. Adverse selection has led to an attempt

to replace the current MPCI by a new area-yield-based program calied Group Risk
Plan ( GRP ) ( Skees, 1994 ).
Adverse selection with an individualized yield coverage crop insurance program e
ePartially individualized, fully individualized,
or simply individualized approach rvill be interchangeably used thereafter in the thesis, and this program structure is compared to purely or perfectly individualized crop insurance where indemnities and premiums are all assessed according to
individual farm yields for each farm.
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was elegantly discussed in one of the most important crop insurance papers written

by Halcrow ( 1949 ) forty years ago. The theoretical elements developed by Halcrow
served as the foundations for the IJ. S. federal crop insurance program ( Gilson, 1g8Z;
Skees, 1994

).

The theoretical background of the GRP is also rooted in Halcrow's

seminal paper ( Miranda, 1991; Skees, 1994

). The actuarial structures for a voluntary

all-risk crop insurance were evaluated in detail.
Halcrow identified various types of adverse selection which may occur in a partially

individualized all-risk crop insurance where farm-yield based coverages and area-yield
based premiutns are constructed.

In order for an insurance company to maintain

an

actuarially sound crop insurance program ( i.e., premiums collected and indemnities

paid should be balanced over time

) within a classified area, the following

basic

necessary conditions are required: (1) there is no secular yield trend for each insured

farm within the area, (2) the average deviation of yields from the mean is the same
for all the farmers, i.e., yield risks are identical for all the insured, (3) the mean yield

is the same for all the farmers, and (a) insured farmers and the insurer have the
same knowledge about yield expectation, and farmers can not make their insurance

purchase decisions simply by their yield predictions.

If any one of these assumptions

is violated, some adverse selection may develop.

The first type of adverse selection ( Intertemporal Adverse Selection, or ITAS
occurs

)

if the yield trends are present. As the first assumption is relaxed, the level

of crop yields changes on individual farms over time. In ihis case, farmers with
higher-than-average increasing yields would find that the average coverages based on

the long-term area average yield would be too low while the premiums tend to

in

excess

be

of indemnities. The opposite would hold for farmers with decreasing or

lower-than-average increasing yields. As a result, the first group of farmers would
have net losses and the second group would receive windfall benefits through the

use of insutance, and inevitabiy, the first group of the insured would likely withdraw

fi'om insurance while the second group of farmers would remain. This, in turn, would
force the insurer to raise premiums to maintain its actuarial objectives, and thus the
adverse selection chain of events would commence,

The ITAS may also happen if the fourth assumption is violated, i.e., if farmers can
accurately predict their expected yields and take the expectations into consideration
of their contract purchase decision-making. This is because farmers are free to either

participate in or exclude themselves from the program. Farmers can insure less or drop
the contract in good crop years and insure more or purchase the contract in poor crop
years,

if they

believe that their predictions are accurate enough. Similarly, farmers

can also vary their insured crop combinations in order to inclease their probability of

collecting insurance payments.
Interpersonal ( or interspatial ) adverse selection ( IPAS ) will occur if the second

condition ( equal yield deviations ) is not fulfilled. Farmers who have greater yield
variations ( higher yield risks ) would receive higher indemnities than those having
smaller yield variations, even though they have the same average yields. This situation

would lead the higher-than-âverage yield risk farmers to purchase insurance and the
lower-than-average group to drop insurance.

As Halcrow noted, the violation of the equal mean yields could also iead to interpersonal adverse selection. Generally, the farmers with low average yields would
receive indemnities more often and in larger amounts than the farmers having higher
average yields,

if the actual deviation from the mean yield in bushels is the same

for all insured farmers. If, however, the yield variations, in terms of coefficient of
variation

( C V ), is the same for all farmers, the farmers with the higher

avelage

yields would tend to collect larger indemnities in poor crop years than those with low
mean yields.
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It should be noted that the classification of the intertemporal and interpersonal adverse selections is not absolute. The real implication of the assumptions (1)
through (3) is that the identification of some homogeneous risk group is essential for
an actuarially sound crop insurance program. Ideally, an individual farm seems such

a natural candidate. However, the difficulty of working out an individual actuarial
schedule ( both the indemnities and premiums based on individual yield records for
)
each farm is apparent.l0 Theoretically, the necessary conditions for an insurable risk

are not fulfilled, and more importantly, the purely individual farm actuarial struc-

ture is not consistent with the fundamental working principles of risk sharing and
risk pooling. The risk spreading over time for each farm is also very limited under

this program structure. This purely individualized crop insurance program may be
practically plausible only if there are sufficient time series data for all insured farms
and if farmers are required to remain in the program for an extended period of time,

In summary, an individualized all-risk crop insurance program, where
are based on the long-term avera,ge yields of

coverages

individual farms while a uniform premium

is charged on an area basis, will be financially and actuarially sound only if the
four necessary conditions about farm yields and yield risks ( as stated above are
)
systematically fulfilled. Some adverse selection will be inevitable once one of these
assumptions breaks down. Since violations of these ideal situations are natural in

the real farming industry, the individualized crop insurance program would definiiely
suffer from various adverse selection problems and is deemed to fail over most farming
areas ( particularly in those high risk farming regions

). This was clearly pointed out

by Halcrow. Unfortunately, this important and critical point had not been brought to
the attention of the public crop insurance industries.ll The seemingly ideal program
10Such

a crop insurance structure was attempted in the late 1940's in the United States, and it
was discarded after a few years due to a total failure. see Halcrow, 1949.
11This rvas particularly true in terms
of the U. S. Federal Crop Insurance Programs. The U. S.
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structure, a purely individualized crop insurance program in which a homogeneous

risk group may be naturally established, holever, is not practical and theoretically
inconsistent, The partially individualized program does not work towards actuarial
objectives simply because premium caiculation and indemnity determination are not
based on a consistent insurable risk exposure

unit. This

consistency, however, is

essential in order to force premiums and expected losses to be in balance over time.

It

is therefore not surprising to find the partially individu alized, programs practically

unsuccessful.

In order to drive an all-risk crop insurance program to meet the actuarial requirements,

the " protect'ion would

be offered under such a premi,um-i,ndemnity sched,ule

that all farmers faci,ng si,milar probabititi,es for indemnities would, be assessed si,milar
prem'iums"( Halcrow, 1949

).

This critical condition can not be established unless

homogeneous risk classes or groups can be identified. Therefore, the key to a success-

ful program is to classify and distinguish different risk groups by some criteria. The
preceding discussions have indicated that individual farms, seemingly ideal risk units,
can not be served as such a basis due to both the theoretical and practical difficulties.

This suggests that some approximation has to be sought to estabiish homogeneous
risk groups.

2.3.5 Area-Yield All-Risk Crop Insurance
A natural and an easy approximation to a homogeneous risk group is to define a risk
area as a risk group.

If we assume that farmers within a certain geographical

area

are all exposed to similar crop production risks, the area-yield clop insurance planl2

may be developed. llnder this plogram structure, indemnities and premiums are all
program had been implemented under such partially individualized approach. The program was not
challenged until tremendous financial disasters rvere experienced in the mid-1980's,
12This program is also referred to
as full area crop insurance program, or FA for short.
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based on the area yield experiences, i.e., all insured farmers would receive an identical

insurance payment whenever the area average yield drops below the predetermined

area coverå,$e, regardless of a farmer's individual production level.

In its simplest

form, a political boundary like a county could be designated as such an area. As
Halcrow has discussed, one of the most important conditions for this program to

work for individual farmers is that the individual farm yields and yield risks

are

highly positively correlated to the area yields and yield risks within the area. Similar

to the individual program, the non-trend and the equal yield risk assumptions

are

critical to the success of an area based program.
There are potentially many advantages of the area-yield insurance programi3 over

individualized coverage approach, Adverse selection problems would be significant-

ly reducedl4 because information regarding the area yield distribution is generally
available and more reliable than information regarding the distributions of individual

yields, thus the insurer could more accurately assess premiums (Miranda, 1gg1 In
).

addition, because the indemnity that each individual receives is independent of his
own yield, the insured can not significantly increase his claim by unilaterally altering

his production practices. As such, moral hazard essentially would be eliminated. Fi-

nally, administrative and program delivery costs would be substantially reduced. All
these advantages emerge from the simple fact that the indemnities and premiums are

consistently assessed against an identical risk exposure unit ( i.e,, the area with this
)
framework.
13The acceptance of this program
structure is increasing. Some examples are the experimental IL
S. Group Risk Plan ( GRP ) and the Collective Approach ( CA ) used in Quebec. In Manitoba,
horvever, the opposite is true rvhere the Crop Insurance Review Committee ( 1gg2 called for more
)
individualized coverage and a recent review of Manitoba's Livestock Feed Security Program also
found that the area based program was rejected by the majority of producers ( Ilamilton, 1gg4,
personal communica.tions ).
laSome intertemporal adverse selection
would also be reduced, although it cannot be completely

eliminated under this program.
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Two major dlawbachs associated with the area-yield all-risk crop insurance program can be identified ( Halcrow, 1949; Skees, 1994

).

One is that an insured farmer

may not be able to receive protection when he actually suffers from a partial or total
crop loss, if the area yield did not fall below the area coverage. The other- problem
is that the insured may be paid by the insurer even

if

he did not experience a crop

loss. These two problems would not be uncommon if the positive correlation between

farm yields and area yields is weak.

Miranda

( 1991 ) claimed that

area-yield crop insurance can provide more effec-

tive yield-loss protection than individualized crop insurance for most farmers. His
conclusion, however, was derived from a linear assumption about farm yield risks and
area yield risks. Actually, the extent to which an area-yield program can work for

individual farmers within a political area ( ê.g., a county ) is essentially an empir-ical
question. Whether or not the potential advantages of an area-yield program can be

fully realized simply depends on how the area is defined. In most cases, a simple
approximation to homogeneous risk group by an administrative boundary will not be
a satisfactory choice. Therefore, the incentives to participate in this kind of program

ale still questionable.

A readily available example of area yield

based program is the newly implemented

Group Risk Plan (GRP) in the United States. Under GRP, farmers only receive an
insurance payment
coverage level

if

county yields drop below a trigger level. The trigger level,

a, is selected by the insured farmer as a percentage of the expected

county yield. The crop revenue protection level B is optional and

it

can be selected

by the farmer up to I50% of the expected county revenue from the crop, Indemnities
are made based on the percentage shortfølls below the trigger level. Indemnity in
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dollars is calculated

$/(E)

as

-Mar{o, (C-a)*!¡*r,0<a<1;

0

<lj<t.s

where C is the yield coverage in bushels, as determined by
coverage level and revenue protection level, respectively,
3r

(2.46)

C : ay, a and p arc

P is the insured crop price,

is the actual area yield, and Y is the long-term area average yietd. For example, if a

:

0.9 ) in a county where the long-term

7:

100 ), chooses 150% of expected corn

farmer selects a 90 percent coverage level (a
yield for corn is 100 bushels per acre ( i.e.,

: Lb ), an insured corn price of
$2.00 per bushel (P :2) and a county corn yield is Z0 bushels per acre ( a :70
),,
county revenue as the revenue protection level ( 0

the insured farmer would receive

$¡(y)

It

- Mar{0, (100 x 0.e -

70) x

1'5

''

0sJ

X2

:

(2.47)

$66.67.

should be noted that GRP is not purely crop insurance since expected crop revenue

is taken into consideration through the use of revenue protection level B. Moreover,

the protection level can be greater than one in order to attract farmers with yields
above the county average. GRP reduces to pure area-yield insurance

level and the revenue protection level are identical, i.e.,

iÎ a:

13.

if the coverage

In this

case, the

payout equation (2.46) becomes:

$¡(y)

: Mar{g, (C - ù}p,

(2.48)

which is simply a crop insurance indemnity schedule.

Investigating GRP,

it

can be seen that one additional problem arises. Since the

revenue protection level B gets into the indemnity formula, the actuarial structure
becomes more completed if d

+

13.

In this case, the indemnity a farmer may receive

is

also determined by his subjective crop revenue protection level, and this is difficult to
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be incorporated in an actuarially fair premium rate formula. Another difficulty with

GRP is that the intertemporal adverse selection may be serious: producers would buy
higher coverage

if they predict that the probability of payout is higher.

Therefore,

the actuarial performance of GRP is somewhat doubtful.

2,3.6

Homogeneous Risk Area Approach

One important problem of the area-yield program is that area boundaries are political.

In larger counties it is very unlikely that the area is homogeneous in soils and climate.
Production risks may be heterogeneous even in

a,

very small county. Since risks of

crop failure are indeed related to geographical, ecological, and climatic conditions,

it

may be plausible to classify homogeneous risk groups on homogeneous risk area

bases.

A geographically

homogeneous risk a¡ea approach is apparently an improvement

over an administrative area apploach.

If

a homogeneous risk area is well defined by

some criteria, all the farms located in the area are more likely to be subject to similar

risks of crop failure. As a result, insurance contracts as defined by premium-indemnity
schedules

will be more theoretically consistent, since premiums and indemnities

evaluated against a more homogeneous risk exposure

unit. All the potential

are

advan-

tages of an area-yield crop insurance would be carried over to this program whereas

the disadvantages inherent in the area based design would be substantially reduced,
because farm yields and area yields would be more positiveiy correlated. Consequent-

ly, the program would be more attractive to risk averse farmers.
One major problem with defining more homogeneous risk areas is that

it

may not

be easy to determine the areas. There also may have some operational difficulties.

For example, it is hard to explain to a farmer why he and his neighbor are not in
the same risk area. In addition, theoretical risk area boundaries are not necessarily
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the same for different crops. Generally, historic production levels, soil characteristics,

climate conditions, and production conditions could be major references in zoning
risk aleas. Determining the size of a risk area may also become very technicai.
necessary and essential

It

is

to define a risk area such that it is large enough to contain

suffi.cient number of farmers in the risk pool.

2.3.7

Quasi-Homogeneous Risk Area Approach

The fundamental problems that accompany farm-level individualized all-risk crop insurance program have been known since the early days of crop insurance practices.

However, these problems and issues did not receive serious consideration

in

some

programs such as the U. S. Federal programs until these programs experienced extremely poor financial performance. Fortunately, Canadian Federal-Provincial all-risk
crop insurance programs have performed much better from an actuarial and financial

perspective. The reason may be that the problems associated with the individualized crop insurance program were sufficiently recognized when these programs were

initiated in the early 1960's. The

awareness of the

potential problems inherent i1 in-

dividualized farm-level crop insurance made the program designers seek some better

alternatives

( Giison,

1994, personal communications

). It was under this circum-

stance that a hybrid of risk area-yield and individual coverage has been developed in

Manitoba.

Manitoba Crop Insurance has been in operation since 1960. Like any other allrisk crop insurance programs, the mandate of Manitoba's program is to provide yield,
insurance against natural hazards which can not be leasonably controlled by the
insured farmers.

The premium-indemnity schedules under Manitoba progra,m are generally based
upon risk areas which are defined as homogeneous areas with respect to production

conditions and soil productivities. These areâs

\Mere

determined in 1960's according to

crop yield histories, soil characteristics, and other climatic information ( precipitation,

frost free days, etc., ). The whole plovince is divided into fifteen risk areas.

A uniform base premium per acre for each crop is charged for all insured farmers
within an å,rea. An experience discount/surcharge system is used to make adjustments
for individuals. The determination of the bushel-equivalent coverages fol each insured

farmer is a three-step process. First, the average probable yield

( long-term area

expected yield, P ) for the risk area in which the insured farm is located is established.

Then further differentiations are made for soil type differences and individual yield
performance relative
determined,

from letter

it

,4.

to average. That is, when the risk area expected yield }/

is

is then adjusted by all soil types in the risk area. The soil is rated

to letter "r with type A representing the highest prod.uctivity soil and

type -/ the lowest. The soil type adjustment coefficient is determined by comparing
how that particular soil has yielded relative to risk area average over the last

1b

years. Multiplying the risk area yield Y by soil type adjustment coefficient produces

the soil zone probable yield. The final step in determining covera,ge for an insured is

to adjust the base soil zone yield by the Individual's Productivity Index

IPI is calculated by comparing the individual's yield to the soil zone

(IPI

). The

average yield.

For example, if the individual has outyielded the soil type average yield for red spring

wheat by 5% over time, the individual's IPI would be 1.05,15 The soil type yield
multiplied by the IPI yields the individual's probabte yield.
Once the individual's probable yield has been determined, the individual's coverage can be assigned. An insurance payment is triggered

drops below the coverage.

It

if the farmer's actual yieid

is clear that the program ends up with an individualized

15In the case of an abnormal yield
event, a producer's annual ind.ex is limited to a range of. T0%
to 730% of the producer's previous IPI. In the event of a hail loss, the annual index is calculated as
H aruest Yi,eldl $ - % Høil Loss).
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coverâge. The critical difference between this program and the individualized pro8ra,m we have discussed earlier is

that the individual's

coverage

in the latter is simply

determined by the farmer''s own yield records while the coverage for the individual

in Manitoba's program is based on the area yield but adjusted by soil productivities
and the individual's yield records.

The quasi-homogeneous risk area approach or area based IPI appr-oach originates

from the purely homogeneous risk area approach, and is in fact a hybrid of the
al'eâ, coverage approach

and individual coverage approaches. The advantages and

disadvantages of this combined program structure could be identified from its mother-

structures. Since the backbone of this structure is the purely homogeneous risk area
methodology,l6

it is important to understand

why the purely homogeneous risk area

program is not practical so that some special adjustments have to be made in the
basic area coverages and area premiums, and why a more straightforward individual
coverage approach is not applied.

The purely homogeneous risk area approach is acceptable from an actuarial point
of view only if some crucial assumptions or conditions are simultaneously futfilled. Of
these assumptions, the key is that the crop production risks faced by each individual

located in the defined risk area are strictly homogeneous. To achieve homogeneity,
the following conditions âre fundamental: (1) the individual yield data are randomly
and independently distributed; (2) all the farms wiihin the area have the same yield

variations; (3) there are no yield cycles or trends; (a) all insured farms ale exposed

to similar or uniform production conditions such as soil and climatic conditions; (5)
there are no management differences among the farmers within the area; and (6)
the incidence of natural hazards are randomly distributed over the risk area. If one
16One practical
reason

for this program being implemented was documented as "the lack of sufficient individual farm yield data " rvhen the Gross Revenue Insurance Program ( GRip was
)
introduced in 1991.
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of these conditions is violated, some adverse selection and other actuarial probiems
would arise. Howevet, these ideal conditions are violated in varying degrees in prac-

tice'

Consequently, some special adjustments are made

to the basic area

co\rerages

and area premiums in order to correct for departures or violations from the standard

situations. The practical reasons for these adjustments are many: to establish greater
equity among the insured individuals; to reduce adverse selection; to compensate for
deficiencies in the data used to establish the basic area coverâges and premiums,

The difficulties of the purely homogeneous risk area approach and the individualized approach seem

inevitable. Actually,

to suggest that

some kind of combination is plausible and

it is not uncommon in many insurance

programs to provide for

special adjustments in the basic coverages and premium rates. A

fi.r.e

insurance com-

pâny may provide for a scaled reduction in premium rates according to the number
of smoke detectors installed in the building or the distance to the nearest fire hydrant

or fire station. A life insurance company may adjust its basic coverage rates or premiums based on such criteria as evidence of health status or occupation or whether
a,

person is a non-smoker. Some sort of adjustments are required simply because

there is no way to exactly define and classify homogeneous risk groups in insurance.
These adjustments are designed, in principle, to correct for deviations from the norm,

that is to compensate for differences between the actual conditions and the standard
conditions used as the foundation for the calculation of the basic coverages and pre-

mium rates. Howet'er, these special adjustments generally have some actuarial and
operational consequences, and these must be observed and assessed when thev are
developed ( Gilson, 1937 ).

In order to establish the long-run actuarial soundness of the crop insurance program or the equitable treatment of participants in the program, the assessment of

the consequences of any deviation from the basic principles, in the form of special
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adjustments, is important.

Will the special adjustments add to the overall cost of

the program and, if so, who should bear the increased premiums? Will the special
adjustments inject a bias into the basic structure of the program, and

if

so, who

will gain? Will the special adjustments create adverse selectivity in the program? If
the "symmetric adjustment principle " is followed, i.e., the upward (

".g.,

premium

surcharges ) adjustments and the downward ( e.g., premium discounts adjustments
)

are in balance over time, the overall cost of the program

will not be loaded and no

insured will be treated in a biased way. Ferther to this, the actuarial principles would

not be negatively affected.

The current area based IPI approach implemented by the Manitoba Crop Insulance Corporation is a complex procedure. The methodology used to determine

individual coverages could be driven to an individual coverage approach in the long

run, if the area is fairly homogeneous and the adjustments are fairlv made to

each

individual. The only practical obstacle to prevent the IPI approach from becoming
the individual coverage approach is the 70%1l30%stabilization rule which defines the
maximum and the minimum coverage adjustment.lT Theoretically, however, there is
no reason to set such limits.
Under the MCIC program structure, premium rates ( area based are calculated
)
by crop using a simple 25 year average of loss experience adjusted for loads. Premium
loads are applied for the loading factors including crop based uncertainty load ( 5%

- n% ), area based self-sustainability

load,18 reseeding benefit load, net premium

discount load, and special loads adjustment as required. The premium paid by an

individual producer is adjusted by premium discount/surcharge schedule. The indi17It is however important to
note that the 701130 stabilization rule does not create an absolute
cap-on iPL A producer'sIPI can move above 130% or belorv z0% ( Hamilton, 1gg4
).
18It is calculated so that
there is a g0% probability that premium income will exceed losses in any
three year period. The purpose of this self-sustainability load is to provide for a surplus build up
over time. The MCIC ratemaking methodology will be detailed in chapter 4.
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vidual adjustment is made based on the producer's years of program participation,
loss free years and totai loss

ratio. The maximum adjustment is +25%. The net

discount bias is calculated by risk area and built into the rate calculation through the
net discount load.
Some potential problems

with the Manitoba's approach can be observed. The

actuarial performance of the program will largely depends upon the justification of
special adjustments which are made

to both individual

co\¡erages and producer's

premiums. The consistency between coverage and premium adjustments are essential

for the soundness of the program, Ideally, the adjustments on both coverages and
premiums should be consistentiy assessed on the same risk assessment basis.

It

is,

however, not difficult to find that such consistency is not entirely established within

the MCIC's framework. The adjustment criteria of years of participation, years of
free loss, and total loss ratio are obviously ad hoc and are oversimptified.
The obvious advantages ofthe current approach over a straight individual coverage
approach can be summarized as follows ( Hamilton, 1g94 ):

(1) The IPI approach provides a more appropriate level of coverage when

an

insured farm has different soil types.

(2)

It

provides a bufer against abnormal yield events (70%lIJ0% stabilizatíon

rule ).
(3) The IPI methodology allows an insured increased coverage following a generaily
poor crop year, provided the insured producer outyields the area average by more than

his previous IPI.

(4)

It

allows a rebalancing of coverage between producers in a risk area without

increasing the overall level of coverage provided ( hail adjustment ).

The disadvantages of the program compared to the universal individual coverage
approach are also apparent:

(1) The program administration is complicated by the fact that producers

are

required to provide yields by quarter section in order to maintain the soil zone base.

(2) IPI only works if the methodology used to determine soil zone base yield is
accurate, Producers will not be satisfied with adjustments around a base probable
yield that they consider to be too low.
(3)

It

takes longer for an insured farmer who has a productivity level significantiy

different from area average to reach the correct coverage level. This applies to aboveaverage and below-average producers.
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Chapter 3

A Comparative Evaluation of

Yield Risk Reductions With
Alternative Crop fnsurance
Prograrns

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive evaluation and assessment

for various crop insurance programs in order to determine their relative merits in
terms of yield risk reductions.

3.1

Simulation Models

The models for analyzing the various insurance approaches are developed and evaluated in this section, based on the yield risk reduction criteria. In particular, three
alternatives are examined for risk reduction in yield-equivalent (Carriker et al.1gg1) or
net yield ( Williams et al. 1993, Miranda, 1991 ) using farm-level yield data from the

MCIC research questionnaires. An index which measures relative yield risk reduction
for each crop insurance scheme is constructed. The generalized stochastic dominance
analysis is also made

to provide an alternative evaluation. The programs analyzed

include: (1) the individual yield coverage and individual indemnity program, (2) the
area coverage and individual indemnity program, and (3) the area yield coverage and
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area indemnity program.

3.1.1 Individual Yield

Coverage and Individual Indemnity

Program ( Fully Individualized ( FI ) program

)

under the FI program, the protection or coverage is determined by the historical
yield records of each insured farm. An indemnity is triggered for the farm whenever

its actual yield falls below the predetermined

coverage

in any particular year. The

yield-equivalent or net yield measure for each farm under the FI is calculated
AT"'

:

A¡

i I¡ - p, with If :

Mar{g,C¡

-

as:

(3.1)

Af}.

Where U'j"t is the yield-equivalent per acre in bushels, Ar is the actual farm yield per
acre,

I¡

is the insurance indemnity in bushels, C¡ is the farm yield coverage, and p

represents the bushel-equivalent actuarially fair insurance premium per acre.

The yield risk, as measured by net yield variance for the insured farmer equals
V

ar(y']"t) : o? + o?,

t

ol + zC Ov (a ¡, I ¡)

-

2C OV (s r,

p)

-

2C OV

var(y¡): o?,var(I¡): o?,var(p¡): o3,and, cov(.)

where

(I ¡,

p), (8.2)

denores covariance

between the arguments of (.). Without participating in the program, the farmer has

to

assume his whole yield risk as

o]. By acquiring

the FI insurance, however, the

farmer can reduce his yield risk by an amount

Ly"'
' =

:

It

var(y¡)

-

-@?;'í

or,

v ar(y'i't)

+ zðbvçy¡,

rì - 2COV(s¡, p) - 2COV(r¡, p)).

(3.3)

is obvious that the FI program will be yield risk reducing for the insured farmer

and only
n

Pc:

if aY* > 0. This is equivalent to

saying that the condition

ol, + ol
and0<13"<I
2COV(y¡, p) + \COV(I¡, p) - 2COV(y¡,1¡)'

must hold, where p" defines some yield risk reducing critical value.
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if

(3,4)

The condition of ( 0

< 0" <

1) for a yield-risk reducing farm can be easily

justified.

Theoretically, a positive relationship is expected between crop yields and premiums
charged. A non-negative response between indemnities paid and premiums charged is
also obvious, A negative correlation between insured yields and indernnities triggered

obviously holds for an actuarially sound and financially viable crop insurance program.

Therefore, a positive sign for the denominator in the equation above is established.
Since a positive yield risk reduction

farm, 0"

( L7" )

0 ) must hold for a yield-risk reducing

< I follows immediately.

The index B" provides a comprehensive measure for the relative magnitude of
yield risk reductions for the insurance program. This measure is better than usual
yield risk measures such as variance or coefficient of variation ( C V. in the sense it
)
incorporates all the fundamental dimensions of crop insurance in the formula. This
index is constructed such that

it automatically

combines the base strategy ( no insur-

ance ) into the formula, thus making the comparison much easier. The comparative
analyses for the premium setting methodology, for the indemnity schedule, and for

the coverage determination, can be simulated conveniently with this simple index.
Given coverage level, the relative magnitude of yield risk reductions regarding the

FI program for an insured farmer can be assessed on the following scale: it is said
that the program for the insured farmer is yield risk reducing if his p"
interval of (0, I),i.e.,O

þ"

< 0 or 0")

1;

it

< P" <

faLIs

into the

1; the program is said to be yield risk increasing

is yield risk neutral

if.

p":1,

if

and the larger the B" is, the less

yield risk reducing the program will be.le
leThis claim holds only for different programs
at a given coverage level, e.g., this is true for the
say, 80% coverage level. If the coverage level changes for
a certain program) e.g,, increased from 80% io 1,00% lor the FI program, then the B" value wili
generally increase. This, of course, does not indicate that the higher coverage level for the FI leads
to the lorver yield risk reducing.

FI, the IA and the FA program at any,
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3.L.2

Area Yield Coverage, Individual fndemnity Schedule

(IA)

llnder this program, the insured farmer receives an indemnity if his actual yieid (g¡)
falls below the insured yield

( i..., the coverage, Co). Unlike the FI program, the

coverage is determined by the long-term average area yield

within a predetermined

risk area, rather than by the insured own farm yields. Defining the area indemnity
schedule as Io, the yield-equivalent of the insured farmer,

in a particular year, with

this plan is then

al"'

:

uï * Io -

p, with Io:

Mar{g,C"

-

(3.5)

u¡¡.

Applying the same procedure as used for the FI program, the critical condition of

Ly"'>

0leads to

^_
lt":
2cov(ar, p) + zcov(1", p)
o?.+o3

-

2cov(ah I"),

and 0 < P" <

1.

(3.6)

The relative magnitude of yield risk reduction for this program can be analyzed in
the same marner as for the FI program.

3.1-.3 Area Yield coverage, Area rndemnity progra''' ( o"
Fult Area Insurance Program ( FA ) )
With this scheme, both coverages and indemnities are based upon area yield experiences

within a relatively homogeneous risk area. An indemnity is triggered for each

participant whenever the actual average area yield (Y") drops below some predeter-

( the area covera,ge, C, ), in a particular year, regardless
of the farm's observed yield (g¡). Under this program, all the insured farms would
mined critical yield level

receive an identical indemnity as defined by

Io: Mar{O,Co-Yo},
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(3. 7)

and his yield risk, as measured by the variance of the net yield, equals

Var(yi"t) :

o?

+

o?"

+ 2COV(y¡,1")

-

\COV(a¡, p) - 2COV(1",

ò.

(3 8)

By participating in this insurance program, the producer can reduce his yietd risk by
an amount

Ll"' :

-(o?" + o| + 2COV(y¡,1")

-

2COV(y¡, p)

- 2COV(1", p)).

(8,9)

The index B" f.or this program is the same as that for the IA program, except for

a

different indemnity schedule.
The full a,rea or Halcrow Plan is claimed to be superior to individualized insurance

in the sense that it

reduces adverse selection dramatically and the moral hazard

ploblem is essentially removed ( Halcrow, 1g4g, 1gZ8; Miranda, 19g1

), It is clear

that the Halcrow Plan will be reduced to the IA scheme if the individual yields
identical with the area yields ,i.e., AÍ

-

are

Y".

The critical condition which indicates whether or not the farmer is interested in
area programs ( e.g., FA ) largely depends upon the yield relationship between his own

farm yields and the established area yields, since p" is determined by the indemnity
variance and the farm-yield

/ area-indemnity covariance COV(y¡,1,).

Halcrow (19ag)

has demonst¡ated that the key to the successful implementation of the FA program

is that individual farm's yields have to be highty positivelv correlated with the area

yields. Farmers whose yields are not highly correlated with the area yields may find
this program ineffective in reducing yield risk ( often indicated by a negative

0").h

is thus important to test the existing relationship between individual yields and

ar-ea

yields empirically. This is done by defining the following:

a¡

:

F(Y";0,u).
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(3 10)

It

is generally expected that some nonlinear relationship between farm yields (y¡) and

areayields (Y") exists (".g., Marra and Schurle,rggT ). Mirand.a ( 1gg1 )suggests a
simple model, assuming a linear relationship between the individual yield deviation
and the area yield deviation

a¡

:

- E(a¡): þ¡(Y" - E(Y")) t

uf

(3.11)

,

whereþ¡:CoV(a¡,yòlvar(Y")=o"¡@,Pa¡isthePearsoncoefficient of correlation between farm yields

!¡

and area yields Yo, and.

u¡ is a random

error term. The coefficient ,6¡ measures the sensitivity of the individual's yields to the
systemic factors that affect the area yields. Generally, the higher the B¡, the greater

the chance that an area yield insurance will be risk reducing for the insured farm.
The program will be risk reducing for the farmer only if ,6¡ is above a critical beta
value,

B*. The formula to

:

calculate

B*

may be derived as follows:

E(Y")l

I

u¡t by muttiplying through [/.

taking the mathematical expectation,

it

immediately follows that:

Since a¡

-

E(A¡)

13¡lY"

-

COV(y¡,1")
ô
pÍ
and the farmer

LY"'

:0,

B¡COV(Y",1")
C OV (y ¡, I I C OV (Yo, I o),
")

- E(/,)] and

(3 i2)

will be indifferent with and without the insurance if and only if

i.e., COV(7¡,J")

risk reducing if and only

=

o?"12.

It

then follows that the program will be yield

if

t7 >
: pm:
r1 _COV(g¡,1")
u¡

COVú;ú:

ol"
2C OV (Y", I

(3.13)

")'

This is also the formula presented by Miranda ( 1991 ) and he has proved that the

B-

ranges from 0

to |. It thus follows from the equation (3.13) that the FA or the

IA will be risk reducing for any insured producer for whom þ¡
the assumption (3.11) is retained.
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) þ*, provided that

The linear relationship assumption of individual yields and area yields is crucial in
the previous discussion. Yield or yield risk relationship between farm yields and area
yields has been an important issue in agricultural economics
1992

).

(

Musser and Fackler,

The issue itself is empirical in nature and raises the following questions:

(1) Is there any long-term stable relationship between farm yield risk and area yield

risk? (2) Does farm yield or yield risk cause area yield or yield risk, or vice
(3) What may be the best apploximation to the true relationship, if

it

versa?

exits? A set

of econometrics procedures are employed in answering the first question, using farm
yield and area yield variables.
The existence of a long run stable relationship between farm yields and area yields
are tested by the theory of cointegration

( Engle and Granger., 1987 ). The theory

states that two time series should cointegrate

in order to

have a long run stable

relationship between them, A two step procedure is used in testing cointegration.
Step

1: The hypothesis of unit root about two time

series of farm yields (g¡

)

and area yields (% ) in the following Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) regression is
tested:

Lr,
where

Lr, -

af t

-

1 + 6t I ar¡-1

* Ðl¿Lrt_¡ * ut.

- ur,-t andYo¡ -Yor-r, the first differences

(3.14)

of two time series , u¡ and

Y" ate defined as earlier. The selection of lag structure of ú - i is based on Akaike's
Information Criterion. The test of a

:

0 in the above equation is equivalent

a unit loot ( stationary time series process

to testing

). The Dickey-Fuller ( lgTg ) t-statistic

is

utilized in performing step one test.
Step 2: If the unit root hypothesis is not rejected, the cointegration test is then
conducted based on the following equation:

Alt: *
^Y

pY"t
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*

ut.

(3. 1 5)

The test of cointegration between

!¡¡

andYo¡ is equivalent to the test of a stationary

stochastic process of z¿. A long run stable relationship is established if the cointegra-

tion hypothesis cannot be rejected.
The nonrejection of the cointegration hypothesis rules out the possibility of no
causality between farm yield and area yield, although they do not indicate the direc-

tion of causation. Since the area yields are calculated from the individual yields,
reasonable to assume

3.L.4

it is

that only individual yields cause area yields.

Stochastic Dominance Analysis

Though the values of B" provide measures of yield variability reductions, they do
suffer from some limitations. These indices are useful only

if a risk aversion attitude

is assumed' More importantly, the same risk attitude for every insured farm has to

be assumed. Therefore, a more direct comparison of the net yield distributions is
made using generalized stochastic dominance ( GSD criteria.
)

Stochastic dominance allows an examination of risky choices without imposing

any functional restriction on the shape of decision maker's

utility. It

accounts for

the difficulty in quantifying the risk preference with some inexact representation of
decision maker's risk attitudes. The basis of stochastic efficiency criterion is the
Expected

Utility Hypothesis. By using stochastic dominance criteria, a choice

set

of distributions can be reduced to a relatively smaller subset in such manner which
ensures

that some member of the subset maximizes expected utility. This

subset

is referred to as the efficient set and is identified for an admissible class of utility
functions. Each of the different stochastic dominance criteria is associated with

a

different class of admissible utitity functions.

The first important concept of stochastic efficiency is First-Degree Stochastic
Dominance ( FSD ). FSD assumes nothing about decision maker's risk attitude except
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that the decision maker always prefers more ( income ) to less. This is none other
than the assumption of a monotonicallyincreasing utility function, r.e.,Ut(g) > 0

.

Suppose there are two choices or strategies to be chosen: strategy F and strategy

G. Each strategy is associated with its own probability density function ( PDF

)

for the different outcomes which are denoted as /(y) and 9(/), respectively. The
corresponding cumulative density functions ( CDF

)

are

F(y) and G(g), respectively.

under FSD, strategy F is said to dominate strategy G if and only if
l&tf (v)
since

F(a): Iî*f

- gfu)lda

@)dy and G(y):

(3.16)

/å

g(y)dy, the above criterion simply states:

the strategy F associated with the CDF of f(y) is always preferred to the strategy G
which is associated with its CDF of g(V) by all decision makers who prefer more to
less

if the condition F(y) 3 G(a) holds for all outcomes yts wíth strict inequality for

at least one

y. Graphically

speaking, FSD implies that the CDF curve for

f(y)

and

the CDF curve for g(y) will never cross for all possible outcomes of y's, and the F(y)
curve is always to the right of the curve G(v), if F is to dominate G.
Second-Degree Stochastic Dominance

( SSD ) allows for the predicting of a de-

cision maker's risk choice between pairs of strategies without any knowledge of the
decision maker's utility function except that

it displays risk aversion. Under SSD, two

constraints are placed on the admissible utility functions, U,(y)

With

SSD, the strategy F

)

0 and

u,,(ù <0.

will dominate strategy G if and only if

t&le@)

-

G(a)ldy

(3.17)

Graphically speaking, the strategy F will dominate the strategy G if the difference in
al'eas between

the two CDFs before they cross is greater than the difference in areas

between the two CDFs after they cross. For many kinds of PDFs, the corresponding
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CDFs will cross somewhere over possible outcomes of E's. A normal distribution for
g ís a typical example ( Anderson, Dillon and Hardarker,ISTT

). It is for this

reason

that First-Degree Stochastic Dominance is not applicable if a normal distribution is
assumed.

The disadvantages associated with FSD and SSD are often the lack of high discriminatory power among different choices and the resulting efficient sets are too large

( King and Robison, 1981 ). Moreover, the criteria are not useful if decision makels
display both risk-loving and risk-averse attitudes.
Generalized Stochastic Dominance

(Meyer, Ig77

)is

a more flexible criterion,

in that alternative restrictions on the admissible utility functions are defi.ned with
r(y)

:

under GSD, strategy F is said to dominate strategy G if and only

if

bounds on the Pratt-Arrow absolute risk aversion function ,(A). BV definition,

-u"(a)lul(E),

Subject

It

to

r¡ 1 r(g) 1

0 for all U

(3.18)

ru for atl y.

is apparent that FSD and SSD are only special cases of this more general efficiency

criterion. To illustrate, the class of decision makers ordered by FSD was assumed to
have a monotonically increasing

utility function, U'(ù > 0. This assumption

places

no bounds on the absolute risk aversion function, since tl"@) are free to take on any
value. Thus the class of risky choices consistent with FSD is d.efined as:

-oo(r(y)<æ.

(3,1e)

The SSD set is more discriminating. Besides a positive marginal utility ( U'(A) > 0
),

it

requires U"(y)

(

0. These utility restrictions can be equivalently stated as follows:

0<r(a)(oo,

(3.20)

that is, the applicable class of decision makers are restricted to the risk-averse
with r(sr) >

0.
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class

GSD is calculated by identifying the utility function from the admissible class
which is least likely to result in the expected utility of F being greater than G. If the
expected

it

utility of strategy F is greater than that of G for this utility function, then

is known that the result will hold for the entire class of admissible

utitity functions.

Unlike FSD and SSD, the use of GSD requires the researcher to explicitly define

the class of admissible utility functions. This is done by specifying the preference
intervals in terms of lower bounds

(

r¿

)

and upper bounds (

,, ) on the pratt-

Arrow risk aversion coefficients. The determination of these bounds, however,
often difficult. Robison et

al. (

1984

) identify four general

approaches

to

is

assessing

risk preferences: (1) direct elicitation of single valued utility functions; (2) direct
elicitation of risk preference intervals; (3) experimental methods; and (4) inferences

from observed economic behavior. To use GSD, an interval approach is certainly
convenient.

The GSD programs developed by Cochran and Raskin

( 1983 ) are used to test

different strategies within GSD framework. FSD and SSD tests can also be easilv
conducted with their programs.

3.2 Data And Procedures
Data: Historical farm production

records of red spring wheat for risk area2,risk area

6, and risk area 12 are used as the dataset for this study. The database \Mas provided

by the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation. Each MCIC farm record contains
individual field information by year and crop. The information includes acres of each
crop seeded, average crop yields harvested in metric tons, fertilizer applied by nutrient

in pounds, chemical and herbicides applied by product, soil classification rated from

A to J, and the risk

area code. The three designated risk areas are chosen based

on several criteria. The availability of sufficient data and the representativeness of
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different production risk categories are major concerns in the choice of those risk
areas. Table 3.1 presents descriptive statistics of the red spring wheat for the three

risk areas.
Table 3.1. Area Yield Descriptive Statistics
( Bushel/Acre)

ARÐA

2

PERIOD
i960-70
1971-80
1981-92
1960-92

AR,EA

i963-92
1960-70
1971-80
1981-92
1960-92

Std

Dev Minimum

6.1807 8.8440
3.6667 20.4936
8.4635 15.4753
7.0444 8.8440

28.2401
28.2681
31.1619
29.3208

2.5767
3.3063

6.8072
4.820L

20.7921
24.0442
34.8644

5.5824
9.7921

27.7

9.7385

Maximum
28,3651

30.0687
42.0186
42.0186

6

1963-70
1971-80
1981-92

AREA

Mean
21.9723
25.9852
28.7972
25.8769

24.4617
24.3064
16.9099
16.9099

32.7992
34.1292
40.7084
40.7084

12

477

5.3170

tr.2742 26.4915
30.6775
t3.34r2 47.1301
13.0813

1t.2742 47.130t

Risk area 2 has traditionally higher risk of crop failure and lower yields.

It

has

a high evapotranspiration rate due to high temperatures and relatively low levels
of precipitation. Drought is the major production risk within this area. Soil type

F takes 20% of the total area landbase. Risk area 6 traditionally has a lower risk
of crop failure and higher yields. Frost hazard is quite significant and only periodic
droughts are encountered in a small part of the area. Soil type D makes

ry 2I% of the

landbase. Risk area 12 provides a median and mixed case in terms of production risk.

It is a large area and takes in the entire Red River Valley. The temperature

regime

is excellent with very little frost hazard and normally adequate to above avel'age
rainfall, The main hazatd in this area is excessive moisture. The major soil types
are D and D+ and which make

ry

40% of the

total land. These three risk

areas)

therefore, will allow an evaluation of yield risk reductions for each of the alternative
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insurance programs under different production risk circumstances. Table 3.1 presents
descriptive statistics of the red spring wheat yields for these three risk àreas.

To simplify the empirical models, the sample set is also restricted in several ways.
For each producer, only the production records on some specific soil type are retained.
Specifically, the production information on soil type D for the risk area 6 and 12, and

on soil type F in the case of the risk area 2 are kept in the sample. Moreover',
the sample set is restricted to those producers who have participated in the MCIC
program and have grown red spring wheat for at least 20 years during the peliod 1960

to 1992. Based upon these criteria, more than 500 producers remain in the sample,
Of these total farms in the sample set, about 40 are based in risk area 2, about

30

are in risk area 6, and 370 are based in risk arca 12.

Procedures: Yield risk reductions for the three alternative crop insurance programs
are first analyzed using the proposed p" approach. To capture the impact of different

protection levels on the relevant insurance plans, the coverage levels are set at 80% and
700%, respectively. The actuarially fair premiums are calculated in each case in order

to put the comparisons on a common base. Technically, the premiums incurred for
each program are calculated such

that the total indemnities will be averaged out over

a certain period, based upon the empirical premium rate setting formula. Both the
variable actuarially fair premium rates ( Set I ) and the fixed actuarially fair premiums

(

Set

II ) are used. The index p" for each farm is also estimated for the alternative

programs by using the detrended yield data ( Set

IIi

). This is calculated as residuals

from regressions of individual farm yields on a linear time trend. The detrending
data process is utilized since the yield variabilities are likely overestimated without
removing the trend which accounts for technical change. To be consistent with the
current program, a ten-year moving averâge yield series is calculated using historical
production records for each farm under each program analyzed. This moving average

yield distribution is the basis for estimating relevant insured yietd. Since each selected

farm in the sample has more than 20 years records, the length of calculated net yield
distributions for insured farms ranges from ten to twenty-three years.
The GSD approach is used to provide an alternative assessment to the simulated
programs by directly comparing net yield distributions. The GSD results are particu-

lally useful in evaluating the implications for the alternative programs under different
coverå,ge levels.

This popular method is also used to justify the p" index method. To

alleviate the computation burden in performing GSD analysis, only 75 farms from
tlre risk area 72 and with more than thirty years records are chosen as the dataset.

The Miranda

þ*

and the cointegration test for farm-area yield relationship is

conducted to detect some fundamental problems with various area coverage programs.

The average "financial" exposures in terms of indemnities for each farm with

each

simulated program are presented and examined in the final section of the chapter,

The group of models consisting of the index, GSD and some supplementary testing
procedures

will provide

some systematic and consistent empirical insights into the

problems being studied.

3.3

Results

3.3.L Yield Risk Reductions With þ" /"pproach
The summary statistics for p"'s under different programs with various simulation
procedures are presented in Table 3.2, Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.

In these tables, three sets of estimated mean B" values and associated statistics
are reported. Set I provides the summary statistics for index B" f.or all insured farms

within the given risk area, using variable actuarially fair premiums for each of the
programs. Under Set II, a fixed actuarially fair premium rate is calculated for

n.)
ft)

each

farm. Set III presents the summary statistics for the index p", through the use of the
same methodology as for Set

II. The yield data, however,

are systematically detrended

by a simple regression trend model for each falm. The specific statistics in these three
tabies include the mean B"'s, the variance of the estimated indices, the range of the
estimated mean values, the skewness, and the normality statistic

( Shapiro-Wilks

for all calculated B"'s. Both 80% and I00% coverage levels are simulated. The

)

80%

coverage level is chosen since this is the major option currently offered by the MCIC.

The 100% coverage level is simulated to represent a full insurance coverage option.

In this manner, the impact of an increased coveïage level on the insurance program
evaluated can be assessed.
Table 3.2. Summary Statistics for B": Risk Area L2

SetI MEAN VAR MIN ffi

FI80
IA80
FA80
FI100
14100
F4100
Set II

Fr80

0.2951
0.3209
0,3336
0.4031
0.4345
0.5825

0.0259 0.0833 1.0000 1.4611 0.75n
0.0320 0.0574 1.0000 1.7842 0.8246

0.0234 <0

>1

0.1213 <0

>1

0.0304 0.1111 1.0000
0.0387 0.0833 i.0000

0.1768 0.0033 0.0292

0342m

IA80 0.i875 0.0048 0.0000 0.3755 _0.2643
FA80 0.1968 0.0311 <0
>1 1.4553
FI100 0.2365 0.0046 0.0467 0.4502 _0.3824
14100 0.2471 0.0070 0,0000 0.5080 _0.0542
F4100 0.2961 0.0675 <0
>1 t.7II7
Set III

0.8730
0.9718
0.9755
0.8131

IA80 0.2797 0.0088 0.0000 0.4561 _0.9580
FA80 0.3469 0.074t <0 >1 L.6r21
FI100 0.342L 0.0020 0.1512 0.4357 _0.9491

0.9215
0.8190

14100
F4100

0.3219 0.0077 0.0000 0.5090 _L.1425
0,4244 0.0870 <0
>1 1.3306

Since risk area 12 contains the largest sample

results

0.3489 0.8743
1.3301 0.8867
0.9097 0.9155
0.7348 0.8574
0.9747

0.9474
0.9203
0.8263

in this study, we will examine its

first. In this lisk area, given 80% coverage level, the individual coverage

and individual indemnity ( FI ) program is the most efficient design regarding yield
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risk reductions, for
indemnity (

it has the smallest mean p". The area coverage

iA ) program

comes next

and individual

with a median average B" index value. The

area coverage and area indemnity, or the full area program ( FA ), is least preferred

by insured farmers as it gives rise to the largest mean 0". The FI program and the IA
program are found either yield risk reducing or yield risk neutral for all the insured

farms. This is the case since no negative p" is obtained. There is also îo

13"

greater

than one. The full area program, however, will be yield risk increasing for

some

farms, because negative and large ( greater than one ) values can be observed. The
positive skewnesses for all the simulated programs indicate that these programs are

not equally preferred by all group of farmers,
As the coverage level is increased to 100%, the mean p" estimates are increased
accordingly for all the three programs. This, however, does not necessarily mean that

the programs will be less yield risk reducing provided that the same methodology is
applied

(

see

footnote 19

).

An insurance with higher coverage will likely be more

attractive than lower coverage for producers, provided that othe¡ conditions remain
unchanged. This is intuitively obvious since more protection is provided with higher
coverage level. The systematically higher B.'s with the

full coverage level, however,

do have some policy implications. They suggest that producers will be less sensitive

to the alternative programs, in terms of their decision-making as coverage level

is

increased.

For simulation Set

iI

of the Risk Area 12 analysis, the estimated meân p"'s for

the FI, the IA and the FA programs are all reduced. This is not surprising since
the variance of premiums is automatically zero for each farm with a fixed actuarially

fair premium rate over the simulation period. With this simulation set, the fully
individualized program still ranks first in terms of yield risk reducing magnitude,

the area coverage and individual indemnity progra,m comes next and the full area
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program ranks third, given 80% coverage option. This ranking order also holds for

the full co\¡erage option. Similar to Set I, the FA program is not preferred by some
farmers, as unfavorable B"'s are observed. Unlike Set

I,

however, the

FI and the IA

program are yield risk reducing for all insured producers, indicating that some less
variable premium schedule is preferred.
Table 3.3. Summary Statistics for B.: Risk area

f

Set
.t'I80

IASO
FA8O

FIlOO

IAlOO
FAlOO

Set

II

FISO

IA8O
FA8O

FIlOO
IAlOO
FAlOO

Set

III

FISO

IAsO
FASO

FIlOO

IAlOO
FAlOO

MEAN

VAR

0.4422
0.5483
0,5701
0.5369
0.6298
0.8827

0.0490

0.13i5

0.0547
0.2348

0.1719
0,2138
0.2654
0,2515
0.2897
0.3466
0.2308
0.2363
0.3072
0.3220
0.3187
0.3997

Z

MAX SKEW NORMAL

0.1555

0.9074
0.9359

0.5235
0.0742

0.9523

0.I2I2

>1

0.0340
0.0480
0.3015

0.9217

0.8049
0,3071

0.8653
0.9539

0.1265

0.9679

-0.3600

0.9444

>1

-0.7857

0.8601

0.0030
0.0049

0.0340
0.0584

-0.5059
-0.3235

0.0026
0.0051

0.0734

0.9565
0.9614
0.6289
0.9511

<0

<0

0.0612 < 0
0.0968

0.1243 < 0
0.0038
0.0111
0.0806
0.0018
0.0096

0.0707

0.0689
0.0000

<0

0.2186
0.0000

<0

0.266r
0.3555

0,9398

> 1 3.6025
0.3399 -0.8522
0,4330 -0.4752
> 1 0.42t5

0.9304

0.3167

0.9657

-0.7698
-0.4813

0.9273

0.4066

>1

1.6167

0.8244

0.3882

-0.4660

0.4839

-0.9662
0.4091

0.9601
0.9490
0,8793

>1

0.9495

With the trend removed ( Set III ), the B" pattern changes slightly. Given
coverage level,

it

is found that the areâ coverage and individual indemnity

program is the most efficient choice for insured farmers.

It

80%

( IA

)

generates the lowest mean

p" valte among those three alternatives. The FI program is the next best choice and
the FA program is still least preferred. With the detrended data, the IA program
remains a most favolable program even

if the coverage

level is switched to the fuli

coverage option. This changed ranking order with the detrended procedure suggests

that yield variability plays an important role in estimating þ" values. This is because
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detrending has a significant impact on the calculation of expected losses ( Skees and
Reed, 1986

).

Whether some unbiased estimates for the true yield variability can

be developed or not will directly affect the farmers' preference choice for relevant
insurance programs.

Looking at Table 3.3 and Table 3.4,

it

is found that the risk area 2 and the risk

area 6 have similar 13" patlerns with some minor variations compared to r.isk area 12.

Within risk area 2, the preference ra.nking order remains the FI, the IA and the FA
for simulation Set
12, the

I and Set II with both coverage

IA program may also

options. Similar to the risk area

become the most favorable program in the area, this

occurs when farm yields are detrended and the 100 percent coverage level is chosen

( Set III ). In this risk area both the individual coverage
the area co\¡erage

/ individual

/

individual indemnity and

indemnity programs are found yield risk reducing. The

full area insurance program is basically yield risk reducing on average, but to
producers

it

some

is yield risk increasing. This is verified by negative B" values and also by

some high B" values.

Risk area 6 has the same B" pattern as risk arca 12 in terms of simulation Set
and Set

III. In the case of Set I, however, the full area program is found

increasing on â,verage with the

full

coverage

II

yield. risk

option. The average þ" value is

1,011.

This negative result regarding the program's yield risk reduction function may simply
be due to very large estimated B" values occurring for some farms ( note the average
variance is as large as 0.58

). The very small sample size may be another reason.

Although the fully individualized crop insurance ( FI ) is generally preferred over

the IA and the FA programs, the effectiveness of these programs varies depending
on the risk associated with production conditions in a risk area.

It

also varies with

different coverage levels. More importantly, the estimated B" values associated with

the IA program design are very ciose to those associated with the FI program in all

tt

cases. This indicates that the claim that the FI is superior to the

IA cannot be made

too strongly. This is one significant implication which could be derived from this
section.
Table 3.4. Summary Statistics for B": Risk area
Set

I

FISO

MEAN VAR MIN MAX SKÐW
0.4585
0.4667

0.0579
0.0595

0.1428

FASO

0.7219

>1

0.6973

0.2572
0.0421

<0

FIlOO

0.3421

IAlOO

0.723r

FAlOO

1.0112

IASO

Set II
Fi80

0.0459
0.5799

0.2500

<0

>1

0.t278 0.2643
0.093i 0.2867
0.1258 > 1

FIlOO

IAlOO

0.29t2

FAlOO

0.3607

0.0010
0.0038
0.4569
0.0013
0.0030
0.1711

0.2451
0.2275
0.3625
0.3479
0.3156
0.4159

0.0145
0.2193
0.0012
0.0149
0.1738

FAsO

Set III
t'I80
IASO
FA8O

FIlOO

IAlOO
FAlOO

0.9769
0.9366
0.9735
1.0000

0.1886
0.1938
0.4217
0.2836

IAsO

0.1975

0.0024

0.2243
0.1996

<0

0.1442
0.0000

<0

NõRMÃL

0.9774
0.5405

-0.2276
-0.3555
-0.5917
-r.0754

0.8797
0.9247
0.8694
0.9229
0.9452
0.6028

0.4410

0.9744

0.3846
0.3759

-0.195 1
3.1066
1.2883

0.9409
0.4861
0.8949

-0.2722

>1

1.6561

0.9296
0.7458

0.3257

-0.3640
-0.3379

0.9577
0.9427

1.5707
0.4100

0.72r8

-1.3496

0.8664

1.3093

0.7898

0.3937

>1

0.2928 0.423I
0.0000 0.4586

<0

6

>1

0.9588

The empirical results from Table 3.2, Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 provide some general
insights into the three simulated programs. The non-zero skewness statistics and non-

normality result suggested by the Shapiro-Wilks statistic imply that those programs
are not equally preferred by the insured producers.

It is therefore, useful to further

evaluate farmers' preferences to these programs by analyzíng different interest groups

among all the insured. This is done by grouping all the calculated p" values into
different categories, through the use of B" ranges. This leads to some more detailed
empirical insights about our previous general results.
Table 3.5 shows the B" distributions for the three risk areas in the case of simulation
Set

I. Given 80% coverage option,

80% of insured farmers
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in risk area 2 find that they

will have the B"'s which are lower than 0.6 under the Fi program. About 60% ofthese
farms fall into this p. range for the

IA program. For the FA program,

28% insured

farms find the program yield risk increasing. This figure increases to 38% for risk
area 6, Risk area 6 has similar ,6" distributions for the

FI and the IA program. For

risk area 72, the full area program will be yield risk increasing for only 4% of insured
farms. Eighty-five percent of the p"'s faII into the range of ( 0 - 0.4 ) with both the
FI and IA programs, indicating that most farms will find the FI and IA very yield
risk reducing.
Table 3.5, P" Distributions ( %

r473570
34244226120
32 31 1.7 34

0-0.2

0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0

102t7
10173

>1.0

AREA

<0
0-0.2

0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0

>1.0

0-0.2

0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8

6

0 0 21
00140
T42409

43330990
2491019190
5245227230
1410036360

0

0

25 25
60 60
11114
220

0.8-1.0220375
>1.0
0 0
With

100% coverage level, the B"

24

27
64

0

21
t4

0

): Set I

26
26
29

0

7

t7
I7
45

027
90

0

5

10100
52 43
24 29
81220

2

0

73

T7

44

I

distributions in the risk area2 and area 6 under

the FI and the IA programs are similar to that with 80% coverage. However, more
farms will find the FA program even less preferred, since the percentage of p" below
0.4isincreased. Thefarmslocatedintheriskarea\2havesimilarprospectsforthese
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programs.
Table 3.6.
AR.EA

2

<0
0-0.2

0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0

> 1.0
AREA
<0

0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0

> 1.0

II

FiSO IASO FASO FI1OO iAIOO

0090
73 46 66
27 54 18
0050
0000
0000
0020

20
80

0i8
14
82
427

FA1OO
14

24

013
02
02

0080012
7252688t24
28488928865
000004
004004
004004
008008

0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0

0-0.2

Distributions ( % ): Set

6

0-0.2

> 1.0
AREA
<0

13"

12

00400
68 56 44
32 44 44
004t3
00400
00000
00000

31
68

b

29

19

67

57
13

ö
1

t

The simulation results with Set II and Set III are presented in Table 3.6 and Table
3'7, respectively. Table 3.6 reflects the p" distributions for the three risk areas, using
a fixed actuarially fair premium for each farm without detrending yield data. Set

estimates ( Table 3.7 ) are derived by the same methodology used for Set

yield data detrended.

It

III

II but with

can be seen that the calculated p"'s are more centred around

some smaller mean values than

in the Set I, i.e., the p"'s are less viable. Without

removing the trends, 50-70% p" values fall into the 0-0,2 interval for all risk areas

with the 80% coverage level under the FI and the IA program,
exceed 0.4. Under
as

full coverage, this is also the case for these two programs. As far

the FA program is concerned,

than those of Set

and. no calculated. B"'s

it

is seen that the p"'s are distributed more evenly

i. This suggests that a kind of rate making methodology
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where

â more stable actuariaily fair premium schedule could be developed would be more
appealing from the producers' perspective.

The implications of detrending on the alternative programs can be clarified from
Table 3.7. In this case, the general distribution pattern for the B. indices is similar

to that of simulation Set II. It should be noted that the
fall between 0 and 0.2

decreases

percentage of p"'s that

dramatically with 80% coverage for the FI and IA

programs' which is why some higher overall p" values are obtained in the case of Set

III' With this methodology,

some farms may be over-detrended while others may be

under-detrended, thus leading to some biased estimation of true yield variability.
Table 3.7. þ. Distributions (

AREA

2

<0
0-0.2

0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8

> 1.0
AREA
<0

009
28 34
72 59
0713
004

FA1OO

0

09
152
65
20
09

0

0

4

0

0

4

0

72

8

20

0

88
4
0

50
31
0

62
8

0

0

4

0

0

L2

0
15

4

54

96
0

6i
11

6

0012
27 43
73 58
000
004
002
002

0-0.2

0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0,8
0.8-1.0

> 1.0
AREA

): Set III

FISO IASO FASO FI1OO IA1OO

002
002

0.8-i.0

Vo

12

<0
0-0.2
0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0,8
0.8-1.0
>1.0

0
L2
88
0
0
0
0

0
20
76
4
0
0

0

27
42

5005
134t45
51 89 70
2277632
3005
2003
4005

4

16

Table 3.8 gives the calculated Miranda mean B^'s and É¡'s for all sample farms

for 80% and 100% coverage. In Table 3.8, por is the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the individual farm yields and the area yields. The estimated Pearson cor81

relation coefficients for the risk area 2, the risk area 6 and risk area 12 arc 0.60269,
0.5556 and 0.75577, respectively. The corresponding averag" þf'" for each risk area
are estimated as 0.78308,0.96160 and0,92520. These results suggest that the calcu-

Iated po¡'s and B¡'s may not always be consistent. This occurs simply because the
linearity assumption between farm yields and area yields may be questionable.
Table 3.8. Miranda B¡ and B^

AREA

2

P"f
þ¡
o
Pm

MEAN
VAR
0.60269 0.03208
0.78308 0.09338
0.18903 0.00085

MIN
MAX SKEW NORMAL
0.08579 0.83340 -0.82952 0.92630
0,09548 1.37349 -0.12651 0.98115
0.13840 0.24081 -0.04023 0.93889

0,60269 0.03208
0.78308 0.09338
0.34926 0.00181

0.08579 0.83340 -0.82952
0.09548 1.37349 -0.12651
0.27r25 0.50199 7.14783

0.92630
0.98115
0.93817

0.55560 0.03648
0.96160 0.74872
0.24736 0.00277

0.08078 0.80560
0.10113 L.85527
0.00309 0.27063

-t.07470
-0.36415
-4.69697

0.89587
0.34975

0.5556

0.08078 0.80560 -r.07470
0.10113 r.85527 -0,36415
0.29677 0.44472 -1.07188

0,89587
0.93079
0.93335

I00Yo
P"1

þ¡

ô
lJm

AREA

6

Paf

þ¡
ô

Pn

0.93079

I00Yo

P"l
pf
o

Pm

AREA

0.03648

0.96160 0.14872
0.39473 0.00102
1-2

P"f
o
lJf
a
Pn

0.75577 0.02242 0.01947
0.92520 0.06658 0.01705
0.26299 0.01660 0.00000

P"l
n
uf

0.75577 0.02242
0.92520 0.06658
0.42754 0.01494

o

þm.

Based on the Miranda,6¡ values,

it

1.53329 -0.51337 0.97252
0.46170 -0.58166 0.79969

0.0L947 0.94645
0,01705 1.53329
0.15689 0.79402

-t.79849
-0.51337
-0.27753

0.84177
0.97252
0.94756

can be seen that farm yields are highly sensitive to

the area yields within risk area 6 and risk area 12. The estimated critical mean betas

( þ*', ), are much below the observed betas ( 0¡'t ), indicating that the full

area

crop insurance should work well within these three risk areas, if there is no question
about the equation (3.11). This is certainly a strong assumption. Other statistics in
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the table suggest

lhat

po¡'s, 13¡'s, and f3^'s vary dramatically from farm to farm.

The unit root tests for farm yields and for area yields are conducted using the ADF
equation defined in equation (3.14). The results are reported in Table 3.9. Tf denotes

the calculated Dickey-Fuller T-statistic for the tested farm yields,

Q

is the calcuiated

Dickey-Fuller T-statistic for the tested area yields , and T" denotes the Dickey-Fulìer
cointegration T-statistic for farm-area yields relation. The relevant critical statistics
are presented in the last column in the table.

Table 3.9. Unit root test and Cointegration test results
Selected farms ( 75 farms )

Stat

Tr

To
T"

NO
75

75
75

Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 10% Crir
-2.86303 0.98648 -5.37460 -0.57540 -3.24
-3.09322 0.88587 -5.19260 -1.36530 _3.24
-3.05180 0.89426 -4.95410 -1.53360 -3.50

Table 3.9 suggests that the hypotheses of unit root for both farm yields and area

yields can not be rejected for this particular group of farms. The estimated mean
Dickey -Fuiler statistics are greater than the critical values. Actually, 53 out of

T5

farms passed the unit root test for farm yields and 60% farms passed the unit root

test for the corresponding area yields. This means the cointegration test will

be

meaningful for most farms.
To determine whether a linear combination of the farm yields and the area. yields
is stationary, cointegrating regressions are tested using equation (3.15). The average

f

value is -3.05, which is greater than the 10% critical of -3.50. This implies that the

hypothesis of no cointegration between farm yields and area yields cannot be rejected

on average. That is, there is no reason to believe that a long-term stable relationship
between farm yields and area yields exists, given our selected sample.20 The bottom

line is that the basic premise of positive correlation between farm and alea average
20For 23 out of 75
exists from our tests.

( SLTo ) farms it

rvas observed
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that some sort of long-term stable relationship

yields is not acceptable by the test data.

3.3.2 Yield Risk Reductions With the GSD Approach
The Generalized Stochastic Dominance results are presented in Table 3.10. GSD
criteria are used to choose efficient strategies from among a set of alternatives by
comparing the distribution of net yields for each.
Table $.L0, GSD results: selected farms
r
0

.t'lEo

83

(33)
TASO

FAsO

( 33 )

46

51

(31)

( 34 )
43
28

4t)
131)

(34)
(

(55)

53

78

70

35)

(52)

(47)

61
41

61

89

(41)

(5e)

36

FISO

35

(31)

4l

FASO

(1e)
(2e)
FA100 52
35)
1.4'100 44

(3e)
42
(28)
24
(16)
(

IAI.OO

20
1e)
35

(33)
FÁ.lOO

(42) (4e)
62 76
(43) (51)
72 69
(4e) (47)

31

(33)
19

(50) (1)
72 0
(4e) (0)
79 0
(53) (0)

(43

(4)

( 43 )

68

J

( 45 )

(2)

87
58

(.6)

1

33

41
(27)
51
(34)
80

(42)
71
(48)
18
(12)

(25)
35
(24)
78
(53)

(22) (53)

33

(22)
37

(25)
s7
(25

39

(44)

(

24

^e\

(32)

(35)

18

74

(4e)
77
(52)
63
(43)

76
(51)
62
(41)
33

28

(4e)
63
(43)
77
(52)

(2)
8
(5)
8
(5)

(33)
42

(28)
52

(35

42

(36)

(33 )

(37)

21

28

48

(

28)
26

(35)

(42)

26

24

(

35)

(32)

(2r)

51

(48)

0)

(42)
25

(32)

IASO

(2) (53)
279
(1) (53)
064

(43)

In performing the GSD analysis, the risk aversion coefficients r(y) are divided into
four groups with r(t):-5.9-0, r(2):-3.00001-0.00001, r(3):0-0.0001, and r(4):0.00015.0, respectively. These intervals are selected based upon some simulation process
and the ASSESS procedures developed by Cochran et

al. ( 1990 ), and are used to

approximate risk attitudes of risk preferring, risk neutral, risk averse, and strong risk
averse, respectively. There are two parts to Table 3.10. The numbers in the first part

of the table indicate the number of times a strategy dominates any other strategy in
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each risk preference intervai. The

"0" indicates the strategy is dominated by other

alternatives, the "1" indicates the opposite case, and the question mark "?" indicates

that no dominance can be made among those strategies. The second part of Table
3.10 shows the number of times for which the program is the efficient choice

(

No.

Eff ) for the insured farms within the given risk averse interval. A strategy is
efficient one only

if it is not

an

dominated by any other strategies and is restricted to

those distributions on the rows with only "1's" or "?'s". The numbers in parentheses
are corresponding percentages.

As shown in Table 3.10, based on the 80% coverage option, fully individualized
insurance is dominated the least number of times

in all risk-averse intervals.

So

it

is for risk-neutral interval. The second least dominated alternative strategy is the
âreâ, coverage

and individual indemnity

( IA ) program. The full

area program is

dominated the least number of times for the risk-preference interval. These results
are highly consistent with those derived from previors B" approach. Moreover,

be seen that, although the
does

it

can

FI is the most efficient strategy with 80% coverage, it

not overwhelmingly dominate the IA program, the dominance can only be made

marginally.

With the full coverage option, however, the FA crop insurance becomes the least
dominated strategy for risk-averse intervals, while the IA program comes next. The

FI program, on the other hand, is still most preferred by farmers for the rislç-neutral
interval. As with 80% coverage, the dominance between the FI and the IA is

also

marginal for the risk-averse interval. The inconsistency regarding the fult coverage
option between the GSD and the previous index approach may be due to a sample
problem.2l
2iWith the GSD analysis, only those farms rvhich have grorvn red spring rvheat for
at least thirty
years are chosen as our sample. This likely covers only highly risk-averse producers. This biased
sarnple may directly affect the GSD result.
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It

is interesting to note that the discriminating power with the GSD for risk-

averse farmers declines as coverage level increases.

This result strongly supports

our-

previous finding with the index B" approach that producers will be less sensitive to
those alternative programs as coverage approaches the full coverage level, This clearly
suggests that offering higher coverage level is indeed an effective option to stimulate

higher participation rate, as long as the program is actuarially sound.
Table 3.L1-. GSD Results: 80% and LOO% Coverage Levels
Number of Efficient sets ( 74 farms )
1)

34

SSD
44

16 32

p1

1

26

27

97
Jd

(2t)

t4

17

92t30

p1
11

34

(17)
1

5

,

2p3
25 15

(12)

92
50

93
27

The final GSD analysis directly compares "six" alternative programs, i.e.,

each

program will be treated as two sub-programs with different coverage levels. For
example, the FI program with 80 percent coverage

( FISO ) and with

100 percent

coverage ( FI100 ) are treated as two alternatives in this case. This comparison is less

meaningful, but

it still has some policy implications. The results are shown in Table

3.11. The second degree stochastic dominance ( SSD ) results22are also presented.

In Table 3.11, the risk aversion coefficient intervals are redefined as: r(1)--g.Q0, standing for risk-preferring category, r(2)-3-9.9001, a risk-averse interval, and
r(3):3'3991-1.0, a strongly risk-averse category. With risk-preference category,

it

is

identified that the full area crop insurance program with eighty percent coverage level

( FA80 ) is the least dominated strategy. The percentage is up to 26%. The second
22Actually these are only quasi-SSD results.
lVith quasi-SSD, the upper bound is set such that
the relative risk aversion coefficient will never exceed 100. Horvever, in most cases no significant differences should be encountered betrveen the true and the quasi-second degree stochastic dominance.
p1=FI80, p2=1480, p3:F480, g1:FI100, g2-I4100, and g3=FA'100.
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least dominated strategy for this category is the individual pïogram ( FI80

). With

risk-avet'se interval r(2) , the individual insurance with 80% coverage ( FIS0 is found
)

most efficient. The

IA program with the full

coverage

( IA 100 ), however, is found

most favorable for the strongly risk-averse insured. The fully individualized program

with the full coverage option ( FI100 ) is most preferred using SSD criteria.

SSD

criteria generate a larger feasible efficient set than GSD criteria.

3.3.3

Prograrn Outlays

The average farm indemnities, measured as bushels per acre, for each risk area under
each progra,m are presented in Table 3.12.

As expected, the alternative that would result in the smallest indemnity per acre)

for all the three areas, is the full area insurance program ( FA
and individual indemnity approach (

it

IA ) is the most

)

The area coverage

expensive alternative, although

is only slightly more expensive than the FI program. These results are applicable

for both coverage levels. The highest average indemnity per acre for the IA program
is simply due to higher viability in its indemnity schedules ( see St.D's of the table
).

This result may likely be explained by the fact that ten-year moving average yields
are calculated for both the
schedules.23 This implies

than the IA program

FI and the IA programs to determine their indemnity

that the FI program would very likely be more expensive

if a longer period had been used in our simulation for the IA

program. Normally, crop yields in a short period may change dramatically. They
would be much more stable over a longer period.
Generally, either the FI program or the

IA program would result in much higher

farm level indemnities than the FA alternative.
23The MCIC uses a lO-year moving
average yield methodology to the FI program and a 25-year
or l5-year moving average yield approach to the IA program. This suggests that the viability in
indemnities for t,he IA program in our simulation case is probably overestimated, given a l-0-year
moving average approach.
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Table 3.12. Farm Indemnity Statistics
( Bushel/Acre )

Area 2
FI

Mean

IDM80 L.3I7t

St.D

Min

Max

0.7727 0.0944

IDM100 3.0286 1.1537 0.6627

3,1859

5.6L92

IA

IDM80

2.2116 1.5867 0.0000

IDM100 4.6542 2.4544 0.4532

5.5892

9.8484

FA

rDM80

IDM100
Area

0.5648 0.234t 0.0345
r.821_7 0.4414 0.7613

1.0233

2.6237

6

FI

IDM100 3.6366 1.3250 r.8642
IA

7.7169

IDM100 3.8338 1.7601 1.2206 7.0727
FÁ,

IDM80 0,56i6 0.1173 0.0781 0.7010
IDM100 1.9060 0.2322 1.2743 2.3395
Area
FI

12

IDM80

1.1169 0.7652 0.0000

IDM100 2.21,34 1.1305 0.0000

3.86S7
5.9530

IA

IDM80

1.3045 1.0620 0.0000

IDM100 2.5863 1.6998 0.0000

6.9855

L0.6022

FA

rDM80 0.55i3 0.3798 0.0000
IDM100 1.2819 0.5746 0.0000

3,4

1.2001

2.2887

Summary and Conclusions

Three crop insurance programs have been evaluated in terms of the effectiveness
of yield risk reductions for more than 450 Manitoba farms. The examination is first
conducted with the proposed index method with which the relative yield risk reduction

magnitude is calculated and compared for each farm under each alternative program.

The evaluation is made with 80% and 100% coverage levels, and other important
elements such as different premium setting methodologies and a detrending process
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are also incorporated in the simulation process. The generlized stochastic dominance

methodology is also used to provide an alternative analytical framework based on a
producer's relative preferences among those alternatives, by comparing the net yield

distributions generated by each program for each farm.
The results suggest that, given an actuarially sound basis, the fully individualized
crop insurance ( FI ) is the most favorable choice for risk-averse producers. The area
coverage and individual indemnity (

IA ) program is generally the second best option.

The area coverage and area indemnity, or the full area crop insurance plan ( FA ), is
least preferred by risk-averse farmers. This overall ranking holds for both coverage

levels. The index approach and GSD results also clearly indicate producers will be
less sensitive

suggests

basis,

to the alternative program designs if the coverage level is increased. This

that offering higher coverage level, without negatively affecting the actuarial

will be an effective means to induce higher participation.

Although a fully individualized program is generally preferred over the area coverage and individual indemnity program (

IA ), the dominance

is only marginal. This

is verified by both methodologies. In some cases, the latter may be more attractive

than the former.

It

is found that the FI program and the IA program are yield risk

reducing for almost all the farms, except for a few who may find these two programs

to be yield risk neutral.
The study has identified that the fult area program is also yield risk reducing
for most farms. The yield risk increasing

cases, however, can be identified

for some

insured producers with this program. The reason for this is that the individual farm

yields for some producers are not highly positively correlated with the relevant area

yields and a long run stable relationship between farm yields and area yields may

not hold as suggested by the Dickey-Fuller cointegration test. From an insurer's
perspective, the FA program is the cheapest program design and the
89

IA program the

most expensive, if only the average indemnities per acre is accounted for. This finding

is consistent with a priori, expectations.
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Chapter 4
Pure Premium Ratemakittg And
Actuarial Structures For An
All-Risk Crop Insurance Program
4.L

Premium Rates: Theoretical Foundation

4.L.L General Principles
Premium ratemaking is the core actuarial dimension of any insurance program.

If

a risk ( ..g., clop yield loss ) is described by a random variable, a premium setting
principle or formula is then a rule that assigns a real number ( the premium to the
)
given risk.
The fundamental principle used to determine gross premiums for general insurance
was observed by Adam Smith

(

1776

) in Wealth of Nations where he stated that the

insurance "premium must be sufficient to compensate the common losses, to pay the
expenses of management, and to afford such a profit as might have been drawn from

an equal capital employed in any common trade". This shows that over 200 years
ago Adam Smith had a deep insight into the essentials of insurance.

The observation by Adam Smith implies that an insurance premium consists of
three components:

Pgrorr:LlA+R'
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(4 1)

lVhere the first term ,L is expected insurance claim payment or pure premium
determined by actuarial principles.

It is convenient to write L: E{r} -

p,

as

wher-e

ø denotes actual loss, a random variable. The second term A represents the admin-

istrative expenses of the insurance company, The third term A is usually referred

to as the " risk premium " .24 It represents the reward to the insurer for his service
as risk-bearer. .R is determined

by market forces, i.e., the supply of and demand for

insurance in a competitive market determine the equilibrium for this insurer's reward.

In practice, premium rates also need to include some adjustments to account for
the cost of additional benefits (

".g.,

premium discount

),

This indicates that the

right-hand side of above identity often contains the fourth term Ld ( loads

).

This

term could be complex since all the major elements of insurance might be involved.
Fortunately, Ld is generally very small.

All-risk crop insurance is typically non-competitive and public intervention is generally involved. This is because the necessary and sufficient conditions for a compet-

itive crop insurance market cannot be met ( Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976. Ahsan,

Ali, and Kurian,

1982

).

The insurer is also assumed to be a zero profit maximizer

with a risk-neutral attitude. This suggests that the third term A vanishes in Smith's
equation for a government-subsidized crop insurance.
Crop insurance programs are often fuily subsidized in terms of program admin-

istrative costs.

It is observed that in practice,

the administrative cost is often in-

significant where the profit element is not included. The administrative cost of crop
insurance can however, be substantial, depending on the program.
24The

"risk premium" concept is formally defined by Pratt ( 1964 ) in which the risk premium .R
is measured as the amount of money that makes the decis'ion maker zndifferent between the random

uariable(Ioss)nandthenon-randomamount(certaintyequiaalent)ø{*}--R.Thetraditional

vierv in the insurance literature is that uncertainty is the lack of certainty, ar.d. risk is the uncertainty
rvhich exposes loss and could be predicted by a probability distribution ( Knight, Ig2I
). In the
economics literature, horvevet, risk is observable only if the decision maker's utitity is affected by
this probability distribuiion ( Robison and Barry, 1987 ).
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Pure premium p is determined by statistical and actuarial principles. Statistically,

it is determined by the Law of Large Numbers. Actuarially,
alence

(PE )is its foundation (Borch,

1990

),

the principle of equir'-

The latter states that the expected

value of insurance claim payments or expected losses under a contract should be equal

to the expected value of premiums paid. Defining

r as the claim payments, a random

variable, its probability density function is denoted Iw f

(r)

and the actuarially fair

pure plemium, by the principle of equivalence, is then calculated
p

- E{r} :

Io*

as

rf (r)dr.

(4 2)

Equation (4.2) constitutes the fundamental foundation of insurance theory and pure
premium ratemaking methodology.

It

should be noted that the PE principle is related

to the more fundamental

Bernoulli principle. In the early days of the calculus of probability,

it

was taken

for granted that the fair price of a gamble was the mathematical expectation of the
gain. If the probability of a gain is f(x), the fair price would be E{ø}

:

_[o*

rf

(r)d,r.

Applied to insurance, this means that a fair premium for a risk described by the
probability distribution f

(r)

would simply be determined by equation (42).

The counter example given by Bernoulli

(

1733

) has become known as the St.

Petersburg Paradox. To demonstrate this, consider a game in which a coin is tossed

it shows heads. If the first head appears at the nth toss, a púze of. 2 is
paid. It is clear that the expected gain in this gamble would be an infinity, since
E{rl -Ð(112)"2n : æ. Bernoulli argued that no rational person would be willing
until

to pay an arbitrarily large amount for the right to participate in this gamble. This
Paradox cannot be solved without the expected utility hypothesis, where the physical

gain

r

is replaced by some concave utility function of the gain,
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u(r). The Bernoulli

principle is then stated as:

E{u(r)}
With u'(r) > 0 and u"(r)

(

=

lo*

u(r)f (r)d,r.

(4 3)

0. From Jensen's inequality, it foiiows that

E{u(x)} < E{r}.
It indicates that

a,

(4.4)

person will pay less than the mathematical expectation for the right

to play a gamble. The implication is that an insurer will demand a "risk premium"
besides the expected loss ( actuarially

fair premium ) to cover a risk if he is risk-averse,

The actuarially fair premium or the PE equation is the simplest premium calcu-

lation principle.

It

is widely applied in insurance industry.

It

is a purely actuarial

principle2s and has nothing to do with economic aspects. However, insurance is also

a typical economic activity. In his Principles Marshall

( 1890 ) discussed

insurance

premiums as the price one has to pay to get rid of the "evils of uncertainty". This indicates that

it is possible to derive insurance premiums through

economics principles.

The problem is solved by what is called economics of insurance, where premiums are
calculated according

to some notion of utility. The so-called zero utiiity

pr.inciple

provides a general solution.

The zero utility premium calculation principle is based upon the economic defini-

tion of risk and

it

states that the premium p f.or a risk

r

should be calculated such

that the expected utility is ( at least ) equal to the zero utility, i.e.,

E{"(p-,t)}:u(0).
This principle yields a technical minimum premium in the sense that the risk

(4 5)

r

should

not be accepted at a premium below p. Quite often also the initial wealth i4l is taken
2slmprovements associated rvith this principle
could be made by including some direct loading
mechanisms in the formula. This leads to several popular actuarial principles, e.g., the variance
principle, flat loading principle, etc., as summarized by Buhlmann ( 1gZ0 ),
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into account by writing

u(W)

: E{u(W+p-r)}
: I"(W-tp-r)f(r)dr.

Equation (a.6) is the utility theory premium calculation principle.

in the special

case of

u(r) : r

the zero

(4 6)

It

is noted that

utility premium equals the actuarially

sound

plemrum.

A more interesting

case, however, is the exponential

utility

u(r): i,t "-^,),

(4.7)

which leads to a premium p of

o: lt, |

"^.

¡ç"¡ar.

It is interesting to note that the parameter

(4 8)

: -u" (r) lu'(r), is the pratt risk
aversion coefficient ( Pratt, 1964 ), the greater ), the greater p. For a risk-neutral
insurer, À
case of a

=

0, p

- E{r),

À

i,e., we are back to the actuarially fair premium.26 In the

normally distributed risk

r

the premium is

p: E{r} + }var{r},

(4 e)

which is identical with the variance principle used by actuaries.

4.L.2

Pure Ratemaking in All-Risk Crop Insurance

With all-risk crop insurance, the expected insurance payments are determined by its
indemnity schedule as defined by

E{r}:E{Mar(¡,C-y)}.

(4.10)

26It is for this reason that the actuarial premium ratemaking
is emphasized by ihis study since
risk-neutral behavior is assumed for the Crorvn crop insurance corporation. Horvever, impacts of
risk attitude on premium ratemaking can be easily simulated rvithin this utiliiy theory ratemaking
framervork.
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Where C is the coverage
term average yield,

gr

( the insured yield ) which is a percentage of the long

is the actual yield of insured crop, a random variable. The loss

variable is simply described as

r:

C

- E. The PE equation

is immediately translated

into

p:E{c-a}:
Where

/(y) it

lr"Q-a)r@)da, v a¿<c.

(4 11)

the probability density function of crop yields. Clearly pure premium

rate p is a function of the parameters of

/(y), the probability

density function of crop

yields, and the coverage yield determined by the insurance company. As seen from
above theoretical fot'mula, pure premium rates can be calculated as long as the yield

probability density function /(E)

i.

assumed and estimated.

A few studies in the agricultural economics literature can be found with reference
to premium ratemaking. The classical work is done by Botts and Boles ( 1958 ) in
which a rate formrrla with a normal yield distribution is derived. Yeh and Sun (1g80)
investigate the possibility of using the Pearson Family distributions to approximate
actual wheat crop yields in calculating Manitoba all-risk crop insurance pure premium

rates. Nelson ( 1990 ) also calculates pure premium rates assuming the beta ( Pearson
Type I ) yield distributions by using seven Iowa county average corn yield data. Both
researches conclude

that classical normality assumption about crop yield

questionable and leads

losses is

to some biased estimation of pure premiums. However,

no

formal pure premium ratemaking formula based on their yield distributions can be
found in both papers.27 Skees and Reed ( 1936 ) proposed ratemaking issues for farmlevel crop insurance using trend-adjusted yield data. They found that detrending has

important implications for premium ratemaking in a sense that unadjusted

(

for

274 theoretically consistent rate-setting
formula for a given yield distribution can be obtained by
substituting the probability density function into equation (a.11) and getting the integral over the
range of zero and the coverage yield C. If yield variability and mean yield are estimated based on
one distribution ( e.g., beta ) but the rates are calculated from another formula ( sa¡ Botts & Boles
formula ), biased results will be obiained.
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trend ) yields reduce the expected insurance payments, thus resulting in some biased
estimates.

4.L.3

Premium Ratemaking: the MCIC Methodology

The MCiC's premium ratemaking methodology has experienced two stages in its
development. In the first stage, a theoretical rate based on normal curve theory ( the

Botts and Boles formula ) is calculated for most programs. This was not changed

until 1985. Since 1985, an actual loss cost formula ( ALC ) has been developed. With
this formula, actual annual losses are calculated as a percentage of coverage. The
premium charged is an average of annual losses over the last 25 years. The ALC
formula is expressed

as

DÎl, (c, _ Y) lc,

(4.r2)

'25
Where

Y¿

is the annual average area yield and C; is the annual average areâ, coverage.

This formula is not workable if the length of the data series is

less

than 25 years or

actual loss records are not tracked. Therefore, in practice MCIC uses a hybrid of the
theoretical loss cost as determined by the normal rate formula and the ALC formula.

That is, the actual rate is determined by actual annual cost, plus a theoretical
rate. This theoretical

base

base

rate is an average rate over pre-1985 as calculated by the

normal curve theory. The weighting on the base rate is reduced by 4 percent for every
year of actual loss experience added. Letting k

k:25 for

2010, then

for 1g85, lc *2 for 1986, ...,, and

it follows that

7 J- (C, -Y,\
I
P: t"L#
v2
'' j=l

It

-I

Normal Base Rate * (1 - k * 0.04).

(4.13)

is clear that for the year 2010 and each year thereafter, the simple actual loss cost

formula (4.12) will apply completely.
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4,2 Rate Formulas for Normal and Beta yield
Distributions
The Botts and Boles formula can be directly derived by substituting the normal yield

probability density function of f (y) into equation (a.11). If letting E(A)

Var(y)

-

: y:

þ,

o2, representing the expected yield and the variance of yields, respectively,

then the formula is

Pnmr: A(C
Where

A : h ¡{ e-i"

-

p')

d'2, the proportion of

+ do.

(4.r4)

total acres with yields a¿ 1 C in

particular year ( i.e., the probability of collecting indemnity
ordinate at the insured yield C, and,k

:

(C

- p)lo.This

).

a

: fte

ih'

a

, the

is the premium setting

formula2s which has been used by the U.S Federal Crop Insurance Cooperation for

at least 36 years ( Nelson, 1990 ). The theoretical pure premium rate formula based
on the normality assumption may be rewritten as:

.

o

/ ,-(*Ë)'1
Pnmt:r/ç\"'"u''
- "-(#)'l
-e'o\/2')
where erf (z)

: I;QlJ")e-"dt,

(+)
*?f"rf
",oVz,
Z

+

erf

(!=¡¡,
o\/z

(4.1õ)

is the error function. This version of the formula

is derived using MATHEMATICA ( Wolfram, 1988 ) and

it

is much easier to

use

since the error function is built in many statistical packages ( ..g., SAS, SHAZI.M,

MATHEMATICA

).

Expected loss can also be calculated from any empirical distribution ( such as those

that are generated when performing Monte Carlo simulations ) if one is unwilling to
28In the FCIC formula, o, the standard
error of ihe yield, is simpiy set at 2b% of the mean, i.e.,
oa:0.258(9)' the reason for assuming this linear relationship between the yield standard error

and the mean yield is not documented, The formula may be reduced to a more specific formula
for estimating expected loss if a polynomial function for integration of a normal distribution is
utilized, i.e., A = k(atT * azTz * atTs), where ø1= 0.4361836, øz = -0.1201676, a3: 0.9872gg, and
T = IIG + 0.33267k) ( Abramowitz and Sregun, 1984 ).
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assume any theoretical yield distribution ( say, a normal distribution )'e'

Pemp:ift i=1

a;)f

n, v

ao

< c.

(4.16)

Where y¿ is the observed farm yield, rz is the number of random yields developed,
and

!(C -

g;) is the total crop losses of those yields below the coverage C in the

particular year.
The assumption of normality of crop yields is often questionabie. The normality

will lead to some biased estimates of the expected loss since the normal yield distribution is rarely observed. Therefore, some flexible yield distribution is preferable

in rate-making process. The beta distribution, as suggested by most authors (e.g.,
Day, 1965; Yeh and Sun, 1980; Nelson, 1990 ) is a good candidate for such flexible

distribution. The beta distribution is defined bv
r@.@, þ)

:

_ r*70-t
,
B(t, þ)

y*CI-1(1

0(

A*

1L, a,p>0.

(4.17)

This distribution is flexible because it can take on any form of skewness and symmetry.
Many distributions could be derived from the beta distribution as the distributional
parameters

ntio

a and B vary ( Rothschild and Logothetis,

af B remains constant, but

a

1986

).

For example, if the

and B increase, the variance decreases and the

distribution tends to the standard normal distribution. The beta distribution becomes

: r,2, areindependent random variables
distributed as X?,,,i : I,2, and where ut = 2a and u2 : 2P. The arc-sine distribution
is obtained from the beta distribution if a : þ : IlZ. When a : 0 : 1 the
the distribution of X?16?+XÐ where X¿,i

beta distribution becomes the standard continuous uniform distribution.

If 0 = I

a

polver function distribution arises and g*-1 has a pareto distribution. A weibuil-beta
2eThe impact of the normality or any
other theoretical distribution assumption on the premium

rate making can be assessed easily by comparing this empirical distribution rate making formula
with the formula derived from the relevant theoretical distribution.
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distribution is obtained if a random variable Z îs srch that for any constanl lc, Zk
has a standard beta distribution.

In terms of the Pearson Family distributions, the

beta distribution is covered by the Pearson Type I distribution ( Kendall and Stuart,
re77 ).
The premium rate based on the beta yield distribution can be derived
^* _
t-

,*'*oH(I - þ,a,I i a,c*)

p,L * a,2 * a, c*)
(I + a)B(d, p)

c*L+oH(I

0¿B(",0)

-

as

(4.18)

where H(.) is the hypergeometric function, a simple mathematical function,30 and E*

and c* are transformed variables defined as:

A*

:

AlMar{At,....,An}, c*

: ClMar{At,....,A^}. B(",Ð

is the simple beta

function.sl The estimated mean yield and the yield variance can be obtained through
the following transformations

:

:

al@ + 0), v(a*) (ap)l(@ + þ)2(*+ p + 1))
E(y+)Mar{At, ....,An}, os = oiMar{yt, ....,An},,

E(a*)
n@)

(4.1e)

and the actual estimated pure premium rate can be calculated as
pb"to

:

p*

M ar

{E1 , .. ..

., Unl

(4.20)

.

The Beta formula is also derived using the MATHEMATICA program and premium
rates can be calculated conveniently with this program.

4.3

A Bayesian Approach to Ratemaking

4.3.L

The Rationale of the Bayesian Statistics

An excellent discussion on the general Bayesian statistics and econometrics can
found in Zellner

( 197r ), and Judge et al. (

30It is defined as: ø(ø, b,c, z)
31The beta function

B(",þ)

-

"#Ð
is defined

1988, Ch. 4, Ch. 7

1or rr-t(t - r)c-a-t(t ly f, t"-1(t - l9-tOt.
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). The

tz)-"d,t.

be

fundamental

rationale of the approach may be illustrated in the following example. Suppose we
are interested in estimating the parameters p in the model:

y
In the context of

:

f(x1,6;e)

(4.21)

classical econometrics, the true parameters B (unknown) are as-

sumed to be objective and from a given

( unknown ) population. Because the true

distribution about B is unknown, the distribution has to be assumed and the data on

(yr

X)

are collected by sampling and then the sampling parameters p are estimated.

Whether those estimated ¡î of the trte B are good or not, is simply judged by certain

criteria or by some desirable properties such as the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator
( BLUE ), highest R2,, etc.. In the Bayesian approach, however, the population which
possesses

B is random while the sample is assumed to be objective and given. That

is, before collecting data (y,

X) and investigating

B, one must have some subjective

( his own ) knowledge about B and this knowledge has to be utilized systematically.
This prior distribution g(P), reflecting the researcher's beliefs about the parameters

in question

before looking

at the data, is combined with the sample information

contained in the likelihood function

l(ply,X), via Bayes theorem, to produce the

posterior distribution, g(7ly,X), the main output of a Bayesian approach:

g(|ly,X)
where

- t(!3lv,x)g(p),

(4.22)

[(þlV,X) - certain theoretical distribution which could be any kind.

4.3.2

Applications to Rate Revisions

Since the first part of this century

it has been recognized in the general insurance

industry that the best insurance premiums will be obtained when the pure premium
is set somewhere between the actual loss experience of the insured and the overall
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average loss for all insured. This can be justified since an insured individual or group

of insured individuals will rarely provide enough information to accurately estimate

their potential for future claims. To illustrate how the Bayesian statistics may

be

applied to premium rate-making, it is appropriate to introduce the so-called credi,bi,ti,ty

problem in the insurance literature. Most casualty insurance is offered on a short-

term basis

(

6-12 months ), so

that premiums can be revised regularly to reflect the

changing cost of insurance. The practical problem faced by actuaries is

this: given

a volume of old experience, as reflected in the old premium and a volume of new
experience, as reflected

in the recent claims history of the insured, to what extent

should these two experiences be reflected in the revised premium p? The traditional
soiution to this problem provided by the credibility theory is:

p:

z(n) * Pn". + [1 - z(n)] *

(4.23)

p"¿¿,

where Pot¿ is the old premium per risk, n is the size of the collective generating the

new data, z(n) is the credibility factor,0
per risk as defined f:y

Iln

where

/

< z(n) (

1, and

pn".is the new premiurn

is the new claimsexperience. This equation states

that a revised premium is a weighted

average of old premium and new

premium. The

problem with this formula is determining the relative weights or credibility factor

to be placed on the specific and overall

loss experiences.

It will be shown that the

Bayesian approach is the best way to solve this problem. Bailey

(

1950

) has shown

that the credibility factor z(n) could be obtained by the Bayesian approach.

In Bayesian terminology, old or historical premiums

mâ,y be thought of as ema-

nating from a pri,or d'istri,buti,on. The experience of a particular collective (e.g., an
area loss experience in the crop insurance case ) in the most recent time period is the

new data ( sample ), and the new revised premium will be some characteristics of the

posterior di,stri.bution resulting from combining the prior and the sample information

r02

via the Bayesian theorem. Such an explicitly Bayesian formulation has been presented by Bailey

( 1950 ). Klugman ( t9OZ ) gives a more detailed discussion under the

Hierarchical Bayesian Approach.

With the Bayesian approach, premium rates are not entirely determined by the
sample data, the researcher's knowledge would play some crucial role and

it

has to be

incorporated into the rate-setting procedure systematically. Fol example, suppose we
are observing the number of claims

(r) ( frequency claim rate ) from one randomly

selected insured from the collection

of all insureds. Assume that the numbel of

claims in one year has a Poisson distribution with parameter p and that the numbers

of claims in different years are independent. If we have t year observations, the
likelihood function32is

:

f @lò _ u-to oDx; ltlr¿l

(4.24)

Further, suppose that we have some prior knowledge about p before investigating the

data, say, we know that the parameter p is distributed in the form of the gamma
distribution with the parameter

a

and 0:

s(p): oi:,'::'!u
0"r(a)

.

(4.25)

The posterior distribution is then:

sØlù

-#ffi

-

pdrDx;-t"-(t+r¡B¡r.

(4.26)

The denominator of above equation does not depend on p and so must be the constant

that makes the equation a density function, that is, integrate to one. Clearly this
posterior distribution is also a gamma distribution with parameters a

+ Ðr¿ and

32The probability density function
/(r) could be written in the fotm t(ælp), which emphasizes
that it is the probability density for the z's, given parameter p; Alternatively, it could be rvritten as
lþlr), the likelihood function, which stresses that for given ø, it can be regarded as a function of

the parameier(s).
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PIQ+tB).

The Bayes estimate of p is the posterior mean,

(a+Ðr;)t3lG+úp). This

can be rewritten as

^tp1^
o:4¡Br*
a weighted average of the sample mean

r

(4.27)

UUaÞ,

and the prior mean aB.

The precision of this estimate and the predictive density function can also

be

evaluated conveniently. Equation @.27) is clearly analogous to equation (4.23) in a

manner that po¡¿is aB, pn". is

r,

and z(n) is

llG +tB).

one of the advantages with

the Bayesian approach is that the choice of credibility factor ( weight ) is established
based on theoretical foundation, rather than on some ad hoc procedures.

The credibility theory and ihe Bayesian methodology could be used to justify the
current MCiC ratemaking methodology. The MCIC formula is partiy justified in the
sense

that the calculated rate is a combination of the old premium ( or prior rate

and the new ( sample ) rate. The old premium rate

po¡¿

)

is determined by the normal

base rate, the new premium pn"- is reflected by the actual annual loss

formula is however questionable in terms of its weight determination.

It

cost. The

is also hard

to justify why the formula will be finally switched to a single actual loss cost formula.

An empirical difficulty with the general Bayesian approach in crop insurance

is

that it is not easy to incorporate some prior information about the expected loss itself

into the framework. This is because pure premium rate itself is not a parameter to
be estimated.

It

coverâge level,

etc.). Moreover, there is no relevant computer program which

is generally a function of some other estimated parameters

be used readily in this context,

It

is for this reason that we may

approach into some slightly different framework. That is,

( o,p,
can

fit the Bayesian

in applying the Bayesian

methodology, we often focus on the parameters which determine the pure premium

rates, rather than on the premium rate itself. However, there is no theoretical dif-

ficulty in utilizing a true Bayesian methodology. A possible framework of using the
r04

true Bayesian methodology may is proposed below.
Suppose premium rate p is directly estimated from loss data measured by actual

indemnity per risk ( I, in bushels per acre ). By the actuarial principle, the relationship

of

E{I} : p holds. Assuming

insurance payments are normally distributed, the

probability density function for the payments is:

r¡lp,o): -l"t;"4.
ot/2r
Suppose the prior distribution about premiums

distribution with parameter

a

Ø.28)

p could be specified as a gamma

and p,

gØlo, 0\
"/:

^c¿-L

t'

^-

o/ ß

=:=::
p"l(a)

(4.2e)

'
)

the posterior density function is then:

gØlI , a, 0,, o)

- li

Í(Ilp, o)g(pl*, 0)
f Qlp, o)g(pl*,

0,,

o)dp'

(4.30)

which is equivalent to

gØlI,a,0,o)
Where

:

1ry) A r"-t "- I + I I o2 - p2 ¡ zoz
a'r(a)t($)A" H(zs) + zot(ff)AH (zz)

,ti ¡f

Jt(l)i

c

Ê

p

(4 31)

A: # - þ,n(zr): H(ry,t,Ë#), and H(zs) - H(i,i,Ëf).H(.)

Kummer confluent hypergeometric function33 and

l(.)

is

is standard gamma function.

The Bayesian estimate of p can be derived from this posterior distribution. The
posterior pure premium mean is

(4.32)

33As defined by

H(a,b,c,k)

- flJß1;; [] ext¡"-t(t 105

t¡u-"-tot.

lVhere

H(Zt)

is the Kummer confluent hypergeometric function as defined by l1(1

af 2,3f 2,A2o2 f 2), B

+

: (o' - gÐltJot, and tr(.) is generalized Laguerre polynomials.

Equation (4.32) gives true Bayesian estimates for actuarially fair premiums provided that loss experiences are coming from the normal distributions and prior in-

It is apparent
average of actual losses ( I ) and prior

formation about premiums is contained in the gamma distribution.

that the Bayesian premiums are weighted
information summarized by parameters

a and 13.

The Bayesian framework could also be used as a prediction tool. This couid be
done by formulating a predi,ctiue density. Here of interest is the value of a future
observation whose distribution also depends on the parameters contained in the pos-

terior distribution.3a The old observations are the insurance payments paid in the
past to insured producers and we wish to predict the payments that will be made in
the future,
Assume that the density of this new observation is

g(I,".lp), the predictive density

is then:

f.Q^".V)

: I oQ,".lp)r.(plI)dp.

(4.33)

Where zr-(.) is the posterior density function. This equation represents all of our
knowledge about a future observation. Both point and interval estimates for this

value can be constructed as is done for the parameter p itself. In our example, the
predictive density function will be

f.Qr".V) =

.
4¡

|

¡

-!I)'/2?2-'A"ocr+*r(d)-H(+'+'¿szo -)
¡a oz ç e ¡ 7 ) A r ¡t^ ¡ n I z, ¡ ¡2¡ I z,
I)" ¡" c. r ( i) n (î,+,e:f' )

z t
/ 2 o2
" / e ?"*
/2
(

7

7

¡¡

t+
I

^

(4.34)

,

if thenormaldistributionisassumedforfh,eg(I,"-lp), Where

CisIfo2 lIn"-fo2-

rlp
34This nerv observation In", does not necessarily have the
same distribution as the old observations
1/s, but it must depend on the same parameter p.
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The theoretical formula for the pure premium rate indicates that the actuari-

ally sound premiums depend upon the accurate estimation of the mean yield and
yield risk, as measured by the yield expectation and yield variability. An important
question that arises is: How can the Bayesian methodology be used to improve the
accuracy of empirical estimates with the expected yield and yield variability? The
Bayesian Inequality Constrained Estimation developed by Gewek

(

1986 ) is utilized

in answering this question.
Suppose the estimated parameters are

0 = (o,p). In the Gewek framework, the

prior information about the parameters to be estimat"d ( B) is formulated in a sort
of inequality formation. If, for example, we have some prior information about p
such that the parameters are confined in the range between 1to*", and Buor",, then

the appropriate noninformative prior density function can be formulated

n(p)

={å

ir ou-u1f,oÍo"oo*

as:

(4.35)

This prior density function suggests that only those B values which fall into the range
of (1nr",,þupp",) are feasible, while all the other values of P are assumed to be zero.

It

also indicates that all values within the feasible category are equally iikely. With

this justification, the posterior density function is:
g@ru)

- {4olu)o@

"

o,.i;nlfunÍ"0",0",

This posterior density function is a truncated normat distribution.

point

(4.36)

It

is truncated at

0.

Given this framework, the practical question is how to determine the feasible range

of l3ro-., and puoo",. The following procedures are possible options in applying this
quasi-B ayesian approach

:

(1) The estimated mean yield and yield risk from the homogeneous risk area could
r07

be treated as prior information, the individual farm's actual yield and yield variability

will be the sample.
(2) The statistical estimates for yield expectation and yield variability from different yield distributions could serve as the prior. In this study, the yield variances

from normal distribution will be treated as the lower bounds for yield risks, and the
mean yields estimated from the same yield distribution are treated as upper bounds

for yield expectation.

4.4

An Indemnity-Truncated or Deductible-Shifted
Program

An all-risk crop insurance, in particular, a farm-level crop insurance program typically suffers from high administrative costs. In the U.S., for example, administrative
costs account for almost 40 percent of the net cost of the crop insurance program.
These costs escalate in areas that are characterized by a preponderance of small scale

producers ( Skees, 1994

).

High management cost is one common feature for many

government-subsidized crop insurance programs. As a result, reducing administrative
costs is critical in order for the government to establish a financially viable and af-

fordable program. The following proposed program structure is aimed at addressing

this particular ploblem,
Under the current MCIC programs, an insured farmer will receive an insurance
payment whenever his actual yield of insured crop drops below the predetermined
insured yield, no matter how much his actual claim is. This indicates that the whole
management process

will apply to him whether he is actually making a claim only

worth $2 or a claim worth as much as $200. This is because the indemnity scale
determined between zero and actual indemnity payment.

is

If the proportion of those

making small claims is significant, the resulting inefficiency in administrative expenses
108

is obvious. Therefore,

it may be effective to design a structure in which small claimels

will be eliminated from actual insurance payment receivers. A truncated indemnity
structure ( or a deductible-shifted progïam ) proposed here is one possible choice.
The truncated indemnity schedule works in a way that an explicit truncated de-

ductible level ( á ) is specified and the schedule is defined by

I:Mar{O,(1 -0)C-a} with 0<á<1.

(4.37)

Where C is the yield coverage and y is the actual crop yield. Under this program,
an insut'ed producer receives an insurance indemnity payment if his actual yield falls
below the coverage and if the shortfall is larger than a certain amount, as measured by
0C

.

Th'e insured farmer

if he suffers from

will not receive payment if his loss is less than 0C bushels even

a sort of crop

failure. Obviously, the d value should be small enough

not to discourage participation and big enough to effectively reduce administrative
costs. When 0

=

0, shedule (4.37) reduces to the conventional indemnity schedule.

The indemnity-truncated or deductible-shifted program provides some important
advantages over the conventional program. One obvious advantage is that the pro-

gram delivery costs associated with this program will be significantly lower than that
of the basic deductible program due to the elimination of those small claimers whose
crop losses are less fhan 0C bushels. The program will be more attractive to farmers
because higher yield protection could be obtained without exceeding the maximum
coverage

to average yield ratio ( i..., the maximum real coverage level ).35 Given

a maximum real coverage level c, the coverage could be flexibly provided from

0%

to (c * 0)% so that the real coverage level would remain constant at c whereas the
deductible or unindemnified loss range could change. For instance, coveïagefrom 5%

to 85%, 70% to 90%, or

75% to 95% would provide an equivalent 80% real coverage

35This alternative approach to determining coverage
at any coverage level has been proposed by
farmers as a means of increasing the protection available from crop insurance ( Gilson, 19S7 ).
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level. Clearly, the yield protection will actually be increased, since the probabitity of
collecting insurance payments becomes larger. This is obvious given that the prob-

ability of

losses between any

7 or (p)

yield values of coverage C and average yield

is higher than the probability of losses between yields of 0 and C of corresponding
range, and that the areabetween 0 and 0C is generallyless than that between C and

C

+0C (i..., ¡f ¡@)¿a . [3*'" f(a)da, /(y) i. the crop yietd probability

density

function ). These relationships will be hetd for the normal yield distribution and any
other positively skewed yield distributions.

With this program design, the theoretical premium rate formula (4.11) is modified
AS

rC

p: E{(L-0)C-a):

Jo[G-0)c -a]f@)da,v

a¿<c.

(4.38)

A formal rate formula can be delived if the yield probability density function /(E) it
assumed and estimated for crop yields. For example, given the normal yield distri-

bution, the formula is shown to be
c-t\z

P:\2,
O , -(
pnml:ffi(e'"^tr'
-e -(\;Jr) )+

(4.3e)

The beta formula (4.18) is modified as
^-

_ (1 -

- p,a,I l
,t\-,lt )

O)c*r+oH(I

a,c*)

c*r+"H(r
(1

Where p* is specified as earlier so that p

-
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- p,7 * a,2l
+ a)B(a,13)

p*Mar{At,..,An}.

a,c*)

.

(4.40)

4.6

Data and Results
Table 4.1. ML Estimates for Mean Yield p's ( Bushel/Acre

Year
60
6i
62

63
64
bb

66

oí
68
69
70
7L
72

t.)
74
75

76
77
78
79
80
81
82

83
84
85
86

87
88
89
90
91

92

Mean

lt

ra

t

lt

toru, St,E

lt

t"to

ã

t

20.565

þ

)

t

L3.272 73.027 13.265 0.0039 13.2582
23.485 87.744 23.388 0.0578 23.28t2
11.963 62.928 11.985 0.0131 12.0078
24.476 i84.800 24.454 0.0127 24.4312
26.559 130.220 26.516 0.0247 26.4727

3.6007 24.877 18.1260 23.464
3.4136 26.375 8.3164 24.85r
2.2074 28.592 12.4990 26.031
7.7885 29.185 L7.7150 28.664
5.4966 30.886 11.i140 30.187
20.095 105.800 20.063 0.0180 20.0319 3.7680 33.279 11.2800 31.845
27.04t 160.280 27.0t8 0.0131 26.9947 6.6660 34.505 13.0890 33.883
23.7t5 1i4.890 23.704 0.0064 23.6933 3.9184 33.650 9.3120 32.468
14.327 65.776 14.339 0.0065 14.3503 2,1100 30.625 9.6528 27.908
17.606 73.825 17.581 0.0149 17.5546 3.5986 40,835 12.8010 39.861
27.r87 125.310 27.176 0.0063 27.1650 7.0757M
27.725 171.990 27.733 0.0050 27.7429 8.2798 24.707 15.5960 24.368
26.039 r23.270 26.035 0.0018 26.0319 7.2590 26.095 15.0490 25.634
19.886 86,335 19.874 0.0067 19.8632 4.6384 24.295 14.0430 23.430
25.619 104.350 25.59L 0.0161 25.5635 5.8475 24.420 L2.4520 23.843
28.734 114.610 28.710 0.0139 28.6858 6.5713 24.59t 11.7550 24.t77
30.965 t25.250 30.950 0.0087 30.9344 8.2125 25.487 13.0260 24.7t2
27.885 102.810 27.855 0.0170 27 .8248 7.1963 2r.2r9 13.4940 2t.247
30.136 100.800 30.131 0.0032 30.1249 7.3574 2i,891 12.1810 2r.620
19.942 56.245 19.959 0.0101 19.9762 2.6023 2r.725 7,8193 20.375
32.050 102.960 31.949 0.0595 31.8415 5.756L 21.934 8J058 21-616
37.770 t34.450 37.758 0.0069 37.7452 10.5210 20.951 Lt.7780 20.896
29.327 177.770 29.272 0.0324 29.2148 7.8132 22.745 13,5820 22.436
36.507 115.990 36.322 0.1202 36.0671 4.9746 24.498 6.0595 24.045
46.010 L47.930 45.939 0.0419 45.8652 8.3298 22.489 6.i994 22.725
36.560 148,700 36.464 0.0580 36.3568 8.8453 35.657 10.6180 39.786
39.004 157.550 38.945 0.0316 38.3884 i0,5480 23.659 11,1510 23.625
13,500 61.208 13.614 0.0708 i3.7536 2.2634 32.655 10.9020 32.371
4r.3r7 245.670 41.284 0.0191 4r.2504 12.2720 39.994 11.5280 38.150
45.155 275.730 45.092 0.0376 45.0228 11.8620 33.528 9.2153 34.030
31.893 87.079 31.693 0.1266 37.4376 5.5338 33.439 8.5482 32.9t4
46.700 283.610 46.623 0.0480 46.5284 6.7853 33.749 4.8812 34.359

27.928l25.48927.8930'027827.85266.296428M

Farm-level yield data for red spring wheat for risk arca 72 are used to calculate
pure premiums with different premium setting methodologies. To test the efficiency
associated with various formulas, annual average area rates are estimated for each

year for the period 1960

- 1992. The sample size ranges from

g00

to 3000 since the

participation rate fluctuates from year to year. The annual mean yield p and the
11i

yield variance o2 are estimated with Maximum Likelihood

( ML )

technique, and

these estimates are utilized in our premium rate formulas. Table 4.1 and 4.2 reporl
mean yield and yield variance estimates.

In Table 4.7, fun*t represents the ML estimates for the annual mean yield under
the normal yield distribution assumption, [t6.¡o denotes the ML estimates for mean
yield under the beta distribution, and ûbor", represents the Gewek estimates for mean

yield. â and þ ut" estimated parameters associated with the beta distribution, t
and St.E are t-ratio and standard error, respectively. The notations in Table 4.2 are

similar to that in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 shows that the estimated mean yields fluctuate significantly from year
to year. For most years, the normal estimates are higher than the beta estimates. For

only five out of thirty-three years the beta estimates are higher than the normal estirnates. This indicates that the yield distributions for this area are generally positively
skewed and the normality hypothesis can not be accepted ( Table 4.3

). The Bayesian

Inequality or the Gewek estimates fall between the normal and beta estimates. This
is because the normal estimates and the beta estimates are used as possible ranges for
these Bayesian estimates. As seen in Table 4.1, all the ML estimates are statistically

significant.

In terms of yield variances, the normal estimates are lower than the beta estimates

( Table 4.2 ). The normal estimates of yield variances for 31 out of 33 years are
underestimated. This suggests that the premiums based on the normality assumption

will also be biased and underestimated. The Gewek variance estimates drop between
the normal and beta estimates as well. Again, all the estimates are statistically
significant, particularly for beta parameters.

r72

Table 4,2. ML Estimates for Yield Risk a's ( Bushel/Acre
0nml

oba

obeta

89
90

6.7963 45.
6.8878 0.0551 6.9758
6.1308 47.683 6.1859 0.0298 6.2398
9.5t7r 50.260 9.6703 0.1i13 10.1848
7.i888 53.479 7.2005 0,0054 7.2098
6.9191 56.884 7.0079 0.0597 7.157L
8.6498 59.942 8.7588 0.0766 8.9702
8.3576 74.909 8.4473 0.0636 8.6519
8.0781 67.568 8.1633 0.0576 8.3030
9.4365 64.653 9.5367 0.0648 9.6824
8.8060 57.t69 8.7131 0.0605 8.5916
7.6605 45.416 7 .7715 0.0731 7.9374
7.9713 51.961 8.0371 0.0376 8.1070
7.6228 48.585 7.6298 0.0022 7.634t
7.6367 5t.I27 7.6976 0.0364 7.7637
7.6678 47 .053 7.7274 0.0344 7.7905
8.2564 47.561 8.3589 0.0627 8.4915
8.5262 48.033 8.6i95 0.0551 8.7273
8.1215 46.544 8.1909 0.0394 8.2615
7.8566 44.313 7.9815 0.0821 8.1812
8.5443 37.696 8.5489 0.00i8 8.5531
10.2780 40.992 10.2660 0.0105 70.2460
9.4263 42.820 9.5994 0.1212 9.9587
8.2146 4I.428 8.2462 0.0155 8.2737
7.8638 44.651 7.978t 0.0725 8.1394
10.6260 47.535 10.8050 0.1315 1r.4748
9.7515 44.464 9.8779 0,0785 10,0407
8.5733 49.315 8.6752 0.0628 8,8057
8.i852 46.691 8.2784 0,0564 8.3925
7.9299 50.836 7.9753 0.0250 8.0200
7.6354 64.409 7.7301 0.0708 8.0283
8.3633 72.L60 8.4037 0.0231 8.4457

91
92

16.9390 65.231 16.7360 0.1575
10.8340 67.296 10.9370 0.0668

60
61
62

63
64
bb
66

67
68
69
70

7t
72

nt
rJ
74
75

76
77
78
79

80
81
82
83

84
85

86
87
88

Mean

)

d

t

6,1857
3.6007
3.4136
2.2074
7.7885
5.4966
3.7680
6.6660
3.9184

27.t12

17.9100

24.877

18.i260 23.464
8.3164 24.85I

2. I 100

3.5986

26.375
28.592
29.185
30.886

33.279
34.505
33.650
30.625
40.835

7.0757 33.429
8.2798 24.707
7.2590 26.095
4.6384 24.295
5.8475 24.420
6.57L3 24.59r
8.2125 25.487
7.1963 2r.2r9
7.3574 21.891
2.6023 2L.725
5.7561 2r.934
10.5210

20.951

20.557

12.4990 26.03i
17.7150 28.664
11.1140 30.187
11.2800 31.845
13.0890 33.883

9.3120
9.6528

32.468
27.908

12.8010
13.7620
15.5960
15.0490
14.0430
12.4520
11.7550

39.861
31.615

24.I77

i3,0260

24.7L2

24.368
25.634
23.430
23.843

13.4940 2r.247
12.1810 2t.620

7.8193
8.7058

2t.616

11.7780

20.896

20.375

7.8132 22.745 13.5820 22.436
4.9746 24.498 6.0595 24.045
8.3298 22.489 6,1994 22.725
8.8453 35.657 10,6180 39.786
10.5480

23.659

2.2634

32.655

L2.2720
11.8620

39.994
33.528
33.439

11.1510 23.625
10.9020 32.371
11.5280 38.150

9.2153 34.030
5.5338
8.5482 32.9r4
6.7853 33.749 4.88L2 34.359
8.6171 52.235 8.6862 0.0576 8.6178 6.3424 28.093 11.6412 27.506
10.0611
11.0884

The tests of normality for cross-sectional farm yields are reported in Table 4.3.
The sample size involved in the test for each

yeil is presented in the first column.

The estimated yield variability, skewness, and kurtosis statistics are presented in the

fourth, fifth, and sixth column, respectively. The normality test statistic is presented

in the last column. The tests are conducted with the SAS Univariate
With this procedure, the normality test statistic will be computed
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Procedure.

as the Shapiro-

Wilk's W statistic if sample size is less than 50 ( smalt sample ), and a statistic
based on Kolomogorov's D statistic will be calculated if the sample size is larger than

50. This statistic ranges

between zero and one, and a small value tends

to reject

the normality hypothesis. The simulated critical vaiues and the methodology can be

found in Shapiro &

wilk ( 1965 ) and Stephens ( rg74).

percent significance level, the critical value is 0.931
value

For example, given a

if sample size is 33. This critical

will be 0.947 if the sample size becomes 50. The larger the sample

greater the critical value will

5

size is, the

be. It is clear from Table 4.3 that the normal yield

distribution hypothesis for cross-sectional farm yields can not be accepted.
Table 4.3 also clearly shows that farm wheat yields within risk area 12 for most
years are skewed to the right.

It

is also interesting to note that the normality tests for

wheat yields using farm-level time series data ( the results not reported here ) tead

to the rejection of the normality hypothesis as well. The rejection of the normality
hypothesis and the confirmation of a positively skewed yield distribution indicate that

crop yield loss distributions are generally positively skewed, This is consistent with
the general perspective that most insurance loss distributions âre skewed to the right

with an heavy right tail ( Klugman, 1984

).

II4

Table 4.3. Normality Test ( Bushel/Acre

St-D
976 20.5113 L2628
1376 L3.2755 1.0114
L579 23.758t 2.4258
i870 12.2350 i.3645
zrlt 24.089L 1.3160
2286 26.3539 1.9873
2555 19.8477 1.8496
2994 26.79t4 t.7414
2599 23.7207 2.4724
1900 t4.3548 2.1730
rL45 17.5198 1.5931
1530 27.2075 r.7450
1374 27.5276 L.6404
1551 25.8797 1.5509

Year Sample Yield
60
61
62

63
64
bl)

bb
67
68
69
70

7t
72
f,)

74

1,265 19.9035

1.6107
1.8394
1.9293

Skervness
0.1998

0.5842
-0.2108
1.0193

-0.0643
-0.0064
0.2761.

0.1303
0.3133
0.8443
0.4040

0.2634
0.3979

0.4720
0.3966

91
92

1278 25.6573
0.0749
1343 28.8227
0.0250
7217 30.7421, L.7693 0.1084
97r 27.8381 1.6878 0.0053
914 30.2026 2.0346 0.2954
937 20.1501 2.9675 0.8108
1005 3L8r27 2.5110 -0.4515
927 37.7456 1.8361 -0.1469
1105 29.3275 1.6838 0.2207
1233 36.6761 2.9991 -0.7932
1070 45.7994 2.6724 -0.6025
1305 36.5117 2.0302 -0.5654
1177 38.9387 r.8276 -0.6910
I4I4 13.4909 1.7010 t.4920
2284 4t.2325 1.5597 -0.7440
3003 45.1586 t.9256 -0.9265
2386 3t.7426 7.3165 24.8689
2540 46.6602 3.1829 -0.5863

Mean

1.162

tÐ

76

I(
78

79
80
81
82

83
84
85

86
87
88
B9

90

27.9205 2.0979

0.8289

)

Kurtosis

NORMT

0.118 0.9694
0.20L 0.9587
-0.345 0.9687
3.168 0.9397
0.187 0.L042
0.000 0.0898
-0.011 0.0887
0.253 0.0951
0.306 0.077r
0,561 0.9186
-0.053 0.9650
0.366 0.9721
0.527 0.9650
0.795 0.9680
0.L74 0.9670
0.019 0.9736
0.259 0.9727
0.246 0.9672
0.618 0.9747
0.306 0.9719
t.273 0.9459
0.058 0.962r
0.234 0.9671
4.898 0.9526
0.859 0.9405
t.937 0.9559
2.218 0.9434
1.092 0.9453
5.355 0.9130
2.094 0.1521
1.682 0.1459

972.554

0.825

0.1489

0.0497
0.9747

The estimated actuarially sound annual premium rates with an 80 percent coverage level for different crop yield distributions are presented in Table 4.4, For sim-

plicity, the coverage yield is determined as an 80 percent actual annual average yield.

This allows us to reflect and test sensitivities of coverages to calculated premiums.
To simulate effectiveness and implications of different yield distribution assumptions,
an identical coverage applies to different rate formulas for each particular year'.
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p"*p is an ex ante empirical rate, as calculated by equation (4.16). This ex ante
annual empirical rate reflects an exact average crop loss or "expected

"

loss ( bushels

per acre ). This rate is calculated to provide a comparison basis for different rate
formulas in evaluating various ratemaking methodologies. A ratemaking methodology

or formula is good only if it produces a premium estimate which is equal or very close

to this ex ante empirical rate. The normal rates, pn*¡,
(4.15). The beta rates, as denoted by
equation (4.20).

pGewek

pb"ro,

ã,re,

computed by formula

are derived from equation (4.18) and

represents a quasi-Bayesian rate which is based on Gewek

yield variability and yield expectation estimations. p^"¿" is the actual MCIC rate.
The MCIC rates are calculated by the Corporation's ratemaking methodology and
coverages are determined by the long term average areâ,

yield. Therefore, they are

not entirely comparable with our simulated ex ante rates.

pBasesian presents the

premium rates based on the true Bayesian framework calculated from the posterior
mean ( equation (4.32)

).

The Bayesian rates are simulated by taking actual

as the sample and the gamma

losses

distribution is assigned to capture our prior knowledge

regarding historical premiums. Because the actual losses are not available and the
historical MCIC premium rates are influenced by many factors, the hypothetical data
generated from the sample used in this study are utilized. This is reasonable since the

Bayesian rates are primarily calculated to demonstrate a methodological framework.
Table 4.4 shows that the normal rates pn^¡'s are generally underestimated, as compared to the actual losses. The reason for this is that yield loss risks under normality

hypothesis are underestimated, provided that some skewed yield loss distributions
are observed. The normal rates cover the actual losses only for ten out of thirty
three years. The differences between these normal rates and the actual losses are not
insignificant for most years over the simulation period. For the period 1960

- 1992,

the average annual crop loss for wheat in risk area12 is 1.295 bushels per acre, and
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the average annual normal rate is only 1.226 bushels per âcre over the same period,
a 5.3% shortfall annually.
Table 4.4. Estimated Pure Premium Rates
80% Coverage: Risk Area l-2 ( Bushel/Acre )
Yêãt

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Pemp Pnmt

Pbeta PGeuek Pmcic

P Bayesian

N/A 0.992
N/A 1.139
N/A r.932
r.657 t.226 1.651 1.222 Ni A 1.509
0.979 0.972 0.979 1.004 N/A 0.913
1.431 1.401 r.469 r.444 N/A
1.300
1.7t7 1.551 1.696 1.579 N/A 1.565
1.168 r.206 1.2t9 r.237 L.022 1.068
L.826 t.728 1.838 t.755 0,953 1.668
2.777 L.478 1.990 1.475 1.007 2.006
1.603 1.434 1.589 t.462 0.944 r.459
71
1.089 1.t67 ] t45 1.189 i.151 1.102
72
0,900 1.037 0.968 t.037 1.070 0.851
ryo
0.976 1.118 1.086 1.137 1.080 0.911
r.402 1.387 r.402 1.405 0.882 L.374
74
t.279 r.326 1.349 1.363 0.944 r.164
75
Ib
1.278 L.264 L.278 1.298 0.952 1.163
77
0.930 t.042 1.037 1,064 1.036 0.875
78
7.076 1.101 Lr47 I.I44 0.939 0.992
r.t37 1.206 L754 L.207 0.926 I.042
79
80
2.312 1.892 2.230 1.886 0.838 2.137
81
1.562 i.385 1.570 1.460 0.911 t.42L
82
0.797 0.797 0.803 0.806 1.003 0.774
83
L.023 1.038 1.086 1.083 0.986 0.948
84
1.812 1.544 I.944 1.643 0.983 1.656
85
1.051 0.905 t.074 0.948 1.528 0.971
86
1.088 0.939 r.026 0.985 t.437 1.001
87
0.938 0.746 0.814 0.780 1.528 0.882
88
1.696 L.372 r.741 1.353 r.537 1.545
89
0.742 0.543 0.650 0.569 1.934 0.740
90
0.863 0.598 0.669 0.615 2.866 0.826
91
r.704 3.085 1.680 2.223 7.977 1.554
o9
1.393 1.166 I.373 1.209 2.107 L266
Mean I.295 1.226 7.297 1.264 1.205 1.278
1.076 1.115 1.102 1,145
7.250 1.150 L.251 1.161
2.100 r.754 2.089 1.815

IJ

In contrast to the normal rates, the calculated beta premium rates provide a very
good approximation to the actual indemnity payments. For most years, the beta rates
are very close to ex ante empirical rates, and some are even identical. From 1960 to
1992, the estimated average beta rate

is L297 bushels pet acre) and the difference
TT7

between the average beta rate and the average loss is only 0.005 bushels per acre.

This result suggests that the beta rate formula (4.18) can provide rather optimal
premium rate estimates.
Average annuai quasi-Bayesian rate is calculated as L264 bushels per acre. For
most years t PGewek produces a median rate which is between the normal a,nd the beta

rate. This is because the Gewek Inequality Restrictions Estimation provides median
yield variability and yield expectation estimates. The reliability and precision of these
PG"*¿'s depend on the quality of specified prior information for yield variability and
average

yield. Their power and usefulness can be improved significantly if

some

realistic prior restrictions are incorporated. The key to this procedure is how to
formuiate prior information. The example discussed here is only a very simple case.

The true Bayesian methodology generates median premium rates which falt between "actual losses" and " historical premiums".

It

should be noted that a fixed

premium rate for "historical" or prior premium is assumed ( ô
so

that p

:

L24, and o

:

0.4155

:

1.6534, þ

:0.7517

) while annual actual losses denoted by p"^o

are

used in the Bayesian simulation. Consequently, pBaaesian represents an evaluation of

how premiums should be revised as "actual losses" change, given a fixed old premium.

The simulation results presented in Table 4.4 apparently suggest that the Bayesian
approach gives an average of this prior premium (1.24 bushels per acre) and the actuai
loss experience. More importantly,

it

can closely

fit the revised (posterior) premium

pattern to the changed loss pattern, i.e., the revised premium increases as the loss
goes up, and vice versa.

Table 4.5 presents the estimated pure premiums for the truncated indemnity pro-

gram. These rates are calculated with a 5 percent truncated level ( d:0.05 ) with
different covelage levels. As seen from the table, the premium rates, based on B0%
coverâge level, as computed either by the normal formula or by the beta formula, are
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lower than those with a zero truncation (

i.e.,0:0,

see

Table 4.4) as expected. This

resultislogicaibecausewitha(0.05,0.80)combinationfor(0,c),therealcoverage
level is only 75 percent.
Table 4.5. Simulation of Indemnity-TYuncated Program
5 Percent Truncation ( d-0.05, Bushel/Acre )

c=80%

c

=

85To

Year portion Loss pr*r pb"to porti.on Loss pr*t
60
0.09 0.856 0.892 0.854 0.09 1.119 Lr37

0.00
0.09
0.00
0.05
65
0.01
66
0.04
67
0.05
68
0.00
69
0.05
70
0.07
7I
0.03
72
0.15
/J
0.49
74
0.00
(b
0.40
/o
0.19
77
0.03
78
0.18
79
0.08
80
0,00
81
0.38
82
0.56
83
0.06
84
0,15
85
0.02
86
0.15
87
0.52
88
0.00
89
0.18
90
0.40
91
0.I7
92
0.16
Mean 0.14
61

62
63
64

1.038 0.982 1.049 0,09
t.842 1.468 r.744 0.05
r.452 r,072 L.446 0.19
0.795 0.738 0.791 0.40
1..124 1.115 i.149 0.11
1.448 1.303 1.406 0.07
0.901 0.934 L.644 0.19
1.558 1,.442 1.510 0.30
1.903 L.294 1.815 0.09
1.375 L3I2 L.327 0.00
0.825 0.898 0.854 0.20
0.649 0.778 0.697 0.07
0.707 0.861 0.808 0.13
LI42 L.I52 0.970 0.00
r.026 1.052 1.046 0.05
I.024 0.977 0.964 0.04
0.735 0.766 0.741 0.02
0.844 0.834 0.552 0.07
0.899 0.916 0.847 0.44
1.990 1.634 1.908 0.00
7.26t 1.067 L.207 0.05
0.587 0.527 0.520 0.07
0.827 0.770 0.789 0.09
1.567 1.185 1.519 0.38
0.799 0.587 0.793 0,16
0.893 0.651 0.887 0.47
0,689 0.480 0.624 0.13
1.460 i.198 1.504 0,04
0.557 0.312 0.488 0.40
0.642 0.344 0.595 0.15
r.402 2.672 1.403 0.16
I.I02 0.803 t.077 0.18
1.088 1.006 L077 0.i5

pb"to

1.128

1.289 1.172 r.278
2.L49 1.788 2.134
1.695 r.248 1.653
1.015 0.991 1.002
1,489 1.429 1.503
1.769 1.581 L.734
L.220 1.230 r.247
1.878 t.762 7.879
2.229 1.505 1.998
1.648 L462 L624
1.139 1.199 1.r7r
0.954 1.056 0.989
1.032 i.140 1.110
t.452 t.4L4 L.23L
1.339 1.353 1.381
1.331 1,289 1.307
0.972 1.059 r.057
L.1.26 L.12t L.723
1.184 L229 0.850
2.374 t.927 2.268
1.630 r.412 1.606
0.863 0.802 0.810
1,061 1.056 1.108
i.859 r.573 1.988
1.101 0.908 1.086
t.t26 0.950 r.042
0.991 0.748 0.820
r.740 r.397 r.76r
0.782 0.533 0.646
0.912 0.587 0.664
L.767 3.1,42 1.719
L454 L779 1.396
1.382 1.288 1.360

Table 4.5 confirms again that the beta formula produces better premium rate
estimates in both 80% and 85% coverage cases.

It

should be noted that in order for

an insurer to provide an actual 80% coverage level, the norminal coverage should be
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set at 85% with the 5% deductible truncated.

It

is observable from Table 4.5 that an

equivalent 80% coverage under 5% truncation ( i.e., á:0.05, c:0.85 ) under truncated

indemnity schedule generates higher premiums than a non-truncated program ( i.e.
simple 80% coverage level with zero truncation ).

As seen in Table 4.5, an 85 percent coverage level with a five percent truncation
program provides an equivalent insurance protection as a simple 80 percent coverage
program does, but in the former, insured producers are required to pay some higher
premiums per acre. This is because expected indemnity payments for a truncated
program are higher than a non-truncated program. For example, with a simple 80%
coverage level, the average annual indemnity payment is 1.295 bushels per acre. This

figure becomes 1.475 bushels when a 5 percent shifted deductible is offered, given

an 85% norminal coverage level. This clearly suggests that the probability for

an

insured farmer to collect insurance indemnities is increased if he is willing to pay a bit
higher premium rate under deductible-shifted program. Therefore, from an insurance

participant's perspective, a deductible-shifted insurance package, say, a combination
of ( 0.05, 0.85 ) for ( á, c ), could provide the same or even larger protection than a
basic 80% coverage program.

From an insurer's perspective, an increased indemnity cost could be balanced by
an actuarially sound premium ratemaking methodology.

It

also may be offset by a

reduction in administrative costs if the indemnity schedule is truncated. This is very

likely since the proportion of claimers who make small claims among claimer population is not insignificant in many câses. On the contrary,

it

is often very significant.

The column under portion in Table 4.5 displays the percentage of those small claimels

in the total indemnity payment receivers for each year under specified deductible and
coverage levels.

years, and

It

is obvious that this proportion is significant for most simulation

it is increased as coverage

level increases. For example, the percentage
120

ranges from zero

to 56 for an 80% coverage option. If a real 80% coverage level is

offered, the small claim percentage becomes more stable than a 75% coverage,

it

is

often around 30 percent. With a deductible-shifted program, however, all these small
claimers are eliminated from actual claimer population, As a result, cost reductions

due to this structure is expected to be very significant. Take

(d:

0.05, c:0.85

)

progrâ,m as an example. The average indemnity for the past 33 yeâ,rs is 1.475 bushels

per acre, which is 14 percent higher than that of the basic program
age

with no truncation

).

(

80% cover-

However, the average annual small claim proportion for

the deductible-shifted program is 28 percent over the same period for the 0.05, 0.85
combination, and 33 percent for the 0.05, 0.80 combination. This shows that a five
percent indemnity-truncated program may lead to some 30 percent reduction in terms

of the number of claims to be processed.

Table 4.6 presents the simulation results for the programs with a ten percent
deductible truncation. With this level, the indemnity schedule is truncated at 0.1*C
bushels where C is the coverage yield, and a 90 percent coverage level

will give

an

actual 80 percent yield protection only, Obviously, the small claim proportion goes
up as truncated level á increases. This indicates that potential program management
cost savings associated with higher coverage program are even more significant. For
example, given an 80% coverage level, the possible reduction in claims could be about
31 percent, and this number might be 37 percent

if the coverage level is increased to

90 percentage of expected yield given our simulation cases. As expected, the average

insurance payment under a 90% coveråge level with

a I0% deductible truncation

is slightly increased as compared to the 85% coverage and 5% truncation option.
Although these two programs provide an identical 80% yield loss protection, the
former may be more attractive to producers than the latter, since the probability for
an insured producer to collect insurance payments is higher in the former program
T2L

design.

Table 4.6. Símulation of Indemnity-Tluncated Program
10 Percent Tþuncation ( d-0.1-0, Bushel/Acre )

c:
Year portion Loss

0.27
0.13
63
0.10
64
0.25
65
0.46
66
0.26
67
0.45
68
0.10
69
0.05
70
0.11
7T
0.51
72
0.64
JA
¡d
0.50
74
0.32
75
0.43
76
0.23
tt
0.09
78
0.22
79
0.19
80
0.2L
81
0.40
82
0.62
83
0.18
84
0.09
85
0.38
86
0.21
87
0.52
88
0.23
89
0.60
90
0.48
91
0.27
92
0.38
Mean 0.31
61
62

4.6

c:90Ta

80To

gnmt

pbeta portion Loss

0.874 0.813 0.873 0.09
1.606 1.182 1.493 0.30
1.260 0.918 r.171 0.19
0.630 0.503 0.662 0.48
0.929 0.831 0.929 0.15
r.220 1.056 1.2i3 0.18
0.693 0.662 0.622 0.24
1.316 1.155 1.181 0.32
1.640 1,111 r.417 0.09
t.154 0.994 1.060 0.24
0.613 0.629 0.563 0,10
0.4t4 0.519 0.425 0.12
0.557 0.603 0.530 0.22
0.952 0.914 0.735 0.09
0.842 0,779 0.743 0.2t
0.797 0.690 0.651 0.38
0.550 0.489 0.445 0.04
0.631 0.568 0.556 0.47
0.676 0.627 0.541 0.48
I.7I5 7.376 1.566 0.04
1.039 0.749 0.843 0.10
0.431 0.256 0.230 0.11
0.654 0.503 0.493 0.49
1.337 0.826 1.094 0.42
0.636 0.269 0.372 0.53
0.724 0.363 0.388 0.51
0.555 0.214 0.234 0.46
L.252 1.024 L.242 0.18
0.400 0.080 0.L26 0.48
0.495 0.091 0.121 0.46
1.145 2.259 0.925 0.26
0.874 0.440 0,581 0,38
0.893 0.734 0.758 0.27

pnml

pbeta

1.303 1.148 t.256
2.i66 1.737 2.091
1.708 1.233 r.654
t.027 0.907 0.916
1.508 1.353 1.429
L787 1.539 I.694
1.237 t.423 1.158
1.896 t.709 1.824
2.246 1.488 1.908
1.663 1..427 1.584
L.L57 1.100 1.188
0.972 0.958 0.973
1.051 1.054 1.023
1.469 1.368 1.458
1.359 L.277 i.323
1.349 1.196 1.315
0.996 0.944 0.994
1.143 1.025 1.079
1.200 1.126 Lt52
2.394 1.897 2.263
1.653 1.308 1.508
0.886 0.632 0.688
1.073 0.949 1.011
1.874 L.452 1.882
1.118 0.697 0.909
1.139 0.797 0.988
1,008 0.568 0.676
t.755 1.380 r.692
0.795 0.322 0.446
0,928 0.357 0.546
1.788 3.095 r.724
]'475 0.983 l'2L9
1.403 LL97 L.295

Conclusions

This chapter has examined the theoretical and analytical issues with respect to
ratemaking framework and actuarial structures for an all-risk crop insurance pro-

r22

gram. The ratemaking simulations are made with more than 1000 insured red spring
wlreat producers in risk arca 12. The specific actuarially fair or pure premium rate
formulas for the normal yield probability density function, and for the beta yield dis-

tribution

are developed and presented. These formulas are empirically easy to use and

premium rates can be calculated by common statistical and mathematical packages
such as SAS and MATHEMATICA. A quasi-Bayesian approach based on the Inequal-

ity Restriction estimation in calculating premium rates is also developed. A formal
Bayesian framework is proposed and discussed within the context of premium revision

techniques, and the current MCIC ratemaking methodology is examined within this

analytical framework. In terms of program design, a deductible-shifted program by
defining a truncated indemnity schedule is proposed and evaluated, and the premium

rate formulas associated with this new structure are derived and simulated.
The results of this chapter suggest that, given an actuarially sound basis, the rate
formula based on the beta yield distribution produces best unbiased and consistent
estimates for yield losses. The normal rate formula tends to underestimate expected
losses

significantly. The major reason for this is that the normality hypothesis for

farm wheat yields can not be accepted in risk arca 12, and positively skewed yield

distributions

(

skewed

to the right ) are common as suggested by the normality

tests. The quasi-Bayesian procedure could generate some median rate estimates.
The efficiency and the quality of these estimated rates depend upon the reliability of
specified prior information. Theoretically, the true Bayesian approach is particularly
appealing and useful regarding the premium rate revision methodology, the difficulty

ís essentially empirical and computational in nature,

It

is found that the current

MCIC methodology is partly justified using the credibility theory and/or the Bayesian

methodology. Some formal application of Bayesian approach may give rise
improvement relative to the current formula.

r23

to

an

A deductible-shifted progra.m is found very interesting. It appears attractive to
both the insur-ed and the insurer, From an insured pelspective,

it

is attractive be-

cause an equivalent or higher loss coverage could be obtained as compared

to basic

non-deductible-truncated programs. The probability for the insured producer to col-

lect indemnity payments is essentially increased provided the producer is willing to
pay slightly higher premium rates. The program is more flexible in terms of coverage

determination. The insurance corporation finds the program appealing because some
significant administrative cost reductions could be expected. This is the case since
small claim insured are discriminated and eliminated from the total claimer popula-

tion, For a farm-level all-risk crop insurance, the proportion of claimers who make
small amount claims is often significant.
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Chapter

5

Sumrnary and Conclusions
5.1- General Conclusions
This thesis has provided an examination of the fundamental elements of crop insurance. The evaluation was conducted using theoretical and empirical approaches. To
have a clear picture of the overall results which have emereged from this study,

it

may be useful to recall the hypotheses stated at the beginning of this thesis:

Null hypothesis 1:

There is no theoretically sound and consistent foundation for an

individualized crop insurance. The statistical, actuarial and economic aspects cannot
be integrated consistently in this kind of crop insurance program.

Null hypothesis 2: The homogeneous

risk area hypothesis cannot be rejected. The

current homogeneous risk area based IPI approach is an effective approximation to
the theoreiically sound insurance. The area coverage program can provide the same
or larger yield protection coverage than the individual coverage program.

Null hypothesis 3: Actuarially, an individual coverage

approach may not be su-

perior to area coverage approach. The individualized insurance structure does not
necessarily induce stronger demand for the crop insurance. The financial exposure

with the individual coverage will be much higher than with the current homogeneous
risk area or some other area approaches.
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Null hypothesis 4:
as long as

Adverse selection is inherent

in any crop insurance program

(1): a voluntary program is offered, or (2): the asymmetric information

problem is present.

Null hypothesis 5:

The current progrâm could be improved either by some new

programs ( ..g., an indetnnity-truncated program ) or by some better premium set-

ting methodologies. The Bayesian methodology could play an important role in the
premium rate-making procedure.
The theoretical discussion suggests that the purely and partially individualized all-

risk clop insurance programs typically suffer from some critical problems including
actuarial inconsistency, adverse selection and moral hazard, and some practical diffi-

culties. These observations indicate that there is no reason to reject hypothesis one,
i.e., there is no reason to believe that theoretically sound and consistent foundation
could be established within individualized program structures.

Although the purely homogeneous risk area approach has not been implemented

in practice, the difficulty is only practical in nature in defining risk
and

it

homogeneity,

may provide an effective approximation to the theoretically sound program.

Currently implemented homogeneous risk area based individual productivity indexing
(

IPI ) method provides a basic framework toward this sub-optimal program structure.

The fourth hypothesis is not rejected as suggested by our theoretical discussions and
supported by practical evidence. The empirical results conducted in the study tend

to more positively support the non-rejection of hypothesis two, hypothesis three, and
hypothesis five,

Farmers' demand for crop insurance program is determined by many factors.
These factors can be determined by the standard economic tools

with the help of

modern utility theory. A risk averse farmer will participate in insurance only

r26

if his

expected

utility with insurance is greater than that without insurance. Since ail-risk

crop insurance is designed to provide yield protection to the insured, the magnitude
of yieid risk reductions for a particular program structure will play an important role

in determining farmers' demand for that particular program. The empirical study
with respect to this aspect is conducted in Chapter Three, and these results are used
to partially test hypothesis two and three.
The results suggest that, given an actuarially sound basis, the fully individualized
crop insurance ( FI ) is the most favorable choice for risk-averse producers. The area
coverage and individual indemnity (

IA ) program is generally the second best option.

The area coverage and area indemnity, or the full area crop insurance plan ( FA ), is
least preferred by risk-averse farmers. This overall ranking holds for both coverage
levels. The index approach and the GSD results also clearly indicate producers will be
less sensitive to the alternative programs

if coverage level is increased. This

suggests

that offering higher coverage level, without negatively affecting the actuarial

basis,

will be an effective means to induce higher participation.
Although the fully individualized program is generally preferred over the area
coverage and individual indemnity (

IA ) program, the dominance can only be made

marginally. This is verified by both methodologies. In some cases, the latter may
be more attractive than the former.

It

is found that the FI program and the IA

program are yield risk reducing fol almost all the farms, except for a few who may

find these two programs to be yield risk neutral. The study has identified that the
full area program is also yield risk reducing for many farms. The yield risk increasing
cases, however, can be identified

for some insured producers with this program. The

reason for this is that the individual farm yields for some producers are not highly

positively correlated with the respective area yields. The hypothesis of a long run
stable relationship between farm yields and area yields is not accepted by the Dickey727

Fuller cointegration test. From an insurance compa,ny perspective, the FA program
is the cheapest program design as expected, and the

IA program is most expensive,

based solely on indemnity costs.

With respect to the supply of crop insurance, it

has been demonstrated

that public

provision is inevitable due to the uninsurable nature of crop production risk and
asymmetric information problems. The determination of ratemaking methodologies
and administration of programs are critical for the financially sound performances of

any government subsidized all-risk crop insurance program. They are also critical

if

farmers are going to be encouraged to purchase insurance. These aspects are covered

in Chapter Four.
Chapter 4 examined theoretical and analytical issues with respect to ratemaking
framework and actuarial structures for an all-risk crop insurance program. Ratemak-

ing simulations are conducted with more than 1000 insured red spring wheat producers in risk area 12. The specific actuarially fair or pure premium rate formulas

for the normal yield probability density function, and for the beta yield distribution
are developed and presented. These formulas are empirically easy to use and premi-

um rates can be calculated by common statistical and mathematical packages such
as SAS and MATHEMATICA.

A

quasi-Bayesian approach based on the Inequali-

ty Restriction estimation in calculating premium rates is also developed. A formal
Bayesian framework is proposed and discussed within the context of premium revision
techniques.

The results suggest, given an actuarially sound basis, the rate formula

based

on the beta yield distribution produces best unbiased and consistent estimates for

yield expected losses. The normal rate formula tends to underestimate expected
iosses signifi.cantly. The major reason

for this is that the normality hypothesis for

farm wheat yields cannot be accepted in risk area 12, and positively skewed yield
728

distributions

( skewed to the right ) are common

as suggested by the normaiity

tests. The quasi-Bayesian procedure could generate some median rate estimates.
The effciency and the quality of these estimated rates depend upon the reliability of
specified prior information. Theoretically, the true Bayesian approach is particularly
appealing and useful regarding the premium rate revision methodology, the diffi.culty

is essentially empirical and computational in nature.

It

is found that the current

MCIC methodology is partly justifred using the credibility theory and/or the Bayesian
methodology. Some formal application of Bayesian approach may give rise to an
improvement relative to the current formula.

A deductible-shifted or indemnity-truncated program is also discussed. It appears
attractive to both the insured and the insurer. From an insured perspective,

it is at-

tractive because an equivalent or higher loss protection could be obtained without
increasing the real coverage level, as compared to conventional programs. The prob-

ability for the insured producer to collect indemnity payments is essentially increased
provided the producer is willing to pay slightly higher premium rates. The program
is more flexible in terms of coverage determination. The insurance corporation finds
the program appealing because some significant administrative cost reductions could
be expected. This is the case since small claim insured are discriminated and eliminated from the total claimer population. For a farm-level all-risk crop insurance, the

proportion of claimers who make small amount claims is often significant.

5.2 Limitations of the Study
Several important assumptions and simplifications were made

that place some lirni-

tations on the analysis in this research.

The simulations conducted in Chapter Three deal with the relative merits for
several progrâm alternatives

in terms of their yield risk reductions. The currently
I29

implemented

IPI program is however not included in the simulations. The

models

are at best a simple approximation of what is actually in place, and as a result, the
comparisons between the model results and programs offered by the Manitoba Crop

Insurance Corporation should carefully be made. Nevertheless, the basic analysis is

directly applicable to crop insurance issues currently under discussion in both Canada
and the United States.

The second obvious limitation is that the same MCIC data was used for all models

and this may create biases in the results of alternative program designs. This is
because adverse selection and moral hazard effects could be present in the data set.

The fact that yields are based on one soil type rather than the average over the
entire farm may have reduced the level of yield variability and could have an effect
on the results.

Administrative costs and the costs associated with program abuse are not modeled. As a result, financial comparisons are only made based on program payouts.

5.3

Suggestions For Further Research

Several approaches

in terms of program structure have been proposed. Examples

include an area plan, individualized insurance structure and weather crop insurance
scheme. Among these, area a,pproach and individualized crop insurance plan have
received much attention, and have been implemented in different programs. Weather

crop insurance program has never been experimented with for some practical reasons.

Unfortunately both the area approach and the individual approach have been shown

to suffer from critical problems such as moral hazard and adverse selection. Theoretically, these problems cannot be overcome thoroughly as iong as the plogram is
based upon a voluntary basis and the current methodologies are maintained. Funda-

mentally, for an insurance scheme to be financially viable and actuariaily sound, the
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symmetric information condition, the reasonable loss distribution assumption and the
homogeneity risk condition have

to be met. However, the question is: Is there any

system in which all these fundamental principles can be incorporated consistently?

Stated differently, can

\Me

design a kind of structure in which all relative advantages

inherited in each current approach may be reconstructed consistently while without

their limitations? We believe that the

ans\Mer

to this question is yes! A fundamental

problem with current approaches ( either area approach or individual approach

)

is

that the loss information system inherited in these programs ( i.e. crop yield and its
loss experience ) is somewhat subjecti,ue andnot objecti,ue because the insurer cannot

( true crop yield and yield variation data ) due
to information collection cost. What is meant by this statement is that a kind of
afford to get the true information

objective system is crucial for a program to be practical.

It

is on the basis of this

reasoning that a homogeneous ri,slc group approach is proposed and a detailed study

of this non-contiguous risk areas is one obvious entension of this research. In this
approach, a homogeneous risk group

of

(nof

ørea)

will be defined according to a set

objecti,ue indi,ces such as some meteorological observations and soil productivity

indices. The insured farmers will be divided into different groups according to homogeneity risk criteria. The same coverage and premium rate will be determined within
each group. This nongeographi,cal conceptual framework

will

overcome many poten-

tial problems and lead to consistency between area approach and individual approach
in terms of their advantages. It is conceptually superior to all the current approaches
and practically feasible.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we present pure premium rate formulas for various yield distributions. Since crop yield loss distributions are most likely skewed to the right, the
distributions with right tails are often used to derive pure premium rate formulas.
There are two "natural" distributions (i.e., the normal distribution and the gamma
distribution ) from which a number of heavy-tailed distributions can be created. Two
methods of creating such distributions are by transformation and by mixing. Trn'o
common transformations which shift probability to the right are A : erp(r:) and
U: 1110. Mixing occurs when one of the parameters is considered to be random with
a specified parametric distribution. The new random variable is the marginal distribution of the originalvariable. That is, Iet f(r;h,..,þò be the continuous p.d.f. of
variable r, and g(/ei0t,...,0ò be the continuous p.d.f. of þp, then the new, mixed
distribution will have p.d.f.
h("; 13r,.', /p-t,0r,.',0r) : I f @; h,.', þr)g(/e;0t,.',0òdþr'
By these methods, various distributions can be obtained.
Pure Premium Rate Formulas: Various Yield Distributions
Yield Distribution
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